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Abstract
The challenge of detecting a change in the distribution of data is a sequential
decision problem that is relevant to many engineering solutions, including quality
control and machine and process monitoring. This dissertation develops tech-
niques for exact solution of change-detection problems with discrete time and
discrete observations.
Change-detection problems are classified as Bayes or minimax based on the
availability of information on the change-time distribution. A Bayes optimal solu-
tion uses prior information about the distribution of the change time to minimize
the expected cost, whereas a minimax optimal solution minimizes the cost under
the worst-case change-time distribution. Both types of problems are addressed.
The most important result of the dissertation is the development of a polynomial-
time algorithm for the solution of important classes of Markov Bayes change-
detection problems. Existing techniques for -exact solution of partially observ-
able Markov decision processes have complexity exponential in the number of
observation symbols. A new algorithm, called constellation induction, exploits
the concavity and Lipschitz continuity of the value function, and has complex-
ity polynomial in the number of observation symbols. It is shown that change-
detection problems with a geometric change-time distribution and identically- and
independently-distributed observations before and after the change are solvable
in polynomial time. Also, change-detection problems on hidden Markov models
with a fixed number of recurrent states are solvable in polynomial time. A de-
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tailed implementation and analysis of the constellation-induction algorithm are
provided.
Exact solution methods are also established for several types of minimax
change-detection problems. Finite-horizon problems with arbitrary observation
distributions are modeled as extensive-form games and solved using linear pro-
grams. Infinite-horizon problems with linear penalty for detection delay and
identically- and independently-distributed observations can be solved in polyno-
mial time via -optimal parameterization of a cumulative-sum procedure.
Finally, the properties of policies for change-detection problems are described
and analyzed. Simple classes of formal languages are shown to be sufficient for
-exact solution of change-detection problems, and methods for finding minimally
sized policy representations are described.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation was motivated by the fact that change-detection problems (CDPs)
are important enough to be solved exactly, but no existing work adequately de-
scribes exact solution of CDPs. Despite an abundant literature on the nature of
optimal solutions for CDPs with discrete time and continuous observation sup-
port or continuous time and continuous observation support, there is remarkably
little literature on the practically important, theoretically interesting, and (as
shown here) tractable problem of solving CDPs with discrete time and discrete
observations.
The first three sections of this introductory chapter describe the essence of
CDPs, describe important CDPs, and provide an overview of the literature on
change detection. These overview sections are followed by a description of the
objectives of this study and an outline of the dissertation.
1.1 Change-detection problems
Change detection is a sequential decision problem in which the key uncertain
variable is the time at which system observations change from one distribution to
another. Because the change time is uncertain, and because the distributions of
observations before and after the change are not disjoint, it is not possible to know
with certainty when the change has occurred. The objective of change detection
is to find a policy for producing an alarm as soon as possible after the change,
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subject to some cost or constraint associated with alarms produced prior to the
change.
Change-detection problems may be classified as Bayes or minimax depending
on the treatment of the change time. Problems in which prior information is
available on the change-time distribution are Bayes CDPs. Problems in which
it is desirable to minimize the worst-case risk with respect to the change-time
distribution are minimax CDPs.
1.2 Applications
As the ancient Greek philosopher Heraclitus taught, “there is nothing permanent
but change”[54]. For this reason, change detection is relevant to everything under
the sun: the earth and its atmosphere, life on earth, the human body, man-made
machines and processes, and the human economy. Table 1.1 provides an indica-
tion of the range of current applications of change detection, as measured by the
number of articles published on each topic, which encompass monitoring of the
earth and atmosphere, ecological monitoring, studies on innate human capabil-
ity for sensory change detection, external monitoring of physiological processes,
machine and process monitoring, quality control, and econometrics.
Change detection is used to monitor the earth and atmosphere. It is desirable
to detect changes in climate using measurements of atmoshperic and oceano-
graphic characteristics [73]. Recent natural disasters have made clear the impor-
tance of quick detection of earthquakes [143], tsunamis, and floods. Once systems
are in place for monitoring seismic vibrations or water levels, it is necessary to
implement automated algorithms to detect changes from normal behavior.
Change detection is used to monitor life on earth [5, 7, 10, 21, 36, 38, 42, 43,
45, 53]. Key ecological characteristics may be monitored at regular intervals, and
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Table 1.1: Number of journal and conference articles in the period 1970-2009
containing the phrases “change detection”, “CUSUM”, or “control chart”, as re-
ported by ISI Web of Knowledge
Subject area Number of articles
Monitoring of earth and atmosphere
Geosciences 195
Geography 149
Geochemistry and geophysics 102
Meteorology 73
Water resources 48
Ecological monitoring
Ecology 61
Environmental sciences 244
Forestry 43
Innate human capability for change detection
Artificial intelligence 168
Clinical neurology 38
Experimental psychology 248
Neurosciences 273
Psychology 150
Neuroimaging 37
Physiology 49
Physiological and epidemiological monitoring
Biomedical engineering 25
Public health 45
Machine and process monitoring
Analytical chemistry 61
Chemical engineering 40
Electrical engineering 391
Imaging science 371
Remote sensing 483
Telecommunications 53
Quality control
Industrial engineering 575
Manufacturing engineering 206
Medical informatics 42
Operations research 596
Optics 39
Opthamology 36
Surgery 58
Econometrics
Economics 47
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changes in key ecological characteristics may be indicative of population shifts,
forest defoliation [110], changes in land cover or land use [67], or the presence of
an invasive species.
It is not surprising that the most remarkable computer, the human brain,
has sophisticated built-in capabilities for detection of significant changes in key
sensory inputs. Scientists have documented the capability of the brain to detect
and respond to significant changes in sounds [115, 133], in sights [77, 98], and in
movement[129].
Change-detection techniques can be used to monitor the human body. For
persons with acute or chronic health problems, physiological monitoring can be
used by health professionals to signal changes in blood pressure [25] or heart rate
[157] that require attention or corrective action.
Man-made machines - the automobile, the airplane - are subject to degra-
dation. In machine and process monitoring, it is desirable to detect degraded
performance in order to prevent extended operation in a less economical and pos-
sibly unsafe state [34]. Machines are often instrumented with sensors that are
sensitive to degradations in machine performance.
In a quality-control setting, key characteristics of a manufactured product are
measured at periodic intervals. These characteristics are indicative of the quality
of the product, and thus a change in a measurement characteristic is generally
associated with a quality degradation. It is desirable to signal when the process
is out of control so that the manufacturing process can be recalibrated, thereby
preventing the production of a nonconforming product [2, 3, 4, 15, 17, 26, 30, 31,
37, 39, 41, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 55, 56, 58, 63, 64, 65, 74, 75, 95, 113, 116, 118, 121,
148, 159].
Change detection is relevant to econometrics [59, 69]. Economies can have dif-
ferent underlying states (e.g., recession, rapid growth, steady growth, and periods
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of inflation or deflation), and it is important to correctly signal a change in state
while minimizing false alarms. It is desirable, for example, to signal a change in
state as soon as possible in order that corrective action may be taken by a cen-
tral bank. False alarms, however, lead to a loss of credibility for the monitoring
agency.
1.3 Context
The practice of change detection is probably as old as mankind. For example,
the Bible notes that Noah took an olive leaf as evidence of a significant change in
the level of flood waters. However, the genesis of the theory of change detection
is typically traced to Shewart, who beginning in the 1920s developed statistical
techniques for quality control of a manufactured product [136]. The first math-
ematical statements of optimality criteria for change detection were proposed by
Shiryaev in 1961 (for the Bayes problem) [138] and Lorden in 1971 (for the mini-
max problem) [90].
Change detection is a multidisciplinary topic with an extensive literature, in-
cluding at least two monographs and several hundred articles. Work in change
detection draws upon results from the fields of mathematical statistics, control
theory, game theory, information theory, and computer science; in turn, change-
detection theory supports the diverse set of fields described in the previous section.
Basseville and Nikiforov wrote an influential monograph in the early 1990s which
renewed academic interest in theoretical change-detection questions and led to
increased diffusion of formal change detection techniques into industry [11]. A re-
cent book summarizes results on continuous-observation change-detection theory
that are widely dispersed in the literature [124].
Two key characteristics can be used to place this dissertation in the body of
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work on the problem. First, this dissertation uses a range of solution techniques
which are enabled by the proposition that when an observation is made, there is
only a finite number of possibilities (discrete observations), whereas most previous
work assumes that there is an infinite number of possibilities when an observation
is made (continuous observations). Second, this dissertation focuses on techniques
for finding optimal parameterizations of optimal solutions for CDPs, whereas
most previous work focused either on the determination of an optimal solution
form or on description of suboptimality associated with known solution forms.
For examples illustrating the two generalizations in the existing literature, please
refer to works by Basseville, Lai, Lorden, Moustakides, Pollak, Poor, Ritov, or
Tartakovsky [11, 82, 83, 86, 90, 108, 122, 123, 124, 130, 147]. The distinctions are
now described and illustrated.
The assumption that observations and sampling intervals have a discrete sup-
port facilitates application of automata theory, game theory, computability the-
ory, computational-complexity theory, algorithm design, and artificial intelligence.
Relevant background in these areas is summarized in chapters 3 and 4. Chapter
5 describes specific algorithmic approaches for the solution of a number of types
of CDPs. Several of the solution techniques draw on key artificial intelligence
paradigms and techniques, including game theory and the theory of partially ob-
servable Markov decision processes (POMDPs). Chapter 5 also provides an analy-
sis of the computational complexity associated with the solution of each problem
type. In digital computing systems, a finite observation support is a practical
reality, so the assumption should not limit practical application of this work.
Chapter 6 describes the solutions of CDPs in terms of automata theory. These
results are of theoretical interest, and also have implications for implementations
of optimal change detectors in computer and embedded systems.
This dissertation focuses on algorithms for finding parameterizations of opti-
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mal solution forms for CDPs. This consideration distinguishes this study from
other categories of studies on change detection: 1) studies that describe the op-
timal solution forms for CDPs (e.g., [11, 90, 123, 138]) but that do not describe
in detail or analyze the characteristics of the optimal parameterization of these
optimal solution forms, 2) studies that characterize the suboptimality of known
solution forms for specific CDPs (e.g., [83, 147]), and 3) studies that describe
the best (optimal) parameterization of suboptimal solution forms (e.g., [52, 76]).
Certainly, this work draws upon and complements the first category of works.
Although the results of this dissertation are not dependent on results from the
second and third categories, the results developed here might be used to further
work in these areas.
The exact solution of CDPs is important for a number of reasons. First, to
implement change detection algorithms, practitioners need to know not only the
optimal form of a policy, but also the optimal parameterization for an optimal
form. Second, having mature techniques for the exact solution of CDPs may be
useful for further theoretical studies. Finally, once a CDP has been solved exactly,
it is desirable to have a compact and efficient implementation of the policy.
1.4 Objectives
The primary objectives of this dissertation are to
• Develop exact solution techniques for Bayes and minimax CDPs,
• Describe the convergence of these solution techniques,
• Characterize the computational complexity of the solution techniques, and
• Characterize the properties of optimal policies for CDPs.
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The motivation and approach for each of these dissertation objectives are
described below.
The first objective of the dissertation is to develop exact solution techniques.
An exact solution technique finds an optimal or near-optimal parameterization of a
change-detection procedure which is also known to be optimal in form. The exact
solution techniques use key results from the artificial intelligence, game theory,
and change-detection literatures. Exact solution techniques are desirable because
they permit implementation of high-performance change-detection algorithms.
Having developed exact solution techniques for a number of CDPs, the next
objective is to describe the convergence properties of the solution techniques. By
definition, the value of an -exact solution is within  of the value of an optimal so-
lution, and convergence properties enable the computation of the  associated with
a given solution. Finite-horizon problems may be solved within machine precision.
Convergence results for infinite-horizon Bayes problems are established through
the monotone convergence properties of dynamic programming, or through the
Lipschitz continuity of the value function for the problem. For infinite-horizon
minimax problems, the convergence properties of the solution technique are es-
tablished using large-deviations results.
Computational complexity results for change-detection solution techniques
permit estimates of the computational cost associated with computation of an
-exact change-detection procedure. The analysis of solution algorithms provides
parametric bounds on the scaling of the computation time with the size of the
observation support. Selected experimental results on parameters associated with
computational complexity are also provided.
Compact representations for change-detection procedures allow for time- and
space-efficient implementation in computer and embedded systems, and yield in-
sight into the properties of the change-detection policies. Characterization of the
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properties of -exact solutions for CDPs is also of theoretical interest. Finite, finite
stochastic, and regular languages are shown to be sufficient for -exact solution
of CDPs with linear penalty for detection delay. However, for Bayes problems, a
more succinct representation of a change detection policy may be obtained using
more expressive languages.
1.5 Outline
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 provide definitions and background information that are used
later to establish the key results of the dissertation. Chapter 2 defines a number
of types of Bayes and minimax CDPs and summarizes the literature associated
with each of these types of CDPs. Chapter 3 provides definitions and key results
for a variety of discrete-mathematics constructs that are important in the solution
of CDPs and representation of policies for CDPs. Chapter 4 provides a summary
of relevant concepts in computational complexity.
The original contributions of this dissertation are developed, presented, and
illustrated in chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 5 describes techniques that can be used
to develop -exact solutions for the CDPs introduced in chapter 2. Computational
complexity results for the solution techniques are derived.
Chapter 6 describes the language of change detection. The characteristics of
policies produced by various solution techniques are compared and contrasted,
and implementation recommendations are provided.
Chapter 7 provides a brief summary of the key contributions of the dissertation
and describes areas for future work.
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Chapter 2
Change-Detection Problems
This dissertation describes the solution of CDPs with a finite observation alphabet
and known observation distributions before and after the change. The problem is
one of sequential decisions in which a series of observations y1, y2, . . . are made,
and at an unknown time ν, there is a change in the distribution of the data due
to a change in the underlying state of the system. As will be made explicit later,
the term distribution, as used in the previous two sentences, is used in a broad
sense. The objective of the problem is to signal a change in the distribution of the
observations with an alarm at time “as soon as possible” after the change, subject
to some constraint or cost associated with a false alarm prior to the change.
Decision theory, which is the discipline of making decisions in the presence
of uncertainty, applies to the change-detection problem. Decision theory also
applies to a range of problems in mathematical statistics, including estimation,
hypothesis testing, ranking, and prediction [20]. In these problems, uncertainty is
often expressed as a lack of knowledge about a parameter in a statistical model.
Whether the statistical decision problem is point estimation, hypothesis test-
ing, signal processing, or change detection, there are two basic decision-theoretic
optimality principles. The first, the Bayes approach, requires two elements: 1)
a cost model, which quantifies the cost associated with decisions, and 2) a prior
distribution on an uncertain parameter. A Bayes optimal solution minimizes the
expected cost, given the prior distribution. The second approach, the minimax
approach, also employs a cost model but does not require a prior distribution on
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the uncertain parameter, and a minimax optimal solution minimizes the worst-
case cost – the cost that is incurred for the least-favorable distribution of the
parameter.
The CDP is a decision problem where the fundamental uncertain parameter
is the change time. A Bayes solution to the CDP utilizes prior knowledge on the
distribution of the change time, whereas the minimax problem minimizes the cost
for the worst-case change-time distribution.
2.1 Bayes problems
A simple and broad definition of a Bayes change-detection process lays the founda-
tion for defining Bayes change-detection problems. To solve exactly Bayes CDPs,
it will be necessary in chapter 5 to restrict consideration to a subset of this broad
class of Bayes change-detection processes.
Definition 1. A Bayes change-detection process is a 4-tuple (Σ, f0, f1, fν), where
Σ is a finite observation alphabet, f0 is a pre-change observation distribution such
that
P (y1, . . . , yt|ν > t) = f0(y1, . . . , yt), (2.1)
f1 is a post-change observation distribution such that
P (yν+1, . . . , yt|ν ≤ t) = f1(yν+1, . . . , yt). (2.2)
Thus, the change time ν is the first time at which the observations are distributed
according to f1 rather than f0. The change time is distributed according to fν , a
probability mass function on the natural numbers such that
P(ν = t) = fν(t). (2.3)
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Before defining a Bayes change-detection problem, it is necessary to define an
alarm policy.
Definition 2. An alarm policy φτ for a Bayes change-detection process is a map-
ping b→ [0 1], such that P(τ = t|bt = b, τ ≥ t) = φτ (b), where bt is some statistic
that is a function of y1, . . . , yt. Let Φτ be the set of all alarm policies.
For constrained Bayes CDPs, a policy that is a solution to the problem must
be in a given class Φ̂τ ⊆ Φτ . The solution of constrained Bayes CDPs is not
treated in detail in this dissertation, but this chapter defines problems with con-
straints and develops a notation that is general enough to encompass problems
with constraints.
Having defined a Bayes change-detection process and an alarm policy, one can
now describe formally a Bayes CDP. One type of problem is to find a policy that
is optimal for all initial conditions.
Definition 3. Given a Bayes change-detection process and a value function J(b)
on a sufficient statistic b, the general Bayes change-detection problem is to find a
generally optimal policy φ∗τ satisfying
φ∗τ = arg inf
φτ∈Φ̂τ
Jφτ (b) ∀b. (2.4)
The optimal value function J∗(b) is the value of the problem under an optimal
policy.
The other type of problem considered here is to find a policy that is optimal
for one specified initial condition.
Definition 4. Given a Bayes change-detection process, a value function J(b)
on a sufficient statistic b, and a specified initial condition b0, the specific Bayes
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change-detection problem is to find a specifically optimal policy φ∗τ satisfying
φ∗τ = arg inf
φτ∈Φ̂τ
Jφτ (b0). (2.5)
The following definition of a sufficient statistic is consistent with the literature
[139].
Definition 5. By definition, the observation sequence y1, . . . , yt is a sufficient
statistic for every CDP. Any other statistic b = f(y1, . . . , yt) is a sufficient statistic
for a specified Bayes CDP if
J∗(b) = J∗(y1, . . . , yt),∀{y1, . . . , yt}, b = f(y1, . . . , yt). (2.6)
Conditions that ensure the sufficiency of a given statistic for an optimal stop-
ping problem are available in the literature [139, theorem 22].
To solve a Bayes CDP is to find an -exact policy for the problem.
Definition 6. An alarm policy φτ is said to be -exact for belief state b if φτ ∈ Φ̂τ
and
Jφτ (b)− J∗(b) ≤ . (2.7)
Chapter 5 describes -exact solution procedures for the Bayes CDP, and Chap-
ter 6 describes the characteristics of -optimal policies.
Definition 7. An -exact solution procedure is capable of finding, in finite time,
an -exact policy for a CDP for any  > 0. If iterative in nature, a procedure for
a general problem must produce a monotonic decrease in the quantity
sup
b
{Jφτ (b)− J∗(b)} , (2.8)
and a procedure for a specific problem must produce a monotonic decrease in the
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quantity
Jφτ (b0)− J∗(b0). (2.9)
The remainder of this section provides a formal definition for each type of Bayes
CDP to be considered in the dissertation. There are three high-level categories of
Bayes CDPs: 1) finite-horizon problems with linear penalty for detection delay, 2)
infinite-horizon problems with linear penalty for detection delay, and 3) infinite-
horizon problems with exponential penalty for detection delay. Within each of
these three categories, there are two subcategories based on whether there is a
cost or a constraint associated with the occurrence of a false alarm, defined as
the event τ < ν. As mentioned above, solution of the constrained problem is not
described in detail in this dissertation.
2.1.1 Finite-horizon problems
In a finite-horizon problem, only change and alarm times produced prior to some
finite time T are important.
Problem with cost for false alarm
Definition The value function for the finite-horizon Bayes CDP with cost for
false alarm is
Jφτ (b) = E
φτ
b [κ1{τ < ν}+ (min(τ , T )− ν)+], (2.10)
a value function parameterized by the finite horizon T and cost of false alarm κ >
1, with the indicator function 1{}, expectation E [·], and (·)+ = max{0, ·}. The
last term of the value function ensures that there is always a penalty associated
with a failure to alarm immediately after the change time.
14
There are no constraints on policies for this problem, and thus Φ̂τ = Φτ .
Motivation A prototypical example that motivates the solution of the finite-
horizon Bayes CDP is the monitoring of a deteriorating engineered system. The
prior distribution on the change time corresponds to prior knowledge of the failure
rate of the system. The observations reflect imperfectly the underlying state of
the system. The system has a finite useful lifetime T . A false alarm incurs a fixed
response cost of κ, while operation with a deteriorated system incurs an additional
operating cost.
Previous work The finite-horizon Bayes CDP is a basic example of a finite-
horizon POMDP. As such, study of this problem is tightly linked with the develop-
ment of the theory of finite-horizon POMDPs. Karl A˚stro¨m was one of the first to
study POMDPs, and he considered a problem similar to the finite-horizon Bayes
CDP [8, 9]. Smallwood and Sondik [142] illustrated the solution of a finite-horizon
POMDP with a more complicated variant of this problem. More recently, Veer-
avalli considered the finite-horizon Bayes CDP in a paper on distributed CDPs,
noting that the problem could be solved with dynamic programming [150]. A key
shortfall in the literature on solution of finite-horizon POMDPs is that there are
no tractable exact or -exact solution techniques.
Problem with constraint on false alarm
Definition The finite-horizon constrained Bayes objective is
Jφτ (b) = E
φτ
b [(min(τ , T )− ν)+] (2.11)
15
with policy constraint set
Φ̂τ = {φτ : Pφτ (τ ≤ ν) < α}, (2.12)
with α a limit on the probability of false alarm.
Motivation The difference between this and the previous problem is that there
is a constraint on the probability of false alarm rather than an explicit cost for false
alarms. In some instances it is more natural to assign a false-alarm probability
constraint than it is to assign a specific cost to a false alarm event. The probability
of false alarm is a natural generalizable metric for change-detection performance.
In an industrial setting, a high false-alarm rate may cause operators to subvert a
monitoring system.
Previous work on the problem The finite-horizon constrained Bayes CDP
has been mentioned in the literature but not analyzed in detail [150].
2.1.2 Infinite-horizon problems
This section defines infinite-horizon Bayes CDPs.
Problem with cost for false alarm
Definition The value function for the infinite-horizon Bayes CDP with cost for
false alarm is
Jφτ (b) = E
φτ
b [κ1{τ < ν}+ (τ − ν)+]. (2.13)
Previous work A number of authors have studied the infinite-horizon Bayes
problem with cost for false alarm.
16
The problem was first considered by Shiryaev [138] for continuous observation
support and discrete time. Shiryaev showed that the optimal policy for this
problem consists of producing an alarm once the posterior probability that a
change has already occurred exceeds a certain threshold. A refined presentation
of Shiryaev’s early results, placed in the context of a broader class of optimal
stopping problems, is provided in Shiryaev’s monograph on optimal stopping [139].
Yakir [154] generalized Shiryaev’s results by considering a class of infinite-
horizon problems where the observations form a Markov chain.
Bojdecki [22] considered a Bayes CDP with alternate loss function such that
the problem statement is
minimize
φτ∈Φτ
E
τ ,y1,...,yh,ν
[1{|τ − ν| > m}| τ − ν|] . (2.14)
Under this criterion, it is the absolute proximity of the alarm time to the change
time, not the detection delay, that is a measure of policy performance.
At least two authors have considered the asymptotic performance of certain
change-detection policies under the Bayesian criteria. Pollak [122] analyzed the
properties of a change-detection policy that is a policy obtained in the limit as the
parameter for a geometric prior on the change time goes to zero. Lai [82] analyzed
the Bayes suboptimality of a minimax change-detection policy in an asymptotic
setting.
Veeravalli [150] studied the problem of decentralized Bayes change detection,
where distributed sensors with constrained communication capabilities are used
in support of a centralized change-detection controller.
Previous work on the infinite-horizon Bayes CDP is summarized in table 2.1.
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Problem with constraint on false alarm
The infinite-horizon constrained Bayes problem is distinguished from the problem
described in the previous section by the fact that no cost is assigned to a false
alarm event; rather, there is a constraint on the allowable probability of false
alarm.
The value function for the infinite-horizon Bayes CDP with constraint on false
alarm is
Jφτ (b) = E
φτ
b [(τ − ν)+] (2.15)
with policy constraint set
Φ̂τ = {φτ : Pφτ (τ ≤ ν) < α}, (2.16)
with 0 < α < 1 a constraint on the probability of false alarm.
Previous work The infinite-horizon constrained Bayes problem was first dis-
cussed by Shiryaev [139] for a problem with continuous observation support.
Shiryaev showed that for every constrained Bayes problem, there is an equiva-
lent problem with cost for false alarm.
Lai [83] also considered an infinite-horizon Bayes problem with an explicit
constraint on the probability of false alarm. Given certain assumptions on the
change-time distribution and the characteristics of the observation distribution,
Lai established asymptotic lower bounds for the detection delay of any change-
detection policy.
Tartakovsky and Veeravalli [147] considered essentially the same problem with
continuous observation support, and analyzed the optimality properties of various
known techniques as α → 0, showing the optimality of a certain parameterized
policy form for φτ in this asymptotic setting. They further noted the difficulty
19
associated with finding a policy parameterization that exactly meets the false
alarm probability constraint.
Previous work on the infinite-horizon constrained Bayes CDP is summarized
in table 2.2.
2.1.3 Infinite-horizon problem with exponential penalty
for detection delay
Problem with cost for false alarm
Definition The infinite-horizon Bayes objective with exponential penalty for
detection delay is
Jφτ (b) = E
φτ
b
[
κ1{τ ≤ ν}+ η
{
η(τ−ν)
+ − 1
η − 1
}]
(2.17)
where κ > 1 is the cost of false alarm and η > 0, η 6= 1 is a parameter for an
exponential penalty associated with detection delay. If η < 1, then the penalty
associated with detection delay tends to an asymptotic value, whereas if η > 1,
then the penalty associated with detection delay grows exponentially as the delay
increases.
Motivation An exponential penalty for detection delay is more general than
a linear penalty, and allows for modeling of the propagation of the effects of a
change. In highly integrated machine systems, the effects of a degradation are
likely to propagate exponentially to other parts of the system, causing collateral
damage. In other systems, such as ecological systems, there may be equilibrium
forces that cause the propagation of the effects of a change to subside with time.
20
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Previous work Poor [123] considered an infinite-horizon Bayes CDP with ex-
ponential cost of detection delay for a problem with a geometric change-time
distribution and showed that the optimal solution takes the form
τ = inf{t ≥ 0|rt ≥ r∗} (2.18)
with sufficient statistic
rt =
ηf1(yt)
f0(1− ρ)(rt−1 + ρ), t = 1, 2, . . . , (2.19)
r0 =
ηpi0
1− pi0 , (2.20)
with ρ a parameter for the geometric change-time distribution and pi0 the initial
probability that a change has already occurred.
In chapter 5, it is shown how the sufficient statistic r can be used with piecewise
linear dynamic programming techniques to establish an -exact threshold r∗ for
the CDP.
2.2 Minimax problems
This section describes the minimax CDPs considered in this dissertation. Before
describing minimax CDPs, it is necessary to describe a minimax change-detection
process
Definition 8. A minimax change-detection process is a 3-tuple (Σ, f0, f1), where
Σ is a finite observation alphabet, f0 is a pre-change observation distribution such
that
P (y1, . . . , yt|ν > t) = f0(y1, . . . , yt), (2.21)
22
and f1 is a post-change observation distribution such that
P (yτ+1, . . . , yt|ν ≤ t) = f1(yτ+1, . . . , yt). (2.22)
A minimax change-detection problem is the combination of a minimax change-
detection process, a value function J(b), and a policy constraint set Φ̂τ ⊆ Φτ . The
domain for the value and constraint functions is a sufficient statistic b. An alarm
policy φτ for a minimax CDP is a mapping b→ [0, 1], such that P(τ = t|bt = b, τ ≥
t) = φτ (b). A change policy φν for a minimax CDP is a mapping b→ [0, 1], such
that P(ν = t|bt = b, ν ≥ t) = φν(b).
Definition 9. The optimal value function for a minimax CDP is
J∗(b) = inf
φτ∈Φ̂τ
sup
φν∈Φν
Jφτ ,φν (b), ∀b (2.23)
where Jφτ ,φν (b) is the value function for specified alarm policy and change policy.
A policy φτ is said to be -exact if φτ ∈ Φ̂τ and
sup
b,φν
[Jφτ ,φν (b)− J∗(b)] ≤ . (2.24)
An -exact solution procedure is capable of finding, in finite time, an -exact
policy for any  > 0. If iterative in nature, a solution procedure must ensure that
all intermediate policies are in the constraint set and that each iteration produce
a monotonic decrease in
sup
b,φν
[Jφτ ,φν (b)− J∗(b)] . (2.25)
23
2.2.1 Finite-horizon minimax problems
Problem with cost for false alarm
Definition The value function for the finite-horizon minimax CDP is
Jφτ ,φν (b) = E
φτ ,φν
b [κ1{τ ≤ ν}+ (min(τ , T )− ν + 1)+] (2.26)
with finite-horizon T and cost of false alarm κ > 1. Unit cost is assigned to
detection delay incurred before reaching the end of the problem horizon. Whereas
in Bayes problems, detection delay is traditionally quantified with (τ − ν)+ [138,
139, 147], in minimax problems it is conventional to quantify detection delay with
(τ−ν+1)+ [90, 108, 123, 130]. The finite-horizon minimax problem has no policy
constraints.
Motivation The finite-horizon minimax problem is relevant to situations in
which there is a lack of knowledge about the distribution of the change time. The
solution is robust with respect to this uncertainty in the sense that it minimizes
the expected loss for the worst possible change-time distribution. The problem
horizon is known and fixed, and an explicit cost can be assigned to the false alarm
event.
Previous work To the author’s knowledge, results for the finite-horizon min-
imax CDP have not been reported by other authors. This is in contrast to the
infinite-horizon minimax and infinite-horizon constrained minimax CDPs, which
have been extensively studied (see section 2.2.2).
24
Problem with constraint on false alarm
Definition The value of the finite-horizon constrained problem is
Jφτ ,φν (b) = E[(min(τ , T )− ν + 1)+] (2.27)
with a constraint α on the probability of false alarm in time T or less, given that
the change occurs after time T :
Φ̂τ = {φτ : P(τ ≤ T |ν > T ) ≤ α} . (2.28)
Motivation Because the problem has a finite horizon corresponding perhaps to
a finite asset lifetime, a constraint in the form of a limit on the probability of
false alarm is appropriate. In this case, there is no explicit cost assigned to a false
alarm event, but rather a limit on the probability of false alarm. The probability
of false alarm is an important metric because false alarms in change-detection
systems can result not only in monetary costs, but also in intangible costs such
as loss of credibility.
Previous work The finite-horizon constrained minimax problem has been men-
tioned in the literature but not analyzed in detail [150].
2.2.2 Infinite-horizon problems
Problem with cost for false alarm
Definition The infinite-horizon minimax CDP is to find the minimax alarm
policy for an infinite-horizon problem in which an explicit cost can be assigned to
25
the false alarm event. The value of the infinite-horizon minimax CDP is
Jφτ ,φν (b) = κ1{τ ≤ ν} − βt+ (τ − ν + 1)+, (2.29)
with κ > 1 a cost of false alarm and β < 1 a benefit for operation prior to an
alarm.
Motivation The infinite-horizon minimax problem is relevant to cases where
the system of interest has a long monitoring timeframe but where there is no prior
information on the change-time distribution. Examples include monitoring of the
earth, atmosphere, and life on earth. Also, this framework is most appropriate for
situations in which an explicit cost can be assigned to the false alarm event. If the
cost associated with false alarm is qualitative or best expressed as a constraint
on the mean time between false alarms, the infinite-horizon constrained minimax
framework may be more appropriate.
Previous work Ritov [130] considered this problem with infinite observation
support and showed that the cumulative sum (CUSUM) statistic is a sufficient
statistic for the infinite-horizon minimax problem. Ritov’s results are described
in more detail in section 5.2.2, and used to develop an -exact solution technique.
Problem with constraint on false alarm
The infinite-horizon constrained minimax problem replaces an explicit false-alarm
cost with a constraint on the mean time to alarm under the pre-change observation
distribution.
26
Definition The value of the infinite-horizon minimax problem with constraint
on false alarm is
Jφτ ,φν (b) = E
[
(τ − ν + 1)+] . (2.30)
The constraint on false alarms can take one of two forms. The first form is
a constraint on the expected time to alarm under the pre-change observation
distribution,
E [τ |ν =∞] ≥ B. (2.31)
The second is an upper constraint α on the probability, under the pre-change
distribution, that the alarm will occur in an interval of length B,
P(τ ≤ B|ν =∞) ≤ α. (2.32)
Motivation This framework is appropriate when the distribution of the change
time is unknown, the monitoring horizon is long, and it is desirable to minimize
the detection delay subject to a constraint on the rate of false alarms.
Previous work Of all the CDPs treated in this dissertation, the infinite-
horizon constrained minimax problem and its slight variants have been the most
studied. Much of the interest in this CDP arose in the course of studies on the
properties of the CUSUM alarm policy.
Minimax properties of the CUSUM policy Lorden [90] considered the
minimax problem
minimize
φτ∈Φτ
sup
ν
ess sup
y1,...,yt−1
E[(τ − ν + 1)+] (2.33)
27
subject to
E [τ |ν =∞] ≥ B. (2.34)
This change-detection objective is slightly different from the objective (2.30), in
that it minimizes the cost for the worst-case change time for the worst-case obser-
vation realization, whereas the objective (2.30) minimizes the cost for the worst-
case change policy, a policy for producing a change time based on any observation
realization.
Lorden showed that a CUSUM change detection policy, originally proposed by
Page [117], achieved the stated objective (2.33) asymptotically as B →∞.
Moustakides [108] generalized the results of Lorden, and used optimal-stopping
theory to show that the CUSUM policy is minimax optimal in a non-asymptotic
setting. He also noted that with a discrete set of observations, a randomized
CUSUM policy is required to achieve optimality.
Ritov [130] provided the same result as Moutstakides, but used different meth-
ods and was the first to use the more standard minimax optimality criteria (2.30)
adopted here. In chapter 5, Ritov’s results are used as the basis for the -exact
solution of the infinite-horizon minimax CDP with discrete observation support.
Beibel and Shiryaev demonstrated the minimax optimality of a CUSUM policy
in continuous time [14, 140].
Minimax properties of the SRP policy Pollak [122] and later Yakir [155]
considered the problem
minimize
φτ∈Φτ
sup
ν
E
y1,...,yh
[(τ − ν + 1)+] (2.35)
subject to
E [τ |ν =∞] ≥ B. (2.36)
28
The difference between objective (2.35) and objective (2.33) is that objective
(2.35) minimizes the expected loss for the worst-case change time, while objective
(2.33) minimizes the expected loss for the worst-case observation realization for
the worst-case change time.
Pollak showed that a randomized version of an asymptotically Bayes policy
(the Shiryaev-Roberts-Pollak or SRP policy) is almost asymptotically minimax
optimal [122]. Yakir attempted to show that this policy was minimax optimal in
a nonasymptotic setting [155], but a mistake in the proof was discovered by Mei
[103], and the validity of Yakir’s result remains in question.
There seems to be some confusion in the literature about the optimal properties
of the SRP policy. One author calls the nonrandomized version of this policy test
a “Bayes procedure” [11], when it is really only a limit of Bayes policies. Two
other authors cite the asymptotic minimaxity of the nonrandomized SRP rule
[85, 109], when in reality only a certain randomized version has asymptotic (and
perhaps nonasymptotic) minimaxity. To be clear, the nonrandomized policy is a
limit of Bayes policies for geometrically-distributed change times as the probability
of change goes to zero [122]. The randomized policy is asymptotically minimax
as the false-alarm rate goes to zero [122], and may also possess nonasymptotic
minimaxity [103, 155] for the identically- and independently-distributed (IID)
problem. The SRP policy is asymptotically minimax for a general hidden Markov
change-detection problem as the false-alarm rate goes to zero [62].
Table 2.3 summarizes previous work on the infinite-horizon constrained mini-
max problem.
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2.3 Related problems
The previous sections describe various types of Bayes and minimax CDPs, and
efforts to develop policies for these CDPs that are optimal or at least asymptoti-
cally optimal. To provide perspective, this section briefly describes problems that
are closely related to these CDPs: first, the composite hypothesis CDP, which
allows the data distribution before or after the change to come from one of two
or more alternative distributions; second, suboptimal change detection, which ex-
plores the properties and best parameterization of techniques that are known to
be suboptimal. Finally, mention is made of two decision problems that are closely
related to the CDP: sequential hypothesis testing, and signal segmentation.
2.3.1 Composite hypothesis CDPs
This dissertation focuses on CDPs for which there is a single known data distribu-
tion f0 before the change, and a single known data distribution f1 after the change,
where both distributions may allow for time-correlation of the observations. Oth-
ers have developed some results for CDPs in which the data distributions are
known only to be a member of a family of parametric distributions (a composite
distribution). Specifically, there are results for a simple distribution before the
change and a composite distribution after the change [12, 22, 83, 84, 96, 146, 153],
a composite distribution before the change and a simple distribution after the
change [102], and composite distributions before and after the change [23].
Another related problem is the problem of anomaly detection, in which the
pre-change observation distribution is known, but there is no prior information on
the change-time distribution or the distribution of observations after the change.
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2.3.2 Suboptimal change detection
Various authors have taken certain change-detection solution structures, and sought
to optimize these to the cost structure of a particular problem through Monte
Carlo analysis [60] or other means [91]. In many cases, the solution structures are
convenient and well-suited for the application, but not provably optimal for the
problem at hand, and thus one might refer to this as suboptimal change detection.
This literature includes a number of articles on the “economic design of control
charts”[16, 27, 29, 32, 33, 35, 44, 87, 88, 89, 92, 107, 112, 114, 127, 128, 134, 135,
137, 152, 156] where the form of the solution is chosen for ease of implementa-
tion, not optimality, but the parameterization of the chosen solution form must
be rigorously optimized.
2.3.3 Sequential hypothesis testing
In the basic sequential hypothesis testing problem, observations y1, y2, . . . are taken
from one of two known distributions, f0 or f1. In contrast to the CDP, there is
no change in distribution after the observations commence. The objective of
a sequential hypothesis test is to decide which distribution the observations are
drawn from, while minimizing the number of observations taken. An example that
motivates the sequential hypothesis test is a medical trial, in which the efficacy
of a treatment needs to be assessed but it is desirable to minimize the number of
patient trials while still achieving a specified level of confidence in the conclusion.
The optimal decision policy φ for this problem takes the form of a sequential
probability ratio test (SPRT), which is closely related to the optimal solution for
the infinite-horizon minimax CDP presented in section 2.2.2.
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2.3.4 Signal segmentation
Whereas the CDP and the sequential hypothesis test are sequential decision prob-
lems, the signal segmentation problem is a batch problem. A sequence of observa-
tions is available, and the observations are assumed to be produced by two or more
distributions, f0, f1, . . . , fn. In a maximum-likelihood formulation of the problem,
the objective is to partition the data into two or more contiguous segments, each
segment assumed to be produced by a specified observation distribution, such
that the likelihood of the entire sequence is maximized. Signal segmentation is
compared and contrasted with the CDP in the literature [11].
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Chapter 3
Tools for Solution of
Change-Detection Problems
The purpose of this chapter is to develop the tools required to exactly solve Bayes
and minimax CDPs. Solution of these problems requires at least three types of
tools: 1) tools for representing a policy for a CDP, 2) tools for evaluating the
policies, and 3) tools for finding -optimal policies.
The key constructs for representing policies for CDPs are automata, including
finite automata and finite state machines. An overview of automata theory is
provided in section 3.1. A finite automaton (FA) is a computational model for
language recognition, and thus can be used as a representation of an alarm policy
consisting of a finite or regular language. Finite state machines generalize finite
automata, and can be used to represent finite stochastic policies for CDPs. It is
shown in chapter 6 that finite automata and finite state machines are sufficient to
represent -optimal policies for CDPs which are Markov decision processs (MDPs).
The next two sections describe tools used for evaluating change detection poli-
cies. Section 3.2 defines a useful class of graphs, termed trees. Trees are a key
construct in the development of a tractable solution technique for Bayes CDPs.
Section 3.3 provides a brief introduction to Markov chains, which are used to
evaluate policies for Markov Bayes CDPs and infinite-horizon minimax CDPs.
The remaining sections describe mechanisms used for calculating -optimal
policies for CDPs. Section 3.5 describes Markov decision processes and their
solution. Markov decision processes are used to solve finite-horizon Bayes CDPs,
and to evaluate policies for infinite-horizon minimax CDPs. Section 3.6 describes
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partially observable Markov decision processes and their solution, which can be
applied to solve Markov Bayes CDPs.
Aspects of game theory are important in the solution of minimax CDPs. Sec-
tion 3.7 describes why Markov game theory is not suited to the solution of finite-
horizon minimax CDPs. Rather, it is preferable to use extensive-form game the-
ory, described in section 3.9. The discussion of extensive-form games is prefaced
by section 3.8, an introduction to normal-form games.
3.1 Automata theory
This section provides a brief overview of automata theory, with an emphasis on
finite state machines and a special type of finite state machine termed a finite
automaton (FA). These constructs are a means for representing policies for CDPs.
Once a suitable policy is found and represented as a finite automaton or finite
state machine, it is desirable from an implementation standpoint to find a compact
representation of this policy. This consideration motivates a discussion of two
techniques for making policy representations more compact: 1) the technique
of finite state machine minimization converts an existing automaton into one
that is equivalent (in the sense that it recognizes the same language or produces
the same output for every input string); 2) for an automaton accepting a finite
language, a cover automaton recognizes the same language (and perhaps strings
longer than those in the original language), and may be more compact than the
original minimal FA.
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3.1.1 Finite automata
Definition
Finite automata are used theoretically and practically as a fundamental model
for language recognition and the solution of simple decision problems. Finite
automata are employed here as a means for representing change detection policies.
A FA is a 5-tuple (Q, q0,F ,Σ, δ), where
• Q is a finite set of states,
• q0 ∈ Q is the start state,
• F ⊆ Q is a distinguished set of accepting states,
• Σ is a finite input alphabet,
• δ is a function from Q× Σ into Q, called the transition function.
The symbol Σ∗ represents the set of all strings of any length that can be
formed from the elements of Σ. A FA is used to decide whether or not a given
string w ∈ Σ∗ belongs to a specified language L ⊆ Σ∗. To make this decision,
the symbols of the string are processed sequentially by the FA. The FA starts in
state q0, and transitions from one state to another as each symbol is processed
according to the transition function δ. The state transitions end with the last
symbol of the string, and the automaton ends up in an accepting state in the set
F if and only if the string is accepted as a member of the language. A FA is said
to recognize a language L if it accepts all strings in L and none other.
Finite automata are often graphically depicted with a set of vertices and edges.
The vertices represent states; the edges represent transitions corresponding to the
function δ, and are labeled with elements of Σ. An initial unlabeled edge points
to the initial state q0. Final states are represented by double-circle vertices. An
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Figure 3.1: A diagram representing an FA with Q = {1, 2, 3}, q0 = 1, F = {1, 2},
Σ = {a, b}, δ(1, a) = 1, δ(1, b) = 2, δ(2, a) = 1, δ(2, b) = 3, δ(3, a) = 1, δ(3, b) = 2.
example of the graphical representation of a finite automaton is provided in figure
3.1.
Finite automata and regular languages
The languages that can be recognized by a FA are called regular languages. Reg-
ular languages are important to this dissertation for several reasons. First, the
class of regular languages is one of the simplest types of languages, when simplic-
ity is measured by the complexity of a minimal automaton that can be used to
compute the language. Second, it is shown in chapter 6 that regular languages
are sufficient for -exact solution of infinite-horizon CDPs. Finally, it is shown
in chapter 6 that the exact value of a policy corresponding to a regular language
solution of a CDP may be established in polynomial time.
Before describing a regular language in detail, it is useful to place regular
languages in the context of other formal languages. One well-known hierarchy of
formal languages that includes regular languages is the Chomsky hierarchy, shown
in table 3.1. Regular languages are type-3 in the Chomsky hierarchy, and the class
of regular languages is a proper subset of all of the languages that are higher in
the hierarchy. Whereas regular languages can be computed with a finite automa-
ton, languages that are higher in the Chomsky hierarchy require more complex
automatons. A regular language can be computed in constant space, whereas if a
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Table 3.1: The Chomsky hierarchy. Each category of languages or grammars
is a proper subset of the category directly above it, and any automaton in
each category has an equivalent automaton in the category directly above it.
Chomsky
hierarchy
Grammars Languages Minimal automaton
Type-0 Unrestricted Recursively
enumerable
Turing machine
Type-1 Context-
sensitive
Context-
sensitive
Linear-bounded
Type-2 Context-free Context-free Nondeterministic pushdown
Type-3 Regular Regular Finite
language is not regular, the machine requires memory that can grow with the size
of the input string. As an example, a context-free language (type-2 in the Chom-
sky hierarchy) requires a pushdown automaton, which includes everything in a
finite automaton, as well as a stack, which provides unlimited memory [131]. The
advantage of regular language solutions for embedded-programming applications
is that dynamic memory allocation is not required. At the top of the Chomsky
hierarchy are recursively enumerable languages, which are those computed by a
Turing machine, an automaton that is as powerful as any computer.
Though regular languages are among the simplest classes of languages, the
simplest class of all is the class of finite languages, those languages which consist
of a finite set of strings. The class of finite languages is a subset of the class of
regular languages, and thus finite automata are appropriate for recognizing finite
languages.
Having placed regular languages in context, it is now appropriate to provide a
formal definition. A regular language over an alphabet Σ is a language that can be
obtained from individual symbols in Σ and the operations of union, concatenation,
and Kleene ∗. The union operation on two sets A and B, denoted with + or with
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∪, is defined as follows:
A ∪B = {x|x ∈ A or x ∈ B}. (3.1)
The concatenation operation on two elements x and y of a language is the string
xy formed by writing the symbols of x and the symbols of y consecutively. The
operation Kleene ∗ on a language L is the set of all strings that can be obtained
by concatenating any number of elements of L:
L∗ =
∞⋃
k=0
Lk, (3.2)
with Lk the set of strings formed by concatenating k elements of L, and L0 = Λ,
the empty string.
The following well-known theorem describes the languages that can be repre-
sented with a finite automaton.
Lemma 1 (Kleene’s theorem [97] ). Any regular language can be accepted by a
finite automaton, and the language accepted by any finite automaton is regular.
Kleene’s theorem is used to establish that regular languages are sufficient for
certain classes of CDPs.
Distinguishability and equivalence classes
The concept of distinguishability is key to the development of techniques for
automaton minimization.
Definition 10. Let L be a language in Σ∗. Two strings x and y in Σ∗ are
distinguishable with respect to L if there is a string z ∈ Σ∗ (which may depend
on x and y) so that exactly one of the strings xz and yz is in L. The string z is
said to distinguish x and y with respect to L.
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It is possible to relate the number of distinguishable strings in a language L
to the size of its finite automaton via the following theorem.
Lemma 2 (Number of distinguishable strings and size of a finite automaton).
Suppose that L ⊆ Σ∗ and, for some positive integer n, there are n strings in Σ∗,
any two of which are distinguishable with respect to L. Then there can be no FA
recognizing L with fewer than n states.
Just as the number of distinguishable strings in a language determines the
minimum size for a finite automaton recognizing the language, the number of
equivalent states in a finite automaton also corresponds to the minimum size of
any finite automaton recognizing the language. To formalize the definition of state
equivalence, it is necessary to introduce the extended transition function to work
on strings instead of only symbols.
Definition 11. The extended transition function
δˆ : Q× Σ∗ → Q (3.3)
is defined as
δˆ(q,Λ) = q (3.4)
δˆ(q, xa) = δ(δˆ(q, x), a). (3.5)
Definition 12. Given a deterministic finite automaton
(Q, q0,F ,Σ, δ), two states q1, q2 ∈ Q are said to be equivalent, denoted q1 ≈ q2, if
for every w ∈ Σ∗, δˆ(q1, w) ∈ F ⇔ δˆ(q2, w) ∈ F . An equivalence class is a set of
all states in L that are equivalent.
Finally, a simple criterion can be used to determine if a language is regular:
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Lemma 3 (Finite equivalence classes and regular languages). L is a regular lan-
guage if and only if the set of equivalence classes is finite.
Automaton minimization
In general, there is not a unique finite automaton that accepts a given language.
The smallest finite automaton accepting a given language is a minimal finite
automaton.
Definition 13. A FA accepting L is said to be minimal if no other automaton
accepting L has fewer states.
Lemmas 2 and 3 can be used to show that the minimal FA has a state set
whose size is equal to the number of equivalence classes for the language. Most
finite automaton minimization algorithms are built on developing either exact or
approximate equivalence classes [151], and then merging equivalent states. The
best-known technique, the Hopcroft-Ullman algorithm, has been shown to have
computational complexity that scales with |Q| log |Q|, where Q is the set of states
in the original FA, and | · | is the number of elements in a set.
Cover automata
Finite languages are important in the solution of CDPs. Chapter 5 develops
methods for exact solution of a variety of finite-horizon CDPs, and it is shown
how to convert each solution to a finite automaton that accepts (produces alarms
for) strings of length T or less. Furthermore, it is shown that a finite language
suffices for representation of an -exact solution to infinite-horizon Markov Bayes
problems.
For a non-finite regular language, no representation is more compact than a
minimal finite automaton. However, for a finite regular language, a cover au-
tomata is often more compact than a minimal finite automaton.
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Figure 3.2: The (1) minimal finite automaton and a (2) minimal cover automaton
for L = {a, aba, ababa} [80] .
Let L be some finite language and T the length of its longest string(s). A
deterministic finite cover automaton (DFCA) for L accepts a string w with |w| ≤
T if and only if w ∈ L, but it may also accept additional strings that are longer
than T . An example of a minimal finite automaton and a corresponding cover
automaton is presented in figure 3.2.
Definition 14. A FA A is a deterministic finite cover automaton (DFCA) for L
iff L(A) ∩Σ≤T = L. The automaton is said to be minimal if no DFCA has fewer
states.
Just as the problem of finding a minimal finite automaton relies on the idea of
merging equivalent states, the problem of finding a minimal finite cover automaton
relies on the idea of merging similar states, defined as follows:
Definition 15. Let (Q, q0,F ,Σ, δ) be a FA and p, q ∈ Q. Two states p and q
are said to be similar (denoted p ∼ q) iff δ(p, w) ∈ F ↔ δ(q, w) ∈ F for all
w ∈ Σ≤T−k, where k = max{level(p), level(q)} and level(q) is the length of the
shortest path in the directed graph associated with the automaton from the initial
state to q.
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An O(|Q| log |Q|) algorithm for finding a minimal cover automaton is available
in the literature [80].
Probabilistic finite automata
A probabilistic finite automaton (PFA) is a 5-tuple (Q,Σ, T, q0, qf ), where Q is a
set of n states, Σ is the input alphabet, T is a set of n×n row-stochastic transition
matrices, one for each symbol in Σ, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state of the PFA, and
qf ∈ Q is the accepting state of the PFA. As shown in chapters 5 and 6, the
solution of a minimax change detection problem may be represented as a PFA.
3.1.2 Finite state machines
A finite state machine generalizes a finite automaton by adding an output function,
and is a 7-tuple
(Q, qo,F ,Σ, δ,A, α), (3.6)
where
• Q is a finite set of states,
• q0 ∈ Q is the start state,
• F ⊆ Q is a distinguished set of final states,
• Σ is a finite input alphabet,
• δ is a function from Q× Σ into Q, called the transition function,
• A is a finite output alphabet, and
• α, the output function, maps Q into A.
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A finite state machine processes inputs and produces outputs. Like finite
automata, finite state machines are represented graphically with a set of vertices
and edges, where the vertices represent states. The edges represent transitions
corresponding to the function δ, and are labeled with an element of Σ, and the
vertices are labeled with an element of A. An initial unlabeled edge points to the
initial state q0. Final states are represented by double-circle vertices.
The idea of equivalence, described above for finite automata, can be extended
to finite state machines. The following lemma relates the number of states in a
minimal finite state machine to the number of equivalence classes.
Lemma 4. The number of states in a minimal finite state machine is equal to
the number of equivalence classes [106].
It is desirable to minimize a finite state machine, just as it was for an au-
tomaton. Algorithms for doing this are called Moore reduction procedures, and
typically rely on finding and merging equivalent states.
3.2 Trees
Trees are graphs that are central in the development of a tractable solution tech-
nique for Bayes CDPs. The following definitions associated with trees are adapted
from those provided by Rosen [131].
Definition 16. A rooted tree is a connected directed graph with a specified vertex
chosen as the root and no simple circuits.
Given a set of vertices, the structure of a rooted tree may be described by
relations on these vertices. The word relation is used here in a technical sense,
though the term is an apt colloquial description for this collection of definitions
with genealogical associations.
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Definition 17. If q is a vertex other than the root in a tree, the parent of q is
the unique vertex q′ such that there is a directed edge from q′ to q. When q′ is
the parent of q, q is called a child of q′. The ancestors of a vertex other than the
root are the vertices in the path from the root to this vertex, excluding the vertex
itself and including the root. A vertex of a tree is called a leaf if it has no children.
A vertex of the tree is an interior vertex if it is not a leaf. If q is a vertex in a
tree, the subtree with q as is root is the subgraph of the tree consisting of q and
its descendants.
A special type of rooted tree, the full m-ary tree, is used in solution of CDPs.
Definition 18. A rooted tree is called an m-ary tree if every interior vertex has
no more than m children. The tree is called a full m-ary tree if every interior
vertex has exactly m children.
3.3 Markov chains
This section scratches the surface on a topic that is nearly inexhaustible in theory
and potential application [105], by introducing some very basic elements of the
theory of Markov chains. A finite Markov chain is a tuple (S,P (s′|s)), with S is
a finite set of states and P (s′|s) the one-step transition probabilities among the
states, such that
∑
s′∈S P (s
′|s) = 1,∀s ∈ S. A state s is transient if the following
limit exists and is equal to zero:
lim
t→∞
P (st = s|s0 = s′) = 0 ∀s′. (3.7)
A state s is recurrent if the following limit exists and is greater than zero:
∃ s′ : lim
t→∞
P (st = s|s0 = s′) > 0. (3.8)
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A state s is periodic with period k if any return to state s must occur in
multiples of k time steps. A state is aperiodic if k = 1. The Markov chain is said
to be aperiodic if all states in the chain are aperiodic. An aperiodic, irreducible
finite-state Markov chain is said to be ergodic.
Two functionals on Markov chains are useful in the solution of CDPs. Given
r(s) ≥ 0, a positive real-valued function on the state space and a discount factor
0 < λ ≤ 1, define J(s) as follows:
J(s) = E
[ ∞∑
t=1
λt
∑
s′∈S
P (st = s
′) r(s′)
∣∣∣∣∣ s0 = s
]
. (3.9)
For at least two special cases, J(s) is finite and can calculated by solving a linear
system of equations. In the first case, when 0 < λ < 1, J(s) can be calculated by
solving the linear system
J(s) = r(s) + λP (s′|s) J(s′), ∀ s′, s ∈ S. (3.10)
In the second case, when λ = 1 and r(s) = 0 for all recurrent states in the chain,
J(s) can be calculated by solving the system
J(s) = r(s) + P (s′|s) J(s′), ∀ transient states s′, s. (3.11)
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3.4 Linear programs
With two exceptions, all methods for the exact solution of CDPs rely on the
solution of linear programs. A linear program in standard form is:
maximize c · x (3.12)
subject to Ax ≤ b
x ≥ 0,
where x is a vector of decision variables, b and c are vector constants, and A is a
constant matrix.
The dual of the linear program (3.12) is
minimize b · y (3.13)
subject to yA ≥ c
y ≥ 0,
where A, b, and c are the same as in (3.12), and y is a vector of decision variables,
termed dual variables. The strong duality theorem of linear programming states
that if the primal problem (3.12) has an optimal solution, then the dual (3.13)
also has an optimal solution such that c · x=b · y [149].
3.5 Markov decision processes
A MDP is a discrete-time stochastic decision process that is a useful model for
decision making in the presence of uncertainty about the future state trajectory
of the system. An MDP is formally defined as a 4-tuple (S,A,P(s′|s, a), r(s, a)),
where
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• S is a finite collection of system states,
• A is a finite collection of actions,
• P(s′|s, a) is the state transition function, with s, s′ ∈ S and a ∈ A, and
• r(s, a) is the expected cost of taking action a in state s.
Implicit in this definition of an MDP is the existence of a set of decision epochs
T . At each epoch, the system may transition from one state to another, with a
probability distribution that depends only on the current state of the system and
the action taken. A cost r(s, a) is incurred according to the existing state of the
system and the action taken. The Markov property of the decision process is due
to the fact that the state transition probability at any epoch is independent of
the previous history of the process, given the current system state.
A key concept for understanding MDPs and their solution is the concept of a
value function, which, if it exists, takes the form J : S → R for infinite-horizon
problems. For a finite-horizon problem, the value function is a non-stationary
real-valued function J : S × T → R. For the finite-horizon problem, the value
function associated with a particular policy represents the expected cost to execute
the policy for the remainder of the problem duration, given the current state or
probability distribution over the states. The optimal value function represents
the expected cost to execute the optimal policy for the remainder of the problem
duration. If the optimal value function is known, an optimal policy can easily be
found using backward induction.
A functional of r(s, a) is used as the basis for the value function for solution
of a Markov decision process. The four most often used functionals are the finite-
horizon functional
J(s) = Es
[ T∑
t=0
r(st, at)
]
, (3.14)
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the infinite-horizon total-cost functional,
J(s) = Es
[ ∞∑
t=0
r(st, at)
]
, (3.15)
the infinite-horizon discounted cost functional
J(s) = Es
[ ∞∑
t=0
λtr(st, at)
]
, (3.16)
with discount factor 0 < λ < 1, and the average cost functional
J(s) = lim
T→∞
∑T
t=0 r(st, at)
T
. (3.17)
The finite-horizon and infinite-horizon total-cost functionals (3.14) and (3.15) are
used in this study, and thus key results on the solution of MDPs under these func-
tionals are provided. There are two classes of solvable MDPs under the infinite-
horizon total-cost functional: negative-bounded problems and positive-bounded
problems [126]. Finite-horizon MDPs may be used to solve Markov Bayes CDPs,
and positive-bounded MDPs are suitable for evaluation of policies for minimax
CDPs.
A policy φ for a Markov decision process is a rule for selecting actions at every
decision epoch. To solve an MDP with a specified cost functional is to find a
policy that minimizes the specified cost functional.
It can be shown that an optimal policy for an unconstrained Markov decision
process with the finite-horizon or infinite-horizon discounted cost functional con-
sists of a simple mapping from each state to an optimal action for that state. This
type of policy is called a deterministic Markov policy.
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3.5.1 Finite-horizon MDPs
Solution of finite-horizon MDPs via backward induction relies on the fact that
deterministic Markov policies are sufficient for a certain class of finite-horizon
MDPs.
Lemma 5 (Sufficiency of deterministic Markov policies for MDPs). For finite-
horizon MDPs with finite or countable S and finite A, there exists an optimal
policy that is deterministic and Markovian [126, proposition 4.4.3].
Backward induction
For finite-horizon MDPs, the optimal policy and value function are non-stationary.
Given a zero-horizon value function, J0, value iteration computes an n-horizon
value function, Jn, for each horizon n up to some finite-horizon T , using the
dynamic-programming update (backward induction) to compute each Jn from
Jn−1. An algorithm for backward induction for the finite-horizon problem is pre-
sented as algorithm 1.
3.5.2 Positive-bounded MDPs
The solution techniques that are available for infinite-horizon total reward MDPs
depend on the cost structure of the MDP. The positive-bounded case is one for
which several solution techniques are available.
Definition 19. A positive bounded MDP [126] is one for which
1. For all s ∈ S and all φ ∈ Φ, Jφ(s) <∞.
2. For each s ∈ S, there exists at least one a ∈ A with nonnegative reward
(nonpositive cost), i.e., the cost r satisfies ∃a : r(s, a) ≤ 0,∀s ∈ S.
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Algorithm 1: Value iteration for finite T -horizon MDPs
/* Value function for final epoch */
Compute the value function J0 for the final decision epoch:
J0(s) := min
a∈A
[r(s, a)] .
/* Backward induction */
Starting with n = 0, increment n and, for each s ∈ S, let
Jn(s) := min
a∈A
[
r(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
P(s′|s, a)Jn−1(s′)
]
.
/* Termination */
End when n = T .
Output: The output is a nonstationary value function J : S × T → R.
The optimal policy for each decision epoch may be found for each
s ∈ S, t ∈ T through
φ(s, t) := arg min
a∈A
[
r(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
P(s′|s, a)Jt−1(s′)
]
.
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A positive bounded MDP can be solved with value iteration or policy iteration
[126, section 7.2]. Both techniques are iterative: value iteration arrives at an op-
timal or -optimal value function after a series of iterations on the value function,
while policy iteration arrives at an optimal policy after a series of iterations in
policy space. The methods are described below.
Solution via value iteration
Value iteration is a method that provides an -approximate solution for the
infinite-horizon problem. For infinite-horizon MDPs, an optimal policy and value
function are stationary. Instead of a separate value function and policy for each
finite-horizon n, the same value function and policy can be used at every time
step; essentially the horizon is always the same – infinite. Value iteration for the
infinite-horizon problem is presented as algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Value iteration for infinite-horizon MDPs
Input: An initial value function Jn with n = 0, and a parameter  for
detecting convergence to an -optimal value function.
/* Improve value function */
Increment n and, for each s ∈ S, let
Jn(s) := min
a∈A
[
r(s, a) + λ
∑
s′∈S
P(s′|s, a)Jn−1(s′)
]
.
/* Convergence test */
If
2λmins∈S |Jn(s)− Jn−1(s)|
1− λ ≤ ,
go to output. Otherwise, improve the value function again.
Output: Extract an -optimal policy from the value function as follows.
For each s ∈ S,
φ(s) := arg min
a∈A
[
r(s, a) + λ
∑
s′∈S
P(s′|s, a)Jn(s′)
]
.
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Solution via policy iteration
Policy iteration is an exact solution method for an infinite-horizon problem with
finite state space. The method is not used here in the solution of CDPs, but is
presented because it is an instructive introduction to policy iteration for POMDPs,
and policy iteration for POMDPs is an important method for solution of CDPs.
Value iteration is sometimes called “search in value function space” because it
iteratively improves a value function by reducing its difference from the optimal
value function until a convergence criterion is satisfied; then it extracts a policy.
Policy iteration, is sometimes called “search in policy space” because it iteratively
improves a policy until a convergence criterion is satisfied.
As articulated by Hansen [70], policy iteration requires three things that value
iteration does not. First, it requires an explicit representation of a policy that is
separate from the representation of the value function. For an MDP with a finite
state set, a policy φ : S → A can be represented by a simple lookup table.
Second, policy iteration requires a method of policy evaluation. The value
function, Jφ, of a stationary policy, φ, can be computed by solving the following
system of |S| linear equations in |S| unknowns:
Jφ(s) = r(s, φ(s)) + λ
∑
s′∈S
P(s′|s, φ(s))Jφ(s′). (3.18)
Note that this equation is equivalent to the evaluation of a Markov chain; see
(3.10).
Finally, policy iteration interprets the dynamic-programming update – used
by value iteration to improve a value function – as the improvement of a policy.
Policy improvement consists of adopting for each state the action that optimizes
its value in the dynamic programming update.
Policy iteration for MDPs interleaves the dynamic-programming update, used
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for policy improvement, with policy evaluation. Howard introduced this algorithm
and proved that whenever the current policy φ is not optimal, the dynamic-
programming update finds a new policy φ′ such that Jφ′(s) ≤ Jφ(s) for all states
s and Jφ′(s) < Jφ(s) for at least one state s. Because policy iteration improves the
current policy each iteration and because the number of possible policies is finite,
the algorithm converges to an optimal policy after a finite number of iterations.
It can be terminated before finding an optimal policy by testing for an -optimal
policy. The test for -optimality is slightly different for policy iteration than for
value iteration. For policy iteration, a policy φ′ is -optimal if
λmaxs∈S |Jφ′(s)− Jφ(s)|
1− λ ≤ . (3.19)
Algorithm 3: Policy iteration for MDPs [70]
Input: An initial policy φ
/* Evaluate policy */
Compute the value function Jφ for policy φ by solving the set of |S|
equations in |S| unknowns given by (3.18).
/* Improve policy */
For each state s ∈ S, if there is some action a ∈ A such that[
r(s, a) + λ
∑
s′∈S P(s
′|s, a)Jφ(s′)
]
< Jδ(s) then φ′(s) = a; otherwise,
φ′(s) = φ(s).
/* Convergence test */
If φ′ is the same as φ, end. Otherwise, set φ = φ′ and return to policy
evaluation step.
Output: An optimal policy
3.6 Partially observable Markov decision
processes
A POMDP is a generalization of the MDP. Whereas the MDP model allows for
uncertainty only with respect to the future evolution of the system, the POMDP
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model also allows for uncertainty as to the current state of the system.
Definition 20. A POMDP is a 6-tuple
(S,A,Σ,P(s′|s, a),P(z|s), r(s, a)) , (3.20)
where
• S, A and Σ are finite sets of states, actions, and observations,
• P(s′|s, a) is the state transition function, where P(s′|s, a) is the probability
that state s′ is reached from state s on action a,
• P(z|s) is the observation function, where P(z|s) is the probability that ob-
servation z ∈ Σ will be made in state s, and
• r : S × A → R is the cost function, where r(s, a) is the cost incurred by
taking action a in state s.
As for MDPs, the four common cost functionals for a POMDP value function
are the finite-horizon functional
E
[
T∑
t=0
r(st, at)
]
, (3.21)
the infinite-horizon total-cost functional,
E
[ ∞∑
t=0
r(st, at)
]
, (3.22)
the infinite-horizon discounted cost functional
E
[ ∞∑
t=0
λtr(st, at)
]
, (3.23)
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with discount factor 0 < λ < 1, and the average cost functional
lim
T→∞
∑T
t=0 r(st, at)
T
. (3.24)
The finite-horizon and infinite-horizon total-cost functionals are used for solution
of CDPs in this study, and thus key results on the solution of POMDPs under these
functionals are provided. Because most POMDP solution techniques were devel-
oped in the context of the infinite-horizon discounted functional, the key concepts
for solution of this type of problem are presented. There are actually two classes
of solvable POMDPs under the infinite-horizon total-cost functional: negative-
bounded problems and positive-bounded problems. Finite-horizon POMDPs may
be used to solve finite-horizon Bayes CDPs, and negative-bounded infinite-horizon
total-cost POMDPs are used to solve infinite-horizon Bayes CDPs.
3.6.1 Finite-horizon POMDPs
Value iteration It is possible to transform a POMDP into a completely ob-
servable Markov decision process by defining a new belief state, which is a vector
b ∈ [0, 1]|S|,∑i bi = 1, representing the posterior probability that the system is in
each state s ∈ S, given the starting state, observation history, and action history.
The belief state is a sufficient statistic for a POMDP [18, proposition 10.5] and
can be recursively updated via Bayes rule. If observation z is made and action a
taken, and if the previous belief state vector was b(s), the new belief state vector
baz(s) is given by
baz(s) =
P(z|s)∑s P(s|a, s′)b(s)∑
s,s′′ P(z|s′′)P(s|a, s′′)b(s)
. (3.25)
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For the finite-horizon problem on a POMDP, there is an optimal non-stationary
value function for the POMDP that satisfies the equation
J∗t (b) = min
a∈A
[
r(b, a) +
∑
z∈Σ
P(z|b, a)J∗t−1(baz)
]
,∀b. (3.26)
Solution of POMDPs is more complex than the solution of an MDP with
finite state space [93, 94, 111, 119]. The challenge of doing value iteration for the
POMDP is that, in general, the update must be done over an uncountably infinite
number of belief states. For the finite-horizon POMDP, exact solutions in finite
time are possible because the optimal finite-horizon value function for a POMDP
is piecewise linear and concave. The proof of this fact relies on three elements:
1) the optimal value function is concave, because the value of information is
nonnegative [9], 2) the Bellman update (3.31) preserves piecewise linearity [144],
and 3) the zero-horizon value function is piecewise linear [144].
The piecewise-linear and concave value function for a finite-horizon POMDP
can be represented as the lower surface of a collection of hyperplanes in |S| − 1
space. Each hyperplane, in turn, can be specified by a vector γ of length |S|
that specifies the value function at the corners of the probability simplex: b(s0) =
1, . . . , b(s|S|) = 1. An example of this type of value-function representation is
shown in figure 3.3. The complete set of vectors in the value-function representa-
tion is referred to as Γ. For computational reasons, it is desirable to have a method
for finding a minimal representation of the value function, that is, a value function
representation with a minimal number of elements in Γ. The value-function rep-
resentation shown in figure 3.3 is not minimal because γ3 and γ4 may be omitted
without changing the value function.
Given a nonminimal vector representation of a value function, it is possible to
identify whether a particular vector is non-essential by solving a linear program
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Figure 3.3: Representation of a value function for a POMDP as the lower surface
of a collection of hyperplanes
[28]. A nonminimal value function with n vectors may thus be minimized by
solving n linear programs. The process of removing unnecessary vectors from the
value-function representation is known as pruning.
The problem statement for one value iteration for a finite-horizon POMDP
can be stated as follows: given a set of vectors Γn−1 that represents a piecewise
linear and concave value function Jn−1, find the minimal set of vectors Γn that
represents the updated value function Jn.
Once an optimal set of value functions for a finite horizon problem has been
computed, or an optimal stationary value function for the discounted infinite-
horizon problem, it is easy to execute the optimal policy.
Exact techniques for the POMDP dynamic programming update implicitly
enumerate all value function vectors for the updated value function, and use a
pruning operation to maintain a minimal representation. An explicitly enumera-
tive dynamic programming update to convert a set of value function vectors Γ to
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a new set Γ′ is
Γ′ = ∪a∈A ⊕z∈Z {γa,z,i|γi ∈ Γ} (3.27)
with
γa,z,i(s) =
r(s, a)
|Σ| + λ
∑
s′∈S
P(z|s, a)P(s′|s, a)γi(s′), (3.28)
and λ = 1 for the indefinite-horizon problem and 0 < λ < 1 for the infinite-horizon
discounted problem. The operator ⊕ is the cross-sum operator, which produces
the sums of all combinations of a set of vectors. Many of the value function
vectors in Γ′ are typically dominated and superfluous to a minimal value-function
representation. Pruning is the process of identifying vectors that are not part of
the minimal value-function representation. At the heart of the pruning operation
is solution of a linear program to determine if there is a point where a given value
function vector γ is better (lower cost) than all other value function vectors γ′ ∈ Γ.
The linear program takes the form
maximize
h,b(s)>0 ∀s∈S
h (3.29)
subject to b · (γ′ − γ) ≥ h,∀γ′ ∈ Γ,∑
s∈S
b(s) = 1.
If the linear program is feasible, then w is a candidate for the minimal value-
function representation. Incremental pruning [158, 57] interleaves pruning with
vector generation, to reduce the computational cost associated with pruning for
each dynamic programming update. The dynamic programming update is given
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by
Γ′ = PRUNE(∪a∈AΓa)
Γa = PRUNE(Γa,z1 ⊕ PRUNE(Γa,z2 · · ·PRUNE(Γa,zk−1 ⊕ Γa,zk) · · · )),
Γa,z = PRUNE({γa,z,i|γi ∈ Γ}). (3.30)
3.6.2 Infinite-horizon discounted POMDPs
Infinite-horizon discounted POMDPs are not applied directly here in the solution
of CDPs. However, the two key categories of -optimal solution techniques de-
veloped for this class of problem can be applied, with slight modification, to the
solution of negative-bounded infinite-horizon POMDPs with terminal action, as
discussed in the next section. The two key categories of solution techniques are
value iteration and policy iteration.
Value iteration
An exact value iteration method provides an exact solution to a finite-horizon
POMDP, and also provides monotonic convergence to an approximate solution of
quantifiable accuracy to an infinite-horizon discounted POMDP. For the infinite-
horizon discounted problem on a POMDP, there is an optimal stationary value
function for the POMDP that satisfies the equation
J∗(b) = min
a∈A
[
r(b, a) + λ
∑
z∈Σ
P(z|b, a)J∗(baz , t)
]
, ∀b. (3.31)
The techniques for value iteration for an infinite-horizon discounted problem are
thus similar to techniques for dynamic programming for a finite-horizon POMDP.
Whereas each iteration for the POMDP problem calculates the value function
for the next time horizon, iteration for the infinite-horizon problem computes the
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next successive approximation of the value function.
Policy iteration
Policy iteration can be used to find an -exact solution to an infinite-horizon
POMDP problem. Conceptually, the method is similar to policy iteration for an
MDP. Whereas the policy for an MDP can be represented as a simple lookup
table S → A, policy iteration uses a finite state machine as a representation for
the POMDP solution [70]. The policy iteration solution technique maintains a
one-to-one correspondence between states in the finite state machine and vectors
in the value-function representation.
A finite state controller for a POMDP is a finite state machine
(Q, q0,Σ, δ,A, α), (3.32)
where
• Q is a finite set of controller states,
• q0 ∈ Q is the start state,
• Σ is a finite input alphabet,
• δ is the transition function from Q× Σ into Q,
• A is a finite output alphabet,
• α is a function from Q into A; the notation α(i) as shorthand for α(qi).
Note that this finite state machine does not have a distinguished set F of final
states.
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The value function for a given policy can be determined by solving the linear
system:
γi(s) = r(s, α(i)) + λ
∑
s′∈S,z∈Σ
P(s′|s, α(i))P(z|s′, α(i))γδ(i,z)(s′), (3.33)
where γi is the value function vector corresponding to the ith state qi of the finite
state machine.
Policy iteration converges to an -optimal finite state controller after a finite
number of iterations of algorithm 4 [70]. For a POMDP with discount factor
λ < 1, the solution is exact to within
 =
λmaxb |Jn(b)− Jn−1(b)|
1− λ (3.34)
Policy iteration is generally more efficient than value iteration, because it
replaces exponentially complex dynamic programming updates with polynomially
complex policy evaluations. The computational superiority of policy iteration over
value iteration for solution of POMDPs has been demonstrated experimentally
[70, 125]. However, the technique still exhibits complexity exponential in the
number of observations because it relies on an exponentially-complex piecewise-
linear dynamic-programming update.
Another key advantage of policy iteration relative to value iteration is that
policy iteration maintains a regular language representation of solutions to the
problem, whereas value iteration generally does not. This feature of policy itera-
tion is exploited in chapters 5 and 6.
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Algorithm 4: Policy iteration for POMDPs [70]
Input: An initial finite state machine M and a parameter  for detecting
convergence to an -optimal policy.
e←∞
while e > (1− λ)/λ do
/* Evaluate policy */
Compute the value function JM for policy M by solving the linear
system.
γi(s) = r(s, α(i)) + λ
∑
s′∈S,z∈Σ
P(s′|s, α(i))P(z|s′, α(i))γδ(i,z)(s′).
/* Improve policy */
Perform a dynamic programming update that transforms a set of
vectors ΓM representing value function JM into a set of vectors Γ′
representing an improved value function J ′.
forall γ′ ∈ Γ′ do
If the action and successor links associated with it are the same as
those of a state already in M , then keep that machine state in M ′.
Else if vector γ′ pointwise dominates a vector associated with a
state of M , change the action and successor links of that memory
state to those that correspond to γ′. (If it pointwise dominates the
vectors of more than one memory state, merge them into a single
memory state).
Else add a memory state to M ′ that has the action and successor
links associated with γ′.
Prune any memory state of M ′ for which there is no corresponding
vector in Γ′, as long as it is not reachable from a memory state
corresponding to a vector in Γ′.
e← Bellman residual between value function associated with M and
value function associated with M ′.
M ←M ′
Output: An -optimal finite-state machine policy.
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3.6.3 Negative-bounded total-cost POMDPs
This section describes a particular type of negative-bounded total-cost POMDPs
that is most relevant to change detection: a problem with action-based termi-
nation. Whereas convergence of discounted infinite-horizon POMDPs is ensured
because the dynamic programming operator (the operator in (3.31)) is a contrac-
tion, monotone convergence of negative-bounded total-cost POMDPs is ensured
because of the availability of a terminal action. As will be detailed in chapter
5, an upper bound on the mean number of steps until terminal action is used to
establish a bound on the error associated with the solution.
Value iteration
Value iteration for a negative-bounded total-cost POMDP with a terminal action
is performed much as in a discounted infinite-horizon problem, except that on
every value iteration a value function vector corresponding to the terminal action
is included as a candidate vector [71].
Policy iteration
Policy iteration for an indefinite-horizon POMDP with action-based termination
is performed by using an initial policy corresponding to the terminal action. Every
policy iteration maintains this state as part of the finite state machine policy.
3.6.4 Approximate methods for POMDPs
Despite the advances in -exact solution of POMDPs, existing solution techniques
remain exponentially complex. This complexity has motivated the development of
numerous techniques for solution of POMDPs that are tractable but that do not
guarantee -exact convergence. These techniques include bounded policy iteration
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and point-based value iteration [125]. Point-based value iteration [145] uses a
piecewise-linear representation of the value function, but uses a finite set of belief
points for performing a dynamic programming update of the piecewise-linear value
function. Bounded policy iteration is similar to policy iteration, but maintains a
limit on the size of the finite state machine policy, finding the best policy subject
to this constraint.
3.7 Markov games
The Markov decision process frameworks described in sections 3.5 and 3.6 are
models for decision making under uncertainty by one agent. A Markov game is a
model for decision making by two or more agents in a competitive or cooperative
environment under uncertainty.
A common feature in the formulation of Markov games, whether fully or par-
tially observable, is that both players (here “Nature” and the “Engineer”) have
the same information available to them when decisions are made [66]. This gen-
erally means that both players can observe the state of the system (for a fully
observable game) or observe the same observations that imperfectly reflect the
state of the system (though a couple of papers explore the scenario in which there
is not a common information state [72, 99]). Also, under a Markov game frame-
work both players can remember the entire action history of themselves and their
opponent (see e.g., [6]). This feature of common information makes the Markov
game framework inapplicable to the solution of minimax CDPs, because if the
Engineer knew when a change “action” occurred, an optimal solution would be
trivial. Instead, this dissertation models minimax CDPs as extensive-form games,
which are described in section 3.9 after some background information on normal-
form games, contained in section 3.8.
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3.8 Normal-form games and saddle points
This section provides a brief introduction to normal-form games, which include
matrix and bi-matrix games. Although normal-form games are not used directly
in the dissertation, analogous solution forms are used to solve the extensive-form
games that are used as representations of minimax CDPs.
A zero-sum matrix (normal-form) game is played by two players, player row
with strategies R = {1, . . . ,m} and player column with strategies C = {1, . . . , n}.
A m × n matrix A specifies the payoffs, so that if row plays strategy i ∈ R and
column plays j ∈ C, the payment from row to column is the (i, j)th entry of
A, denoted A(i, j). The players select their strategies simultaneously, without
knowledge of the other player’s choice.
A pure strategy is a strategy in which a single action is chosen with probability
one. A mixed strategy is a vector x for the row player or y for the column player
that corresponds to a probability distribution over the rows or columns, respec-
tively. If the players select mixed strategies x and y, the expected payoff from
row to column is ∑
i,j
xiai,jyj = x
TAy (3.35)
Suppose that the column player chooses the stochastic vector x. Then the row
player’s best defense is to use the strategy y∗ that achieves the minimum:
minimize yTAx (3.36)
subject to 1Ty = 1.
Because yTAx is a concave function of y, this minimum can be achieved with
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a pure strategy, so the minimization problem becomes
min
y
yTAx = min
i
eTi Ax, (3.37)
where ei denotes the vector of zeros except for a one in position i. Hence the
max-min problem can be rewritten as
maximize(min
i
eTi Ax) (3.38)
subject to
n∑
j=1
xj = 1
xj ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Introducing a new variable, p, enables the problem to be recast as a linear
program
maximize p (3.39)
subject to p ≤ eTi Ax i = 1, 2, . . .m,
n∑
j=1
xj = 1,
xj ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
which is rewritten in vector/matrix form as
maximize p (3.40)
subject to p1− Ax ≤ 0
1Tx = 1
x ≥ 0.
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The dual linear program can be used to find a strategy for the row player:
minimize q (3.41)
subject to q1− ATy ≥ 0,
1Ty = 1,
y ≥ 0.
The minimax theorem for normal-form games is a consequence of the strong
duality theorem of linear programming (see section 3.4) and the fact that the
linear program (3.41) is a dual of (3.40):
Lemma 6 (Minimax theorem for normal-form games). There exist stochastic
vectors x∗ and y∗ for which
max
x
y∗TAx = min
y
yTAx∗. (3.42)
A solution to the game is given by a minimax saddle point (x∗, y∗), a pair of
mixed strategies such that neither player has an incentive to play differently given
that the other player plays their strategy from the pair. The minimax theorem
says that if the players are allowed to select mixed strategies, there is no advantage
to playing second. That is,
min
x∈R
max
y∈C
xTAy = max
y∈C
min
x∈R
xTAy. (3.43)
More generally, for a function F (x, y) a saddle point is a point (x∗, y∗) ∈ X×Y
satisfying
sup
y∈Y
F (x∗, y) = F (x∗, y∗) = inf
x∈X
F (x, y∗). (3.44)
Lemma 7 (Minimaxity of a saddlepoint). Suppose that (x∗, y∗) is a saddlepoint.
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Then
inf
x∈X
sup
y∈Y
F (x, y) = F (x∗, y∗) = sup
y∈Y
inf
x∈X
F (x, y). (3.45)
Furthermore,
sup
y∈Y
F (x∗, y) = sup
y∈Y
inf
x∈X
F (x, y) (3.46)
and
inf
x∈X
F (x, y∗) = inf
x∈X
sup
y∈Y
F (x, y). (3.47)
Proof. By the definition of a saddlepoint and in view of the fact that
inf
x∈X
sup
y∈Y
F (x, y) ≥ sup
y∈Y
inf
x∈X
F (x, y) (3.48)
always holds it follows that
F (x∗, y∗) = sup
y∈Y
F (x∗, y) ≥ inf
x∈X
sup
y∈Y
F (x, y) (3.49)
≥ sup
y∈Y
inf
x∈X
F (x, y) ≥ inf
x∈X
F (x, y∗) = F (x, y). (3.50)
These relationships therefore hold with equality.
3.9 Extensive-form games
The normal-form game described in the previous section has only one decision
epoch. Extensive-form games are used to compactly represent sequential games
with multiple decision epochs. Extensive-form games are especially well-suited
for solution of the minimax CDP, because the framework accounts for the fact
that the players may have different information about the state of the game at
any given time.
Two-player, zero-sum extensive-form games can model competitive strategic
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interactions that involve a sequence of decisions and random events. The game
is specified via a game tree, where at each vertex either one of the players selects
an action (corresponding to a successor of the current vertex) or Nature picks a
random successor according to a fixed probability distribution. Partial observ-
ability (imperfect information) in the game is modeled via information sets: an
information set is a subset of a player’s vertices that are indistinguishable to the
player. That is, a player’s policy is only allowed to be a function of his observable
information set, not the exact vertex in the game tree; necessarily, all vertices
in an information set must have an equal number of successors. In a minimax
CDP, imperfect information arises because the Engineer does not know when the
change has occurred, though he does know the entire sequence of observations.
For the purposes of this dissertation, it is sufficient to consider games with per-
fect recall, a technical consideration which ensures that each player’s information
sets form a tree. This implies that all of a player’s past actions and observations
can be inferred by the player from the current information set. With perfect re-
call, it is sufficient to consider only behavior policies, which are policies which
specify a probability distribution over actions at each information set. In what
follows, the term extensive-form game (or EFG) refers to a two-player, zero-sum,
imperfect-information, perfect-recall game.
Randomized solutions of extensive-form games can be solved in time polyno-
mial in the size of the game tree with a linear program. Key to this is the notion
of realization weights [79].
Let k be a player, k = 1, 2, and let a be a vertex of the game tree. There is a
unique path from the root to a. On this path, certain edges correspond to moves
of player k. The string of labels of these edges is denoted by Σk(a) and is called
the sequence of choices of player k leading to a. It may be the empty sequence ∅,
for example, if a is the root.
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For the moment, consider a leaf a. The sequence Σk(a) describes the choices
that player k has to make so that a can be reached in the game. A pure strategy pik,
which consists of the selection of an action for every information state, can only
reach a if it chooses to make every move in Σk(a) at the appropriate information
sets. For a mixed strategy (a probability distribution over the set of pure strategies)
for player 1, define the realization weight of a, denoted by x(Σ1(a)), to be the sum
of the probabilities over all those pi1 whose choices match those required by Σ1(a).
Similarly, for a mixed strategy for player 2, define the realization weight y(Σ2(a))
to be the sum of those probabilities over all those pi2 whose choices match those
required by Σ2(a). Let λ(a) denote the product of the chance probabilities on
the path to a, and consider a pair φ = (φ1, φ2) of mixed strategies. When these
strategies are used, then a is reached with probability
Pφ(a) = x(Σ
1(a))y(Σ2(a))λ(a). (3.51)
These definitions apply to any vertex in the game tree, not just leaf vertices.
Whereas in the NFG the vectors x and y were stochastic vectors representing
the probability of each action for the row and column players, in an EFG the
vectors x and y contain realization weights. The minimax optimal vector y for
the first player may be found through the linear program
minimize
y,J2
eTJ2 (3.52)
subject to − Ay + ETJ2 ≥ 0
Fy = f,
y ≥ 0.
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The opponent’s optimal solution may be found through the dual linear pro-
gram
minimize
x,J1
− JT1 f (3.53)
subject to xTA− JT1 F ≤ 0
xTET = eT
x ≥ 0.
The vector J1 represents the value function for player 1 under a pair of policies.
The vector J2 represents the value function for each information state for player
2 under a pair of policies. The vector e is the initial probability distribution
over the information states. The vector A contains entries for the reward of a
given pair of strategies (sequences of decisions), discounted by the probability
that random realizations are such that each sequence of decision can be made.
The matrix E captures the connectivity of the decision tree for player 1, showing
which decisions lead to which new information states. The matrix F captures the
same information for player 2. In the matrices E and F , there is a -1 entry at
E(s′, s, a) if (s, a) is a parent of s′, and a 1 entry at E(s′, s, a) if s′ is a parent of
(s, a).
Whereas a mixed strategy for an extensive-form game is a probability distri-
bution over the set of pure strategies, a behavior strategy defines, for every infor-
mation state, a probability distribution over the actions, given the information
state. The following lemma is used in the development of an -optimal solution
of the infinite-horizon minimax CDP.
Lemma 8 (Equivalence of mixed and behavior strategies for extensive-form games
with imperfect information and perfect recall [81]). In a game of perfect recall,
any mixed strategy of a given player can be replaced by an equivalent behavioral
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strategy, and any behavioral strategy can be replaced by an equivalent mixed strat-
egy. Here two strategies are equivalent in the sense that they induce the same
probabilities on outcomes, for any fixed strategy profile (mixed or behavior) of the
remaining agents.
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Chapter 4
Computational Complexity
The objectives of this chapter are to define decidability and complexity terms
and to provide key complexity results for decision problems associated with the
solution constructs analyzed in chapter 3.
The sections below provides two complementary descriptions of computational
complexity. The first uses notation for the growth of functions to describe how
solution complexity scales with the size of the problem, for a specified solution
technique. The second uses complexity classes to describe the computational
complexity that is inherent in a given class of problems, regardless of the particular
solution technique used to decide a problem in the class. Put succinctly, the
first approach is used to describe a particular solution technique, and the second
approach is used to describe complexity attributes inherent in the problem itself.
4.1 Growth of functions
As mentioned above, one of the objectives of the next chapter is to describe the
worst-case scaling of computation time to CDP parameters. The notation O(·) is
used to provide tight bounds on the growth of a function from above [40]:
O(g(n)) = {f(n) : there exist positive constants c and n0 such that
0 ≤ f(n) ≤ cg(n) for all n ≥ n0}.
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This notation is used to describe the scaling of computation time to key parame-
ters of a change detection problem.
4.2 Decision problems and complexity classes
Definitions of complexity classes are associated with the characteristics of a Turing
machine required to solve a particular problem. As mentioned in the previous
chapter, a Turing machine is a general model of computation that is conceptually
simple, but as powerful as any computer. A Turing machine consists of a tape, a
read-write head for the tape, and a finite state machine governing the behavior of
the read-write head.
Computability and complexity analysis is most often performed for decision
problems, which are questions that are answered with either yes or no. Problems
that can be answered by a Turing machine in finite time and tape space are
decidable. A time or space complexity class C is based on the number of moves
or tape space required for the Turing machine to halt (accept or reject the input
string), as a function of the size of the input string. A language L1 is reducible to
L2 if there is a polynomial-time function f so that determining whether x ∈ L1
is equivalent to determining whether f(x) ∈ L2. A language L is C-hard if L1 is
reducible to L for every L1 ∈ C. The language L is C-complete if L ∈ C and L
is C-hard [97].
To establish that a class of problems A is C-complete, the standard proce-
dure is to show that another class of problems B, known to be C-complete, is
reducible to the class of problems A. Because this dissertation does not seek to
establish results on the complexity class completeness of CDPs, reductions are
not employed. Rather, each class of CDP is placed in a complexity class by either
1) showing that the problem can be solved by solving a type of problem known
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to be in a particular complexity class, or 2) by showing, directly, that solution of
the problem meets the criteria that define a particular complexity class. An area
for future work is to establish complexity class completeness results for CDPs.
Four complexity classes that are encountered in this dissertation are P , NP ,
PSPACE, and EXPTIME. Each of these classes is described and a basic
problem for each complexity class is provided. A basic problem illustrates the
essential characteristics of problems that are complete for the class, and can be
used as the basis for a reduction.
The P complexity class consists of decision problems that are solvable in time
polynomial in the size of the input [97]. Problems in this class are said to be
tractable. A basic P -complete problem is the circuit value problem (CVP): is
the value of a given Boolean circuit true? Other P -complete problems are linear
programming and primality testing.
The NP complexity class consists of problems that can be solved by a non-
deterministic Turing machine in polynomial time [97]. If x ∈ L and Nx is the
minimum number of moves required for a Turing machine accepting L to halt
on input x, the nondeterministic time complexity of the Turing machine is the
maximum value of Nx over strings x ∈ L with |x| = n.
A basic NP -complete problem is 3SAT : Given F , an ordinary Boolean for-
mula in conjunctive normal form with three Boolean variables per clause,
∃{x1, . . . , xn} : F (x1, . . . , xn) = True? (4.1)
A problem from this class is whether it is possible to select Boolean variables x1,
x2, x3, and x4 to satisfy the formula
(x1∨ ∼x1∨ ∼x2) ∧ (x3 ∨ x2 ∨ x4) ∧ (∼x1∨ ∼x3∨ ∼x4). (4.2)
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The PSPACE complexity class consists of problems that can be solved in
space polynomial in the size of the input. A basic PSPACE-complete problem
is quantified satisfiability (QSAT ) [119]: given F , an ordinary Boolean formula
in conjunctive normal form with three Boolean variables per clause,
∃x1∀x2∃x3 . . . ∀xn : F (x1, . . . , xn) = True? (4.3)
In words, the objective is determine whether this formula is true, that is, whether
there exists a truth value for x1 such that, for all truth values of x2, etc., for all
truth values of xn, F is true.
The EXPTIME complexity class consists of problems that can be solved in
time exponential in the size of the input. A basic EXPTIME-complete problem
is whether a Turing machine halts in a most n steps. It is in EXPTIME because
a simulation requires O(n) time, and the input n is encoded using O(log n) bits.
It is EXPTIME-complete because the Turing machine can be used to determine
if a machine solving an EXPTIME problem accepts in an exponential number
of steps.
Some known complexity class inclusions are summarized below:
P ⊆ NP ⊆ PSPACE ⊆ EXPTIME,
P ⊂ EXPTIME.
Thus P problems are a subset of NP problems, and so forth. It is also known
that P is a proper subset of EXPTIME. Two key open questions on complexity
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classes are
P
?
= NP,
P
?
= PSPACE.
In words, it is possible (but not considered likely) that PSPACE-complete prob-
lems can be solved in polynomial-time.
The following theorem on the complexity of perfect-recall zero-sum extensive
form games was developed by Koller, Megiddo, and von Stengel [79]:
Lemma 9 (Complexity of perfect-recall zero-sum extensive form game). The
optimal strategies of a two-player zero-sum perfect-recall game in extensive form
are the solutions of a linear program whose size, in sparse representation, is linear
in the size of the game tree.
Bimatrix games (those that are not-zero sum) require solution of a linear
complementarity problem. The existing method of solving this problem is Lemke’s
algorithm, which exhibits exponential complexity [101, 132].
Three classes of problems that are known to be P -complete are fundamental
to solution of CDPs: a) solution of a linear system of equations, b) solution of a
linear program, and c) solution of finite-horizon and discounted infinite-horizon
Markov decision processes.
Solution of a linear system of equations is known to be P -complete. Gaussian
elimination is a solution technique that requires no more than polynomial time.
Lemma 10 (Complexity of solution of a linear system of equations). The solution
of a linear system of equations is P -complete.
Although it can be shown that the widely-used simplex technique for solution
of a linear program has solution time that is, in the worst case, exponential in
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the size of the problem, it has been shown that the problem itself is P -complete.
Indeed, interior-point methods for solution of linear programs are provably poly-
nomial time. Also, in practice, the simplex technique often runs in polynomial
time.
Lemma 11 (Complexity of solution of LPs[100]). The solution of a linear program
is P -complete.
The following result on the complexity of solution of MDPs is obtained by
reducing the circuit value problem to a Markov decision process.
Lemma 12 (Complexity of solution of MDPs [119]). The solution of finite-horizon
and discounted infinite-horizon Markov decision processes is P -complete.
Complexity results are available for a number of decision problems for POMDPs.
To successfully navigate the literature on complexity of POMDPs, it is important
to take note of the following for each result:
1. How the size of the POMDP problem is defined,
2. How the POMDP is represented (flat representation or compact represen-
tation),
3. What type of policies are allowable for solution of the POMDP,
4. The characteristics of the specific class of POMDPs used to establish the
general result,
5. The performance metric (total reward, infinite-horizon discounted reward,
or infinite-horizon average reward) for which the results were established,
6. The type of rewards allowed (positive or negative rewards),
7. Whether the result applies to exact solution or -exact solution.
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Papadimitriou [119] considered the finite-horizon POMDP with horizon T <
|S|. Using history-dependent policies, with a nonpositive reward, it was shown
that the problem was PSPACE-complete.
Burago [24] considered a POMDP with the objective of reaching a target state.
Burago showed that unobservable variants of the problem were NP -hard. Exact
solution of the partially observable problem is also NP hard, but for a fixed num-
ber of observations, Burago showed that an -additive solution could be attained
in time polynomial in the number of POMDP states and in 1/. This result is en-
couraging, although the solution technique Burago proposed maintains a piecewise
linear representation of the value function reminiscent of modern piecewise-linear
POMDP solution techniques, and the technique has complexity exponential in
the number of observations.
Mundhenk [111] extended the results of Papadimitriou, showing that the
PSPACE complexity of a finite-horizon partially observable problem holds for
general (positive or negative) rewards. Also, the NP complexity of an unobserv-
able problem holds for general rewards.
Lusena [93] considered the complexity of -approximate solution of POMDPs.
At least for the case of nonnegative rewards for the finite-horizon problem, al-
lowance for an -exact solution does not change the complexity class relative to
that of an exact solution
Madani [94] considered the complexity of infinite-horizon POMDPs, with the
discouraging, but in retrospect not surprising, result that exact solution of many
types of infinite-horizon problems is undecidable, at least when the problems are
unobservable. Problems shown to be undecidable are positive bounded infinite-
horizon total reward, infinite-horizon average reward with nonnegative reward,
infinite-horizon discounted reward with nonnegative rewards, and finding the op-
timal probability of avoiding a target state over an infinite-horizon.
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Table 4.1 summarizes complexity results on the solution of unobservable and
partially observable POMDPs with flat representation and history-dependent pol-
icy space.
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Chapter 5
Solution of Change-Detection
Problems
This chapter develops techniques for the exact solution of the CDPs introduced
in chapter 2. The specifics of solution techniques for Bayes and minimax CDPs
are provided in sections 5.1 and 5.2.
The finite-horizon Bayes problem is treated first. Techniques for exact solution
of finite-horizon MDPs and POMDPs are described and applied to the finite-
horizon CDP. These techniques are shown to have complexity exponential in the
problem horizon or in the number of observation symbols. A new -exact solution
technique, termed constellation induction, is described and is shown to efficiently
solve test-case problems.
Techniques for solution of infinite-horizon Bayes problems are closely related
to techniques for the finite-horizon problem. A tree-form MDP can be used to
find an -exact solution. Alternatively, the problem can be modeled as a POMDP
and solved using either policy iteration or value iteration. As for the finite-horizon
problem, these techniques exhibit exponential complexity for the infinite-horizon
case. However, constellation induction can be applied to find an -exact solution
for a Markov Bayes problem with specified initial belief state in polynomial time.
Bayes problems with exponential penalty for detection delay are treated as
a separate case. For infinite-horizon IID problems, the availability of a sufficient
statistic and a dynamic-programming operator with a contraction property allows
for solution using a piecewise-linear value-iteration technique. As with piecewise-
linear value iteration for the problem with linear penalty for detection delay, the
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technique exhibits complexity that is exponential in the number of observation
symbols.
The basic model used for solution of minimax problems is the extensive-form
game. This framework can be used to establish an exact but exponentially com-
plex solution for the finite-horizon problem. However, the availability of a compact
sufficient statistic for the infinite-horizon problem on an IID minimax CDP en-
ables the development of a tractable solution method for problems with a cost for
false alarm or a constraint on false alarms.
As developed in chapter 2, the various types of CDPs have formulations that
are completely general with respect to the change time and observation distribu-
tions for the Bayes problems, and completely general with respect to the obser-
vation distributions for the minimax problems. In this chapter, it is necessary
to restrict solution techniques to less general forms for the change time and ob-
servation distributions. In particular, for solution of Bayes CDPs, the solution
techniques are restricted to Markov change-detection processes, defined as fol-
lows:
Definition 21. A Markov change-detection process is a tuple
(Σ,S0,S1,P(s′|s),P(z|s)) , (5.1)
where Σ is a finite set of observation symbols; S0 is a finite, transient set of pre-
change states; S1 is a finite set of post-change states; P(s′|s) with s, s′ ∈ S =
S0 ∪ S1 is the probability of transition from state s to s′ at any given epoch,
such that P(s′|s) = 0 if s′ ∈ S0 and s ∈ S1; and P(z|s) is the probability that
observation z ∈ Σ will be made, given that the system is in state s. The change
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time ν is defined as the first time that the system is in a post-change state:
ν = min{t : st ∈ S1}. (5.2)
The restriction to Markov CDPs is not a great limitation, as most processes
can be approximated by a Markov chain (see [104, Appendix A.1]). Furthermore,
a hidden Markov model can be constructed using the Baum-Welch algorithm and
process data [13].
Definition 22. A Markov CDP is a CDP on a Markov change-detection process.
A CDP on a Markov change-detection process can be modeled as a POMDP (see
definition 20). The set of actions for the problem is A = {NoAlarm,Alarm}.
The set of states for the problem is S = {S0,S1, PostAlarm}. For problems with
cost for false alarm, r(s ∈ S0, Alarm) = κ and r(s ∈ S1, NoAlarm) = 1.
The set of IID Bayes change-detection processes is a subset of the set of Markov
Bayes change-detection processes.
Definition 23. A Bayes IID change-detection process is a change-detection pro-
cess for which the observations prior to the change are IID, the observations after
the change are IID, and the change time ν is geometrically distributed:
P(ν = t|ν ≥ t) = ρ. (5.3)
The solution technique that is developed for the solution of infinite-horizon
minimax problems applies only to IID minimax change-detection processes, de-
fined as follows:
Definition 24. An IID minimax change-detection process is a 3-tuple (Σ, f0, f1),
where Σ is a finite observation alphabet, f0 is a probability mass function on Σ
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Table 5.1: Summary of exact solution methods for CDPs
Problem Solution Method Algorithm
Finite-horizon Bayes
Cost for false alarm
Markov Backward induction Algorithm 5
Markov POMDP dynamic programming Algorithm 7
Markov Constellation induction Algorithm 8
Infinite-horizon Bayes
Cost for false alarm
Markov Backward induction Algorithm 9
Markov POMDP value iteration Algorithm 10
Markov POMDP policy iteration Algorithm 11
Markov Constellation induction Algorithm 12
Infinite-horizon exponential Bayes
Cost for false alarm
IID Value iteration Algorithm 13
Finite-horizon minimax
Cost for false alarm
General Linear program on EFG Algorithm 17
Constraint on false alarm
General Linear program on EFG Algorithm 18
Infinite-horizon minimax
Cost for false alarm
IID CUSUM parameterization Algorithm 22
Constraint on false alarm
IID CUSUM parameterization Algorithm 23
such that
P(y1, . . . , yt|ν > t) = f0(yt), (5.4)
and f1 is a probability mass function on Σ such that
P(yν+1, . . . , yt|ν ≤ t) = f1(yt). (5.5)
Table 5.1 provides a list of the solution methods for each type of problem,
along with restrictions on the types of change-detection processes to which the
solution techniques are applicable.
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5.1 Solution of Bayes problems
This section describes solution techniques for three categories of Bayes CDPs:
1) finite-horizon problems, 2) infinite-horizon problems with linear penalty for
detection delay, and 3) infinite-horizon problems with exponential penalty for
detection delay.
This section describes three techniques for the solution of the finite-horizon
Bayes problem with cost for false alarm. The backward-induction method is based
on a formulation of the problem as a finite-horizon MDP in the form of a tree. The
backward-induction method produces a solution that is specific to a given initial
belief state, and has complexity exponential in the problem horizon. A POMDP
dynamic programming technique has complexity exponential in the number of
observation symbols, but produces a general solution because it produces an ex-
act piecewise-linear representation of the nonstationary value function. The final
method presented, the constellation-induction technique, solves a problem in tree
form, but uses converging upper and lower bounds on the nonstationary con-
cave value function to reduce the number of subtrees that need to be evaluated
explicitly.
Techniques for solution of the infinite-horizon Bayes problem with cost for
false alarm are closely related to the techniques for the finite-horizon problem.
A backward-induction method solves an infinite-horizon MDP using a truncated
tree. As for the finite-horizon problem, the backward-induction method has ex-
ponential complexity and produces a solution that is specific to an initial belief
state. Two categories of POMDP dynamic programming methodologies may be
applied to the infinite-horizon problem. Both techniques use a piecewise-linear
approximation of the stationary value function. This value function is the only
output of the POMDP value-iteration technique. An alternative solution tech-
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nique, POMDP policy iteration, produces a policy that is represented in the form
of a finite automaton. Both POMDP solution techniques have complexity expo-
nential in the number of observation symbols. A constellation-induction solution
technique is shown to have complexity polynomial in the number of observation
symbols and in the effective problem horizon. This technique solves a problem in
tree form but uses point-based converging upper and lower bounds on the concave
value function to greatly reduce the number of subtrees that need to be evaluated
explicitly.
Solution of the infinite-horizon problem with exponential penalty for detection
delay is obtained through value iteration, with piecewise-linear successive approx-
imation. The solution technique applies only to problems with IID observations
and a geometric change distribution, and has exponential complexity.
Two sufficient statistics are used for solution of Bayes problems with linear
penalty for detection delay. For a problem on an IID Bayes change-detection pro-
cess, a sufficient statistic is the posterior probability that a change has occurred,
denoted pi,
pit = P (ν ≤ t|y1, . . . yt) . (5.6)
For a problem on a Markov Bayes change-detection process, the sufficient
statistic is the belief state vector b, which is the posterior probability distribution
over the states of a POMDP,
bt(s) = P (st = s|y1, . . . yt) . (5.7)
For these problems, the statistic pi, although not sufficient for a solution to the
problem, is used in a sense analogous to that for the IID problem, and is defined
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as the probability that the system is in a post-change state,
pit =
∑
s∈S1
P (st = s) . (5.8)
The sufficiency of the belief state b for the Markov problem with linear penalty
for detection delay, and therefore pi for the IID problem, follows from the fact that
the problem can be modeled as a POMDP [18].
The behavior and performance of solution techniques for Bayes CDPs are illus-
trated using a set of test cases, with each test case defined by a set of parameters
for the problem. The test cases are summarized in table 5.2, and the full pa-
rameterization of each test case is provided in appendix A. The key parameters
that characterize each test case are the number of observation signals, |Σ|; the
expected change time, E [ν]; the number of states in the Markov change-detection
process, |S|; the cost of false alarm, κ; and the solution accuracy, . In general,
one expects the solution time to increase with increasing |Σ|, E [ν], |S|, and κ,
and 1

. For the finite-horizon problem, these test cases are used with a problem
of horizon seven (eight decision epochs).
5.1.1 Finite-horizon problems
The finite-horizon Bayes CDP on a Markov change-detection process can be solved
with one of three methods: 1) a backward-induction solution of an MDP, 2) piece-
wise linear dynamic programming for a POMDP, or 3) a constellation-induction
method.
Each of the three solution techniques is described in detail here. Explanation
of these techniques for the finite-horizon problem also lays a foundation for solu-
tion techniques for the infinite-horizon Bayes problems. The backward-induction
technique is extended to the infinite-horizon problem via appropriate truncation
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Table 5.2: Summary of Bayes CDP test cases
Case # |S0| |S1| κ |Σ| E [ν] 
1 1 1 2 5 5 0.50
2 1 1 5 5 5 0.50
3 1 1 10 5 5 0.50
4 1 1 20 5 5 0.50
5 1 1 40 5 5 0.50
6 1 1 60 5 5 0.50
7 1 1 5 5 5 1.0
8 1 1 5 5 5 0.10
9 1 1 5 5 5 0.01
10 1 1 5 5 5 0.001
11 1 1 5 2 5 0.50
12 1 1 5 10 5 0.50
13 1 1 5 20 5 0.50
14 1 1 5 40 5 0.50
15 1 1 5 80 8 0.50
16 2 1 5 5 5 0.50
17 2 2 5 5 5 0.50
18 3 3 5 5 5 0.50
19 4 4 5 5 5 0.50
20 5 5 5 5 5 0.50
21 1 1 5 5 2 0.50
22 1 1 5 5 10 0.50
23 1 1 5 5 20 0.50
24 1 1 5 5 30 0.50
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of the tree-form problem. The POMDP method lays the foundation for solution
of infinite-horizon Markov problems via POMDP value iteration or policy iter-
ation. The constellation-induction solution methodology for the infinite-horizon
problem is similar to that for the finite-horizon problem.
Backward induction on an observation tree
For simplicity, application of the backward-induction technique is described first
for problems with IID observations. It is then shown how the technique can be
extended to a more general problem with hidden-Markov observations.
A solution of the finite-horizon CDP via backward induction begins with an
enumeration of all strings of length T or less; this set of strings is denoted Σ∗T .
There is one state in the MDP for each string w ∈ Σ∗T , plus one absorbing state
PostAlarm entered upon an alarm action.
The state transition structure of the MDP takes the form of an observation
tree, which is a full |Σ|-ary tree (see definition 18). The root vertex of the tree
corresponds to the empty string Λ. Each interior vertex has |Σ| children, one for
each observation symbol. The edge representing the transition from one vertex
to another is labeled with a single observation symbol z ∈ Σ. The depth d(q) of
a vertex q in the tree corresponds to the length of the string associated with the
vertex. A leaf is any vertex that is at depth T , and thus the set of leafs of the
tree is
{q : d(q) = T}. (5.9)
Denote by Ancstr(q) the set of all ancestors of a vertex q, that is, those vertices
lying on the shortest path between q and the root vertex. Denote by Chldrn(q)
the set of all children of q, that is, direct successors of q. Denote by Prnt(q) the
immediate predecessor of q. As part of the problem formulation, the initial prior
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probability pi0 that a change has occurred is specified, and this is the value of the
sufficient statistic associated with the root of the observation tree. For all other
vertices of depth d > 0, the posterior probability pi that a change has occurred
is calculated. The posterior probability pi’ of each child vertex is obtained by
application of Bayes rule,
pi′ =
f1(z)(pi + ρ(1− pi))
f1(z)(pi + ρ(1− pi)) + f0(z)(1− ρ)(1− pi) , (5.10)
where z is the observation label on the edge leading to the vertex and pi is the
posterior probability of the parent vertex. The transition probability P(q′|q) from
a parent vertex q to a child vertex q′ is given by
f1(z)(piq + ρ(1− piq)) + f0(z)(1− ρ)(1− piq), (5.11)
where z is the observation symbol associated with the transition. Note that (5.11),
the total probability of making observation z at vertex q, is the denominator of
(5.10).
Two actions are available at each vertex of the tree. The NoAlarm action
incurs some expected incremental detection delay. The Alarm action occurs some
expected false alarm cost, based on the sufficient statistic piq associated with the
vertex q, and is a terminal action for the problem. The expressions for the cost
associated with each action are
r(q,NoAlarm) = piq, (5.12)
r(q, Alarm) = κ(1− piq). (5.13)
The fact that r(q,NoAlarm) = piq is a result of the following lemma.
Lemma 13 (Expression for the expected detection delay for an IID Bayes change-de-
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tection process [139]). Given a sequence of observations y1, . . . , yt, the expected
cost for detection delay is given by
E
[
(t− ν)+∣∣ y1, . . . , yt] = t−1∑
k=0
pik (5.14)
where pik is the posterior probability that a change has occurred, given the sequence
of observations up to time k.
Proof.
E[(t− ν)+|y1, . . . , yt] =
t∑
k=0
[max(t− k, 0)]P(ν = k|y1, . . . yt) (5.15)
=
t−1∑
k=0
(t− k)P(ν = k|y1, . . . yt) (5.16)
=
t−1∑
k=0
P(ν ≤ k|y1, . . . , yt) (5.17)
=
t−1∑
k=0
[P(ν ≤ k|y1, . . . , yt)− P(ν ≤ k|y1, . . . , yk)] (5.18)
+
t−1∑
k=0
P(ν ≤ k|y1, . . . , yk)
=
t−1∑
k=0
[P(ν ≤ k|y1, . . . , yt)− P(ν ≤ k|y1, . . . , yk)] +
t−1∑
k=0
pik (5.19)
It can be shown [139] that, given an assumption that applies here,
E
[
τ−1∑
t=0
[P (ν ≤ t|y1, . . . , yτ )− P (ν ≤ t|y1, . . . , yt)]
]
= 0. (5.20)
The result follows.
Once each vertex of the observation tree has been parameterized with a suffi-
cient statistic, a solution to the problem, and simultaneous establishment of the
optimal value of the problem, is obtained by working up from the deepest rank
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of the tree. An alarm action is associated with a given vertex if the alarm cost
associated with the vertex is less than the incremental cost of detection delay plus
the transition-probability-weighted sum of the values of its children. If an alarm
is optimal for the vertex, then the value of that vertex is the expected alarm cost,
given by (5.13). If an alarm is not associated with a given vertex, then the value
of that vertex is the incremental cost of detection delay plus the sum of the value
of its children, weighted by the probability of transition to each child.
J(q,NoAlarm) = piq +
∑
q′∈Chldrn(q)
P(q′|q)J(q′). (5.21)
Thus, the value of an interior vertex q is given by
J(q) = min
κ(1− piq), piq + ∑
q′∈Chldrn(q)
P(q′|q)J(q′)
 (5.22)
and the value of a leaf vertex q at depth T is zero.
The optimal action α(q) associated with each vertex is
α(q) = Alarm if J(q) = κ(1− piq), (5.23)
α(q) = NoAlarm if J(q) = piq +
∑
q′∈Chldrn(q)
P(q′|q)J(q′). (5.24)
Thus, by forward propagation each vertex is associated with a value of the
sufficient statistic pi, and by backward induction each vertex is associated with a
value J(q) and an optimal action α(q).
The optimal value of the problem is the value of the root vertex of the tree.
This solution technique is graphically represented in figure 5.1.
As presented in algorithm 5, the backward-induction method for IID CDPs
can be extended to Markov CDPs. On forward propagation of the observation
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tree, the belief state is updated recursively via Bayes rule (3.25). The transition
probability from one state to another is calculated using the denominator of (3.25).
For each vertex, the statistic pi is calculated from the belief state as
pi =
∑
s∈S1
b(s). (5.25)
Then, as for the IID problem, the incremental detection delay associated with a
vertex is pi and the expected cost of false alarm is κ(1− pi).
Algorithm 5: Backward-induction method for solution of finite-horizon
Bayes CDP
Input: Markov Bayes change-detection process (Σ,S0,S1,P(s′|s),P(z|s)),
problem parameters (b0, T , κ)
/* Generate an observation tree */
q0 ← NewV ertex
d(qo)← 0
Q ← ObservationTree(q0,Σ, T )
/* Define the states of the Markov decision process */
Q ← Q∪ PostAlarm
/* The PostAlarm state is the accepting state of the finite
automaton */
F ← PostAlarm
/* Set the value of the leaf vertices */
forall q : d(q) = T do
J(q) = 0
/* Backward induction */
for t← T − 1 to 0 do
forall q : d(q) = t do
J(q) = min
(
κ(1− piq), piq +
∑
q′∈Chldrn(q) P(q
′|q)J(q′)
)
/* If an Alarm is the better value, transition to the
accepting state of the finite automaton */
if J(q) = κ(1− piq) then
δ(Prnt(q), Symbol(Prnt(q), q)) = PostAlarm
Output: Finite automaton policy (Q, qo,F ,Σ, δ), value function J(q)
The size of the observation tree is independent of the number of states in the
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Algorithm 6: ObservationTree(q,Σ, T )
forall z ∈ Σ do
q′ ← NewV ertex
Child(q, z)← q
Prnt(q′)← q
d(q′) = d(q) + 1
if d(q′) < T then
ObservationTree (q′,Σ, T )
Markov change-detection process. The total number of vertices in the tree is
T∑
i=0
|Σ|i (5.26)
and thus the complexity of the solution of the problem using the backward-
induction technique is O(|Σ|T ). Table 5.3 shows the total number of vertices
evaluated, the solution time, and the optimal value of the initial belief state for
the CDP test cases.
Piecewise-linear dynamic programming For solution of the finite-horizon
CDP on a Markov change-detection process, an alternative to the MDP formu-
lation is solution of a finite-horizon POMDP via dynamic programming. An
advantage of the POMDP solution approach relative to the backward-induction
method is that it produces a general solution (see definition 3), which is a solution
that is applicable to a problem with any initial belief state; for the Markov CDP,
the backward-induction solution approach yields a solution that is valid only for
the specified initial belief state.
The POMDP problem formulation is illustrated first for a problem with a
geometric change-time distribution and IID observations. This particular problem
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Table 5.3: Characteristics of a backward-induction solution for the finite-horizon
Bayes test cases with eight decision epochs
Case # Number of vertices Solution time, s J∗(b0)
1 97, 656 32.3 1.2997
2 97, 656 32.3 2.1591
3 97, 656 33.8 2.6990
4 97, 656 33.2 2.9877
5 97, 656 34.3 3.0476
6 97, 656 37.3 3.0486
7 97, 656 32.8 2.1591
8 97, 656 32.9 2.1591
9 97, 656 33.0 2.1591
10 97, 656 32.8 2.1591
11 255 0.1 1.7677
12 1.1× 106 > 7, 200∗ *
13 1.3× 109 > 7, 200∗ *
14 1.6× 1011 > 7, 200∗ *
15 2.1× 1013 > 7, 200∗ *
16 97, 656 36.8 1.6453
17 97, 656 42.3 1.8300
18 97, 656 56.3 2.2975
19 97, 656 62.7 1.3030
20 97, 656 66.6 2.1964
21 97, 656 33.0 1.4444
22 97, 656 37.2 1.7040
23 97, 656 33.1 0.9666
24 97, 656 37.5 0.6624
* Solution not computed within 7,200 seconds.
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may be modeled as a POMDP with three states and two actions, with
S = {PreChange, PostChange, PostAlarm},
A = {Alarm,NoAlarm},
r(PreChange, Alarm) = κ,
r(PostChange,NoAlarm) = 1.
State transition and observation probabilities are as shown in figure 5.2. When
thus modeled as a three-state POMDP, the problem has a sufficient statistic the
succinct belief state vector b ∈ [0, 1]3.
To extend the solution technique to problems with non-IID observations and
non-geometric distributions, the three states of the IID, geometric problem are
augmented with additional states. For non-geometric change-time distributions,
the pre-change state is replaced with two or more states with transitions that
describe a phase-type distribution for the change time. For non-IID observations
before or after the change, the pre-change state or post-change state are replaced
with two or more states representing Markov observation distributions.
Solution for a T -horizon problem may be found by using POMDP dynamic
programming to calculate an optimal, nonstationary value function. Value itera-
tion solves a finite-horizon POMDP by computing a nonstationary value function
that consists of a separate piecewise-linear and concave value function for each
decision epoch, as described in section 3.6.1. Beginning with a 0-horizon value
function consisting of a single zero-cost value function vector, it uses the dynamic-
programming update to construct a value function for each horizon n from the
n− 1 horizon value function. Each vector in the n-horizon value function is asso-
ciated with a one-step policy choice that includes the selection of an action, and,
for each observation, the selection of a successor vector. The solution technique
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Figure 5.2: State transition diagram for the IID Bayes CDP when modeled as
a POMDP. Edges are labeled with transition probabilities under the NoAlarm
/ Alarm actions. Vertices are labeled with costs under the NoAlarm / Alarm
actions, and with the distribution of observations for the state.
is formally presented as algorithm 7, and illustrated in the following example.
Example 1 (Solution of a finite-horizon Bayes CDP with value iteration). Con-
sider the finite-horizon Bayes CDP based on case 1, with eight decision epochs. To
solve the problem, one solves a finite-horizon POMDP with incremental pruning.
Figure 5.3 shows the piecewise-linear representation of the nonstationary value
function computed by the method.
The complexity of the dynamic-programming approach is exponential in the
size of the observation support. Given an initial set of value function vectors |Γ|, a
full enumeration of all candidate value-function vectors in the next decision epoch
has 1+|Γ||Σ| vectors – one for the Alarm action, and |Γ||Σ| for the NoAlarm ac-
tion. Although the incremental-pruning algorithm avoids full enumeration if some
vectors are dominated, a single dynamic programming update still has complex-
ity O(|Γ||Σ|). The worst-case complexity is the same regardless of the number of
states in the problem.
The exponential complexity of the POMDP dynamic programming approach
is evident when the method is applied to the change-detection test cases (see table
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Figure 5.3: Nonstationary optimal value function for a finite-horizon CDP, case
1
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Algorithm 7: POMDP value iteration for solution of finite-horizon Markov
Bayes CDP with cost for false alarm
Input: Markov Bayes change-detection process (Σ,S0,S1,P(s′|s),P(z|s)),
problem parameters (b0, T , κ)
/* Parameterize POMDP */
S ← {S0,S1, PostAlarm}
r(s, Alarm)← κ ∀s ∈ S0
r(s, Alarm)← 0 ∀s ∈ S1
r(s,NoAlarm)← 1 ∀s ∈ S1
r(s,NoAlarm)← 0 ∀s ∈ S0
P(s′|s,NoAlarm)← P(s′|s)
P(PostAlarm|s, Alarm)← 1
/* Value iteration for finite-horizon POMDP (see section
3.6.1) */
Γt ← SolveFiniteHorizonPOMDP(r(s, a),S,P(s′|s, a),P(z|s), T )
Output: Piecewise-linear representation Γt of value function Jt(b)
5.4 and table 5.5, cases 11,1,12,13,14, and 15, in particular).
Constellation induction
Both methods for exact solution of the finite-horizon problem exhibit exponen-
tial complexity. The backward-induction method for solution of the finite-horizon
problem has complexity exponential in the problem horizon. The POMDP dy-
namic programming method has complexity exponential in the size of the ob-
servation support. These complexity results motivate the development of a fast,
-exact solution technique called constellation induction.
Constellation induction combines aspects of the backward-induction technique
with aspects of the POMDP piecewise-linear dynamic programming technique.
A constellation, in a general sense, is “an assemblage, collection, or group of
usually related . . . things” [1]. Here, constellation refers specifically to a
collection of points that are located either above (an upper constellation) or below
(a lower constellation) a value function. Points in the constellations correspond
to observation tree vertices that have been previously evaluated. Induction is
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Table 5.4: Growth of value-function representation when POMDP dynamic pro-
gramming is used for the finite-horizon problem
Vectors in value function representation
Case # J0 J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7
1 2 3 5 14 20 17 18 15
2 2 3 5 13 46 104 134 179
3 2 3 5 13 46 179 469 *
4 2 3 5 13 45 174 688 *
5 2 3 5 13 45 174 693 *
6 2 3 5 13 45 174 697 *
7 2 3 5 13 46 104 134 179
8 2 3 5 13 46 104 134 180
9 2 3 5 13 46 104 134 179
10 2 3 5 13 46 104 134 179
11 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 7
12 2 3 7 37 169 810 * *
13 2 3 12 104 1143 * * *
14 2 3 16 302 1,143 * * *
15 2 3 32 302 1,143 * * *
16 2 3 32 302 1,143 * * *
17 2 3 32 302 1,143 * * *
18 2 3 32 302 1,143 * * *
19 2 3 32 302 1,143 * * *
20 2 3 32 302 1,143 * * *
21 2 3 7 14 11 10 13 10
22 2 3 4 9 29 108 381 *
23 2 3 4 9 26 378 1,134 *
24 2 3 3 6 16 56 215 864
* Not computed within 7,200 seconds.
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Table 5.5: Performance of piecewise-linear POMDP dynamic-programming algo-
rithm on finite-horizon Markov Bayes CDP
Case # Linear Programs Solution Time, s J∗(b0)
1 1,194 1.4 1.2997
2 23,706 71.5 2.1591
3 > 175, 126∗ > 7, 200∗ *
4 > 103, 495∗ > 7, 200∗ *
5 > 99, 379∗ > 7, 200∗ *
6 > 99.537∗ > 7, 200∗ *
7 23, 706 101.2 2.1591
8 23, 707 101.2 2.1591
9 23, 706 102.0 2.1591
10 23, 706 101.1 2.1591
11 99 0.2 1.7677
12 > 253, 116∗ > 7, 200∗ *
13 > 307, 795∗ > 7, 200∗ *
14 > 298, 613∗ > 7, 200∗ *
15 > 657, 653∗ > 7, 200∗ *
16 > 125, 789∗ > 7, 200∗ *
17 > 97, 242∗ > 7, 200∗ *
18 > 82, 425∗ > 7, 200∗ *
19 > 65, 035∗ > 7, 200∗ *
20 > 48, 206∗ > 7, 200∗ *
21 639 0.8 1.4444
22 > 140, 433∗ > 7, 200∗ *
23 > 192, 541∗ > 7, 200∗ *
24 80,885 1,016 0.6624
* Solution not computed within 7,200 seconds.
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“inference of a generalized conclusion from particular instances”[1]. The name
constellation induction refers to the fact that the upper and lower constellations
are used to induce a general description of the value function, as required, to
facilitate rapid solution of the CDP.
Like the backward-induction technique, the constellation-induction technique
uses backward induction on a full |Σ|-ary tree (see section 18) to find a solution
specific to the belief state of the root vertex. Unlike the backward-induction
technique, the constellation-induction technique does not require the evaluation
of
∑T
t=0 |Σ|t vertices.
Like the POMDP dynamic programming approach, the constellation-induction
method for the finite-horizon problem obtains a full solution to the problem
through the formation of a representation for the concave value function for
each decision epoch. While the POMDP dynamic programming approach uses a
piecewise-linear representation of the value function, the constellation-induction
method maintains a point-based representation of upper bounds and lower bounds
for the value function for each problem horizon.
As illustrated in figure 5.4, the intuition behind the constellation-induction
method is to infer upper and lower bounds on the value of certain vertices from
other vertices that were previously evaluated through backward induction. Thus,
interior vertices are evaluated through backward induction, while leaf vertices are
evaluated through constellation induction.
Two key properties of the value function – concavity (figure 5.5) and Lipschitz
continuity (figure 5.6) – may be used for constellation induction. Consider first
how the concavity of the value function can be used for constellation induction.
The concavity of the value function may be exploited in using the lower con-
stellation to establish a lower bound for the value function at a new belief point.
To calculate a lower bound on the value of the point, lower bounds on previously
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Figure 5.4: Example of an observation tree used to implement a constellation
induction solution of a CDP. The tree has exponential growth in breadth to a
certain depth, and then asymptotically zero growth in breadth. A vertex q at the
bottom rank of the tree (black) has an upper value of κ(1−pi(q)) and a lower value
of zero. Other leaf vertices (gray) are evaluated through constellation induction.
Interior vertices (white) are evaluated through backward induction.
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of concave constellation induction. Filled points are the
lower constellation, and hollow points are the upper constellation. Lines show
upper and lower bounds on the value function that can be induced from the
constellation, using the knowledge that the value function is concave.
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of Lipschitz constellation induction. Filled points are the
lower constellation, and hollow points are the upper constellation. Lines show
upper and lower bounds on the value function that can be induced from the
constellation, using the knowledge that the value function is Lipschitz with a
specific Lipschitz constant.
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evaluated interior vertices are considered. Because the value function is concave,
a lower bound on the value at any other belief state can be found as a convex
combination of other belief/value pairs that maximizes the value subject to the
constraint that the belief is equal to the belief of interest. This convex combination
may be found by solving a linear program. If b′ is the belief state of interest, and
J(b1), . . . , J(bn) are the values of the lower constellation at belief states b1, . . . , bn,
then the linear program is
maximize
n∑
i=1
ηiJ(bi) (5.27)
subject to
n∑
i=1
ηibi = b
′,
0 < ηi < 1,
n∑
i=1
ηi = 1.
where the ηi are weights for the lower constellation points.
As illustrated in figure 5.7, a method for calculating an upper bound on the
value function at belief state b′ from the upper and lower constellations relies
on the fact that a directional derivative of a concave function is nonincreasing
in the direction. First, a linear program is used to find at most |S| − 1 nearby
belief points a1, . . . , a|S|−1 from the upper constellation such that the belief state
of interest is a convex combination of these belief points. Let hi be the distance
between a belief point ai in the upper constellation and b
′. The linear program to
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Figure 5.7: An upper bound at belief b is established by using the upper and lower
constellations to establish an upper bound on a directional derivative.
select a1, . . . , a|S|−1 from an upper constellation containing n points is
minimize
n∑
i=1
ηihi (5.28)
subject to
n∑
i=1
ηiai = b
′,
0 < ηi < 1,
n∑
i=1
ηi = 1.
where the ηi are weights for the upper constellation points.
Next, a direction is established for each of a1, . . . , a|S|−1 by computing the belief
direction vectors ~d1 = a1− b′, . . . , ~d|S|−1 = a|S|−1− b′. Each direction ~di is followed
from the point ai for some distance δ, staying within the probability simplex to
a new belief point ci = ai + δ~di, and a lower bound for the value function J(ci)
at the new belief point is calculated from the lower constellation, using the linear
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program (5.27). Thus point ai has a value J(ai) from the upper constellation
and point ci has a value J(c1) established from the lower constellation. An upper
bound for the directional derivative of the value function at ai is calculated from
these two points as
J ′di(ai) =
J(ai)− J(ci)
δ
(5.29)
This directional derivative is an upper bound for the directional derivative between
ai and b
′, and an upper bound Ji(b′) for the value function at b′ can be established
from the upper bound value at ai and the upper bound directional derivative
J ′di(ai) as
Ji(b′) = J(ai) + ||ai − b′||J ′di(ai). (5.30)
Finally, the lowest upper bound established from each direction becomes the upper
bound for the value function at b′,
J(b′) = min
i
Ji(b′). (5.31)
Table 5.6 shows that and -exact solution to finite-horizon Bayes CDPs can be
achieved using concave constellation induction, with less time and fewer vertices
evaluated than the exact backward-induction method. The fact that the lower
and upper bounds calculated using concave constellation induction bracket the
exact value found using backward induction validates the method.
Consider now how the Lipschitz continuity of the value function may be used
for constellation induction. Under Lipschitz induction, the upper bound for the
value of a candidate belief state b based on another point c evaluated through
backward induction is J(c) + κ||b − c||1 and a lower bound is J(c) − κ||b − c||1,
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Table 5.6: Performance of concave constellation induction on selected finite-
horizon Bayes CDPs
Case # Vertices LPs Time, s J∗(b0) J∗(b0)
1 1,772 8,147 12.8 1.3007 1.2996
2 2,041 11,886 17.7 2.1606 2.1590
3 1,701 8,694 18.7 2.6994 2.6986
4 1,701 7,328 15.1 2.9880 2.9875
5 716 3,274 2.5 3.0477 3.0474
6 536 2,288 6.2 3.0486 3.0485
7 1,576 8,102 10.2 2.1614 2.1588
8 2,416 13,712 24.4 2.1595 2.1591
9 2,396 13,127 23.4 2.1591 2.1591
10 2,846 17,859 28.5 2.1591 2.1591
11 115 699 5.2 1.7677 1.7677
12 11,921 68,194 314.8 1.8102 1.8006
and the error associated with b, if only c is used, is
e(b) = e(c) + 2κ||b− c||1. (5.32)
In an implementation of Lipschitz constellation induction, the entire upper con-
stellation is used to establish a lowest upper bound on the value of a candidate
leaf, and the entire lower constellation is used to establish a greatest lower bound
on the value of a candidate leaf.
The results of Lipschitz constellation induction for selected finite-horizon Bayes
CDPs are presented in Table 5.7.
In practice, constellation induction is paired with a rule for recursive evaluation
of vertices in an observation tree. When a vertex is evaluated, it becomes a leaf if
and only if sufficiently-tight bounds on the value of the vertex can be established
via constellation induction. Otherwise, its children are recursively evaluated. One
key algorithmic decision is a mechanism for terminating tree growth on a given
branch. The extant of truncation is clearly tied to the accuracy required for the
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Table 5.7: Performance of Lipschitz constellation induction on selected finite-
horizon Bayes CDPs
Case # Vertices Time, s J∗(b0) J∗(b0)
1 6,527 3.7 1.3008 1.2985
2 9,991 5.7 2.1626 1.2556
3 14,362 8.1 2.7057 2.6926
4 17,837 9.7 2.9969 2.9791
5 20,687 11.0 3.0573 3.0384
6 22,307 11.6 3.0589 3.0389
7 8,927 5.0 2.1670 2.1517
8 15,752 8.5 2.1600 2.1582
9 27,757 14.2 2.1592 2.1591
10 48,047 22.9 2.1591 2.1591
11 236 0.1 1.7677 1.7677
12 41,452 28.1 1.8162 1.7855
solution. In fact, a simple expression relates the accuracy of the overall solution
to the accuracy of the leafs of the tree.
Let L be the set of leafs of the tree, e(l) the error associated with a specific leaf,
and P(l) the total probability that a given leaf is reached from the root vertex.
The error  associated with the root vertex is then given by
 =
∑
l∈L
e(l)P(l). (5.33)
If N is the total number of leafs of the tree, then to ensure an accuracy of 
for the root vertex, it is sufficient that
e(l)P(l) ≤ 
N
∀l ∈ L. (5.34)
However, it is difficult to know beforehand the total number of leafs N . To over-
come this difficulty, accuracy is allocated to leafs geometrically. The remaining ˆ
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is tracked and a vertex q becomes a leaf if
e(q)P(q) ≤ γˆ, (5.35)
with allocation constant 0 < γ < 1.
The algorithm for a constellation-induction solution of the finite horizon prob-
lem using the above-described recursive evaluation technique is presented as al-
gorithm 8.
Algorithm 8: Recursive evaluation of an observation tree for a finite-
horizon CDP using constellation induction, Evaluate(q)
Input: Bayes change-detection process (Σ, f0, f1, ρ), problem parameters
(pi0, , κ), vertex q
/* Obtain a value for the vertex using concave constellation
induction or Lipschitz constellation induction */
J(q)← min{κ(1− pi(q)), UCV ALUE(b(q), UCd(q), LCd(q))}
J(q)← LCV ALUE(b(q), LCd(q))
if d(q)=T then
J(q)← 0
J(q)← 0
else
if (J(q)− J(q))P(q) ≤ γˆ then
ˆ← ˆ− (J(q)− J(q))P(q)
else
GetChildren(q)
forall q′ ∈ Chldrn(q) do
Evaluate(q′)
J(q)← pi(q) +∑q′∈Chldrn(q) P(q′|q)J(q′)
J(q)← pi(q) +∑q′∈Chldrn(q) P(q′|q)J(q′)
if (1− pi(q))κ) ≤ J(q) then
J(q)← (1− pi(q))κ
J(q)← (1− pi(q))κ
/* Add a point to each constellation */
UCd(q) ← {UCd(q), (b(q), J(q))}
LCd(q) ← {LCd(q), (b(q), J(q))}
It was shown that when constellation-induction techniques were applied to the
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CDP test cases, finite-horizon problems could be solved more efficiently than when
backward induction was used. In the next section, it is proven that a constellation-
induction method can solve an infinite-horizon Bayes CDP in polynomial time.
5.1.2 Infinite-horizon problems
This section describes solution techniques for infinite-horizon CDPs with lin-
ear penalty for detection delay. As mentioned previously, the techniques for
the infinite-horizon problem are closely related to the techniques for the finite-
horizon problem. The backward-induction technique requires only a slight mod-
ification via truncation of a countably-infinite observation tree. Whereas for the
finite-horizon problem the POMDP dynamic programming solution technique pro-
duced an exact piecewise-linear representation of a non-stationary value func-
tion, the POMDP value-iteration and policy-iteration techniques produce succes-
sive piecewise-linear approximations of a stationary value function. In addition,
the policy iteration technique for the infinite-horizon problem maintains a finite
automaton representation of a policy for the CDP. The constellation-induction
method for the infinite-horizon problem maintains a single upper bound and single
lower bound representation for the stationary value function, whereas the finite-
horizon problem maintained separate upper and lower bound representations for
each decision epoch.
Solution via truncation of an observation tree
This section describes how an infinite-horizon Bayes CDP can be solved by trun-
cation of a countable state MDP, because the value of an infinite-horizon problem
can be approximated to an arbitrary degree of precision with the solution of finite-
horizon CDP.
The following result is fundamental in solving infinite-horizon problems.
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Lemma 14. An upper bound on the value function for a belief state associated
with pi is κ(1− pi), and a lower bound is zero.
Proof. The upper bound is a result of the fact that an alarm is a terminal action,
and that an expected cost of κ(1−pi) is incurred when an alarm is produced. Zero
is a lower bound on the value function because the problem formulation includes
only nonnegative costs.
Recall that the finite T -horizon problem was solved via backward induction on
a observation tree of depth T . To solve an infinite-horizon problem via backward
induction, a full |Σ|-ary tree of infinite tree is truncated at some depth T such
that the expected error on the value of the leafs of the tree (all at depth T) is
less than or equal to . To do this, T is chosen such that
κ(1− E [piT ]) ≤ , (5.36)
where E [pi], the expected probability that the change has already occurred at a
leaf vertex, is
E [pi] =
∑
l∈L
P(l)pi(l), (5.37)
where L is the set of all leafs at depth T, and P(l) is the total probability that a
leaf will be reached from the initial belief state.
Define the effective horizon T of an infinite-horizon problem as
T = min {t : E [1− pit]κ ≤ } . (5.38)
For an IID problem with geometric change time, it is easy to verify using the
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probability mass function of a geometric distribution that
T =
⌈
log(/κ)
log(1− ρ)
⌉
. (5.39)
Whereas the backward-induction technique was an exact technique for the
finite-horizon problem, it is an  exact technique for the infinite-horizon problem.
In the infinite-horizon case, each vertex q of the observation tree is associated with
two values: an upper value J(q) that is an upper bound for the value function
at the vertex belief state, and a lower value J(q) that is a lower bound for the
value function at the vertex belief state. For the leaf vertices, the upper value is
κ(1− pi) and the lower value is zero. For interior vertices, the upper value is
J(q) = min
κ(1− piq), piq + ∑
q′∈Chldrn(q)
P(q′|q)J(q′)
 (5.40)
and the lower value is
J(q) = min
κ(1− piq), piq + ∑
q′∈Chldrn(q)
P(q′|q)J(q’)
 . (5.41)
Table 5.8 illustrates the impracticality of using backward induction to solve
even small infinite-horizon CDPs. Several of the test cases (case 10, case 23, and
case 24) require the evaluation of more vertices then there are stars in the universe
(∼ 1021) [68].
Consider now alternatives to the obviously-impractical MDP backward-induction
framework. When modeled as an infinite-horizon POMDP with belief-state suffi-
cient statistic, there are two available solution techniques: 1) value iteration, and
2) policy iteration. Each of these techniques is described in detail below.
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Algorithm 9: Backward-induction method for solution of infinite-horizon
Bayes CDP
Input: Markov Bayes change-detection process (Σ,S0,S1,P(s′|s),P(z|s)) ,
problem parameters (b0, , κ)
/* Calculate horizon required to achieve  exact solution */
T ←
⌈
log(/κ)
1−ρ
⌉
/* Generate an observation tree */
q0 ← NewV ertex
d(qo)← 0
Q ← ObservationTree(q0,Σ, T )
/* Define the states of a finite automaton */
Q ← Q∪ PostAlarm
/* The PostAlarm state is the accepting state of the finite
automaton */
F ← PostAlarm
/* Set the value of the leaf vertices */
forall q : d(q) = T do
J(q) = κ(1− pi(q))
/* Backward induction */
for t← T − 1 to 0 do
forall q : d(q) = t do
J(q) = min
(
κ(1− piq), piq +
∑
q′∈Chldrn(q) P(q
′|q)J(q′)
)
/* If an Alarm is the better value, transition to the
accepting state of the finite automaton */
if J(q) = κ(1− piq) then
δ(Prnt(q), Symbol(Prnt(q), q)) = PostAlarm
Output: Finite automaton policy (Q, qo,F ,Σ, δ), value function J(q)
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Table 5.8: Characteristics of backward-induction solution for the infinite-horizon
Bayes test cases
Case # T Number of vertices
1 7 9.8× 104
2 11 6.1× 108
3 14 7.6× 109
4 17 9.5× 1011
5 20 1.2× 1014
6 22 2.9× 1015
7 8 4.9× 105
8 18 4.8× 1012
9 28 4.7× 1019
10 39 2.3× 1027
11 11 4.1× 103
12 11 1.1× 1011
13 11 2.1× 1014
14 11 4.3× 1017
15 11 8.7× 1020
16 10 1.2× 108
17 10 1.2× 108
18 12 3.1× 108
19 9 2.4× 106
20 10 1.2× 107
21 4 7.8× 102
22 22 3.0× 1015
23 45 3.6× 1031
24 68 4.2× 1047
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POMDP value iteration
As described in section 3.6.2, value iteration uses piecewise linear successive ap-
proximation to find the fixed point of the value function, by successive application
of the espression
Jn(b) = min
a∈A
[∑
s∈S
b(s)r(s, a) + λ
∑
s∈S
∑
s′∈S
∑
z∈Σ
b(s)P(s′|a, s)P(z|s′)Jn−1(baz)
]
.
(5.42)
Incremental pruning is one of the most efficient -exact dynamic-programming
techniques for POMDPs.
Convergence of POMDP dynamic-programming techniques for infinite-horizon
problems is most often established through the use of a discount factor 0 < λ < 1
which imbues the dynamic-programming operator with a contraction property.
For the problem at hand, there is no discounting to ensure that the dynamic-
programming operator is a contraction operator. However, a solution methodol-
ogy for this problem may be established by noting that the infinite-horizon Bayes
CDP is in fact an indefinite-horizon POMDP, and can thus be solved using either
value iteration or policy iteration. Patek [120] established conditions under which
value iteration converges to an optimal solution for indefinite-horizon problems:
1. There exists a policy that guarantees termination with probability one,
2. Any policy that fails to guarantee termination has infinite expected cost
from some initial state,
3. Termination is perfectly recognized.
Hansen [71] modified Patek’s conditions to facilitate application of value iteration
and policy iteration, by stipulating that the action set includes one or more ter-
minal actions. From any state, a terminal action causes an immediate transition
to the terminal state.
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In the infinite-horizon Bayes problem, Hansen’s conditions are met, with the
alarm action being the terminal action. Value iteration is accomplished by in-
cluding the value function representation, at every iteration, the value function
vector associated with the alarm action.
To establish error bounds on the solution associated with value iteration, the
Bellman error is multiplied by an upper bound on the mean number of steps
before a terminal action (the alarm) occurs.
An upper bound on the mean number of steps until policy termination is
found by considering the cost of false alarm and the probability that a change
has already occurred. When the probability that the system is in the pre-change
state, multiplied by κ, is less than or equal to the incremental cost of detection
delay, then the risk associated with producing an alarm is sure to be less than the
risk associated with not producing an alarm. For example, if the change time is
geometrically distributed, the probability that the system is in the post-change
state at time T is given by 1− (1− ρ)T . Setting the incremental detection delay
equal to the cost of false alarm,
(1− (1− ρ)T ) = κ(1− ρ)T , (5.43)
and solving for T yields
T =

log
(
1
(κ+1)
)
log(1− ρ)
 . (5.44)
The Bellman error e is calculated by finding the maximum difference between the
value function at a given iteration, and that of the previous iteration [70]. The
error  associated with the solution is then
 = e
log
(
1
(κ+1)
)
log(1− ρ) . (5.45)
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Figure 5.8: Results of value iteration for the infinite-horizon CDP described in
Example 2. The value function is the upper surface of the collection of vectors.
More generally, an upper bound on the mean time to alarm τ is
τ = min {t : E [1− pit]κ ≤ E [pit]} . (5.46)
and the error  associated with the solution is
 = eτ . (5.47)
Example 2. Consider the infinite-horizon Bayes problem based on case 1. The
problem as modeled as a three-state, partially observable Markov decision process,
with state transition and observation probabilities as shown in figure 5.2. Value
iteration is performed, resulting in the value function depicted in figure 5.8.
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Algorithm 10: Solution of infinite-horizon Markov Bayes CDP with cost
for false alarm via value iteration
Input: Markov Bayes change-detection process (Σ,S0,S1,P(s′|s),P(z|s)),
problem parameters (κ, )
/* Parametrize POMDP */
S ← {S0,S1, PostAlarm}
r(s, Alarm)← κ ∀s ∈ S0
r(s, Alarm)← 0 ∀s ∈ S1
r(s,NoAlarm)← 1 ∀s ∈ S1
r(s,NoAlarm)← 0 ∀s ∈ S0
P(s′|s,NoAlarm)← P(s′|s)
P(PostAlarm|s, Alarm)← 1
/* Solve indefinite-horizon POMDP (see section 3.6.3) */
Γ← IndefiniteHorizonValIt(r(s, a),S,P(s′|s, a),P(z|s), T , )
Output: Piecewise-linear representation Γ of stationary value function
J(b)
Algorithm complexity Let |Γ| be the size of the set of value function vectors.
Then an upper bound on the number of vectors in the value function representa-
tion is given by [28]
|Γ| = |A||Γn−1||Σ| (5.48)
where |Σ| is the number of observations. Thus solutions tend to be exponential
in the size of the observation support. Also, if T iterations are required to solve
the problem, then a worst-case number of vectors in the final pruning problem is
|Γ| = (|A|Γ1|)|Σ|T (5.49)
which for a fixed number T of iterations, is exponential in |Σ|T .
Table 5.9 shows the time and number of linear programs required to solve the
Bayes problem test cases using POMDP value iteration. Only five of the test
cases can be solved within 7,200 seconds.
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Table 5.9: Performance of piecewise-linear POMDP dynamic programming algo-
rithm on infinite-horizon Markov Bayes CDPs
Case # Linear Programs Solution Time, s J∗(b0) J∗(b0)
1 70 0.5 1.4080 1.0938
2 5342 11.5 2.6583 2.2846
3 >177,652 >7,200* 4.2134 2.1112
4 >122,630 >7,200* 7.3299 0
5 >107,663 >7,200* 12.7419 0
6 >120,654 >7,200* 18.0258 0
7 1,337 2.4 2.7791 1.8251
8 >48,768 >7,200* 2.6099 2.4591
9 >48,438 >7,200* 2.6099 2.4591
10 >48,408 >7,200* 2.6099 2.4591
11 56 0.6 2.3571 1.9031
12 >139,149 >7,200* 2.6280 1.3956
13 >206,493 >7,200* 2.7233 0.6401
14 >192,038 >7,200* 2.9902 0.0
15 >214,450 >7,200* 3.3725 0.0
16 >4,881 >7,200* 2.7201 0.5152
17 >20,200 >7,200* 2.6289 1.3767
18 >46,585 >7,200* 2.9307 1.4462
19 >14,062 >7,200* 2.4250 0.7928
20 >31,006 >7,200* 2.9004 1.4542
21 166 0.3 1.4737 1.3088
22 >170,820 >7,200* 3.4479 2.5972
23 >156,470 >7,200* 4.1371 2.3212
24 >125,780 >7,200* 4.3962 2.1204
* Solution did not converge to required tolerance within 7,200 seconds.
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POMDP policy iteration
As described in section 3.6.2, policy iteration uses a finite automaton policy rep-
resentation and alternates policy evaluation with value function improvement, to
yield an -approximate policy for the infinite-horizon CDP.
To ensure convergence of the policy iteration algorithm for this problem, the
initial policy for policy iteration is a policy that consists of the terminal action
[71], an immediate alarm.
If policy iteration is used, the alarm policy is represented as a finite state
machine, wherein transitions among controller states are determined by the ob-
servation made at each epoch, and wherein each controller state maps to either
the Alarm or NoAlarm action. The results of policy iteration for the Bayes prob-
lem test cases are presented in table 5.10. The finite automaton produced as a
solution for the first test cases is depicted in figure 5.9.
Algorithm 11: Solution of infinite-horizon Markov Bayes CDP with cost
for false alarm via policy iteration
Input: Markov Bayes change-detection process (Σ,S0,S1,P(s′|s),P(z|s)),
problem parameters (κ, )
/* Parametrize POMDP */
S ← {S0,S1, PostAlarm}
r(s, Alarm)← κ ∀s ∈ S0
r(s, Alarm)← 0 ∀s ∈ S1
r(s,NoAlarm)← 1 ∀s ∈ S1
r(s,NoAlarm)← 0 ∀s ∈ S0
P(s′|s,NoAlarm)← P(s′|s)
P(PostAlarm|s, Alarm)← 1
/* Solve indefinite-horizon POMDP (see section 3.6.3) */
IndefiniteHorizonPolIt(r(s, a),S,P(s′|s, a),P(z|s), T , )
Output: Piecewise linear representation of value function J(b), finite
automaton policy (Q, qo,F ,Σ, δ)
Algorithm complexity Policy iteration for POMDPs generally provides quicker
convergence than value iteration, because policy iteration substitutes some exponen-
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Table 5.10: Performance of policy iteration on infinite-horizon Markov Bayes
CDPs
Case # LPs Time, s J∗(b0) J∗(b0) Size of policy graph
1 178 0.28 1.4002 1.0479 12
2 7,067 4.84 2.60 2.25 54
3 27,613 20.67 3.78 3.33 126
4 248,088 256 5.022 4.93 338
5 530,393 770.8 6.33 6.0097 459
6 657,678 1091.6 7.0899 6.7708 464
7 3,394 2.72 2.64 1.89 48
8 20,544 14.28 2.58 2.52 83
9 31,533 23.6 2.5787 2.569 102
10 105,030 94.56 2.5770 2.5768 193
11 826 0.6719 2.34 1.9458 15
12 40,300 30.67 2.3373 1.8748 119
13 1,099,894 5401.1 2.137 1.9972 631
14 > 893, 270 > 7, 200∗ 2.72 2.477 N/A
15 > 235, 580 > 7, 200∗ 3.37 0 N/A
16 7,180 5.0313 2.1021 1.6073 47
17 13,136 14.75 2.3366 1.8409 170
18 110,195 182.5 2.7212 2.3990 336
19 91,182 33.9531 1.9281 1.4172 205
20 86,350 24.8750 2.6484 1.9187 175
21 530 0.4375 1.4631 1.3242 15
22 18,719 13.8125 3.3049 2.9335 81
23 33,952 24.5938 3.8987 3.6460 91
24 49,036 37.8750 4.1551 3.9626 161
* Solution did not converge to required tolerance within 7,200 seconds.
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Figure 5.9: Policy graph resulting from policy iteration for test case 1
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tially-complex dynamic programming updates with polynomially-complex policy
evaluations [70]. This superior performance characteristic is observable on the
CDPs when one compares tables 5.9 and 5.10. However, as was discussed in the
section on value iteration, even a single dynamic-programming update is expo-
nentially complex, and thus policy iteration has complexity exponential in the
size of the observation support. This complexity is observable empirically on the
change detection test cases, as shown in table 5.10 (see in particular cases 11, 1,
12, 13, 14, and 15).
Constellation induction
The constellation-induction technique developed for the finite-horizon problem
may be applied to the infinite-horizon problem, with just a few modifications. In
the finite-horizon problem, the value function is nonstationary and so leaf vertices
at a given depth in the observation tree must be evaluated using constellation
induction against interior vertices at the same depth of the tree. In the infinite-
horizon problem, the value function is stationary, so leaf vertices in the observation
tree may be evaluated using constellation induction against an interior vertex at
any depth. As the observation tree is generated recursively, the accuracy of the
value function approximation in a belief region improves.
Table 5.11 shows the solution time associated with solution of infinite-horizon
Bayes CDPs using concave constellation induction. Table 5.12 shows the solu-
tion time associated with solution of infinite-horizon Bayes CDPs using Lipschitz
constellation induction. All test cases are solvable within 1,800 seconds.
Table 5.13 compares side-by-side the performance of backward induction, value
iteration, policy iteration, concave constellation induction, and Lipschitz constel-
lation induction for selected test cases. Constellation induction methods outper-
form other techniques, and Lipschitz constellation induction outperforms concave
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Table 5.11: Performance of concave constellation induction on infinite-horizon
Markov Bayes CDPs
Case # Vertices LPs Time, s J∗(b0) J∗(b0) Size of lower
constellation
1 222 973 0.76 1.3555 1.3463 11
2 617 2,982 2.4 2.6120 2.5606 30
3 1,552 8,237 7.3 3.8466 3.6936 75
4 4,497 29,082 43.9 5.1423 4.7864 97
5 9,552 82,130 139.8 6.4485 5.9709 155
6 20,917 246,412 1033.4 7.2256 6.7276 66
7 472 2,513 1.6 2.6184 2.5255 35
8 952 5,244 4.1 2.5895 2.5737 51
9 2,312 13,528 15.4 2.5797 2.5766 81
10 5,147 36,695 83.3 2.5775 2.5770 106
11 224 1,752 1.1 2.2458 2.2343 22
12 2,342 9,641 7.1 2.3694 2.2108 41
13 5,562 21,742 14.8 2.2453 1.9825 38
14 18,282 69,134 60.43 2.3098 1.9592 43
15 62,082 223,283 169.1 2.1580 1.6894 15
16 1,882 16,553 14.7 2.1822 2.0349 67
17 2,052 18,983 35.6 2.4283 2.2758 196
18 1,792 1,9536 58.0 2.7395 2.6263 308
19 6,317 74,989 780.1 2.1018 1.7902 655
20 3,767 42,156 271.6 2.7136 2.5117 523
21 152 768 0.4 1.4494 1.4449 180
22 2,092 11,363 9.4 3.3343 3.1175 270
23 7,992 48,645 59.9 3.9137 3.4763 202
24 18,317 128,036 186.5 4.1751 3.6900 193
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Table 5.12: Performance of Lipschitz constellation induction on infinite-horizon
Markov Bayes CDPs
Case # Vertices Time, s J∗(b0) J∗(b0) Size of lower
constellation
1 387 0.2 1.3511 1.3498 20
2 1,527 0.7 2.5828 2.5686 111
3 1,755 1.9 3.7700 3.7236 264
4 8,452 4.4 5.0661 4.9636 526
5 21,082 13.6 6.4005 6.1774 1022
6 29,597 23.0 7.1869 6.8776 1319
7 1,122 0.5 2.5863 2.5625 70
8 2,882 1.3 2.5792 2.5740 201
9 6,562 3.3 2.5775 2.5764 508
10 1,5162 8.7 2.5771 2.5769 1232
11 440 0.2 2.2390 2.2366 68
12 5,442 3.3 2.3189 2.2761 277
13 13,782 7.8 2.1587 2.0717 334
14 35,842 19.1 2.2151 2.0842 375
15 75,122 34.9 2.0655 1.9067 2593
16 7,037 47.22 2.0856 2.0254 1160
17 22,062 130.3 2.3639 2.2346 2963
18 14,102 77.5 2.6951 2.6408 1840
19 17,992 203.3 1.9267 1.8156 4561
20 13,827 107.4 2.6515 2.5847 1914
21 377 0.2 1.4472 1.4461 180
22 3,292 2.7 3.2960 3.281 270
23 6,612 5.5 3.8832 3.7984 202
24 22,402 42.8 4.1565 3.9204 193
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Table 5.13: Solution procedure complexity in number of observation symbols
for backward induction (BI), value iteration (VI), policy iteration (PI), concave
constellation induction (CCI), and Lipschitz constellation induction (LCI)
Linear Programs
Case # |Σ| VI PI CCI LCI
11 2 56 826 1,751 0
2 5 5,342 7,067 2,982 0
12 10 >139,149 40,300 9,641 0
13 20 1,099,894 21,742 0
14 40 >893,270 69,134 0
15 80 223,282 0
Solution Time, s
Case # |Σ| VI PI CCI LCI
11 2 0.6 0.7 1.1 0.5
2 5 11.5 4.8 2.4 1.2
12 10 >7,200 30.7 7.1 3.3
13 20 5,401 14.8 7.8
14 40 >7,200 60.4 19.1
15 80 169.1 34.9
Number of vertices
Case # |Σ| BI CCI LCI
11 2 4.1× 103 224 440
2 5 6.1× 108 617 1,527
12 10 1.1× 1011 2,342 5,442
13 20 2.1× 1014 5,562 13,782
14 40 4.3× 1017 18,282 35,842
15 80 8.7× 1020 62,082 75,122
constellation induction. What follows is a theoretical justification of the outstand-
ing performance of the Lipschitz constellation induction technique.
A starting point for an analysis of the complexity of constellation induction
is the fact that the value function over the belief state for a change detection
problem with cost of false alarm κ is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant
equal to κ.
Lemma 15. The optimal value function J∗(b) for the change detection problem
is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant κ equal to the cost of false alarm
κ under the taxicab norm ||b1 − b2||1 =
∑
s∈S |b1(s)− b2(s)|.
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Proof. For a belief state b1 corresponding to pi1 and another belief state b2 cor-
responding to pi2, with J
∗(b1) ≥ J∗(b2), an upper bound on the value difference
J∗(b1)−J∗(b2) is κ(pi1−pi2). This is true because an upper bound on the difference
in J∗(b1)− J∗(b2) is either
κ(1− pi1)− κ(1− pi2) (5.50)
if an alarm is optimal for b2, or
κ(1− pi1)−
[(
m≥2∑
i=2
pii
)
+ κ(1− pim+1)
]
(5.51)
with pim+1 ≥ pim . . . ≥ pi2 the statistics up to the time of alarm, and therefore an
upper bound on (5.51) is
κ(1− pi1)− κ(1− pim+1) ≥ κ(1− pi1)− κ(1− pi2). (5.52)
Finally, pi1 − pi2 ≤ ||b1 − b2||1 by definition of pi (5.8), so it follows that
J∗(b1)− J∗(b2)
||b1 − b2||1 ≤
κ(pi1 − pi2)
pi1 − pi2 = κ. (5.53)
The following theorem states that an IID change detection problem (in which
the observations before the change are IID with distribution f0, the observations
after the change are IID with distribution f1, and the change time is geometrically
distributed) can be solved in time polynomial in the size of all problem parameters.
Throughout, expectation is with respect to the realization of observations.
Theorem 1. An infinite-horizon IID change detection problem (a change detec-
tion problem with |S| = 2) can be solved in time polynomial in (κ, 1

, T/2, |Σ|)
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using Lipschitz constellation induction.
Proof. To show that the IID problem can be solved in time polynomial in κ, 1

,
T = T/2, and |Σ|, it suffices to show that there need only be a polynomial number
of vertices at depth T . Here the tree is constructed and used to solve the problem
by constellation induction. For this tree, the number of vertices n at depth t is
given by
n = min{|Σ|t, NΣ}, ∀t ≤ T/2 (5.54)
with N a constant. Below it is shown that the root vertex of such a tree can
have an expected error less than  > 0 with N polynomial in T/2, κ,
1

, and |Σ|.
Throughout it is assumed, conservatively, that candidate leaf vertices are evalu-
ated using only interior vertices located at the same depth in the tree (although, as
mentioned above, an efficient implementation uses constellation-induction against
vertices at any depth in the tree).
In the tree described here, observation sequences of length T (the longest
observation sequences) in the tree are sampled according to the law of the hidden
Markov model. The expected error associated with (leaf) vertices at depth T is
(1− E [piT ])κ. (5.55)
By definition, T = T/2 is chosen such that
(1− E [piT ])κ ≤ 
2
. (5.56)
Because interior vertices are evaluated via backward induction, the expected error
associated with interior vertices at depth T − 1 is
(1− E [piT ])κ. (5.57)
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Let h(N, t) be the expected taxicab distance between a leaf and an interior vertex
at depth t in the tree, which is a function of the number N of interior vertices at a
given depth in the tree. The Lipschitz continuity of the value function (established
in lemma 15) implies that an upper bound on the expected error associated with
leaf vertices at depth T − 1 is
(1− E [piT ])κ+ 2κh(N, T − 1), (5.58)
where κ is the Lipschitz constant and h(N, T − 1) is the expected distance to the
nearest interior vertex. This holds because an upper bound on the upper value
of the leaf vertex is the upper value of the nearest interior vertex plus κ times
the distance to that nearest neighbor, and a lower bound on the lower value of
the leaf vertex is the lower value of the nearest interior vertex minus κ times the
distance to that nearest neighbor. Expression (5.58) is also the error associated
with interior vertices at depth T−2. By induction an upper bound on the expected
error associated with leaf vertices at the smallest t = t′ for which N |Σ| ≤ |Σ|t is
(1− E [piT ])κ+ 2(T − t′)κh(N, t′), (5.59)
which is an upper bound for the error associated with the root vertex. For the
root vertex to have error less than , it is sufficient that
2(T − t)κh(N, t) ≤ 
2
, ∀t ≥ t′ (5.60)
or, equivalently,
h(N, t) ≤ 
4(T − t)κ, ∀t ≥ t
′ (5.61)
Having developed a requirement for h(N, t), an upper bound on N is now
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derived.
Let Lt(b) be the distribution of beliefs at time (depth) t, given the initial
belief state for the root vertex. The beliefs of interior vertices at depth t are
distributed according to this law. Let Pt(z) be the probability that a symbol z
is observable at time t + 1, given that a belief is sampled from Lt(b). Finally,
let Lz,t(b) be the distribution of beliefs when a belief is sampled from Lt(b) and
then updated based on observation z being made. Given these definitions, the
expected number of interior vertices at depth t+ 1 for which the last observation
was z is NPt(z), and the beliefs for these vertices are distributed according to
Lz,t(b). A given interior vertex at depth t (with belief distributed according to
Lt(b)) has one child that is an interior vertex and |Σ| − 1 children that are leaf
vertices. The probability that the last observation is z for the interior vertex child
is Pt(z). Among the leaf vertices, the probability that there is a leaf vertex for
which the last observation is z′ is 1 − Pt(z′). Given that the system reaches a
vertex of depth t + 1, the probability that it is a leaf vertex for which the last
observation was z is Pt(z)−P2t (z), and the belief for this leaf vertex is distributed
according to Lz,t(b). Assume, conservatively, that the nearest neighbor to a leaf is
an interior vertex of the same depth with the same last observation z. Under this
assumption, and if Lz,t(b) is a uniform distribution over the belief space pi = [0 1]
(which is the worst case because the beliefs of a leaf and that of another interior
vertex with the same last observation are IID with distribution Lz,t(b)), then an
upper bound on the expected distance from a leaf vertex with last observation z
to an interior vertex is 1/NPt(z), and thus an upper bound on h(t, N) is
∑
z∈Σ
Pt(z)− P2t (z)
NPt(z)
=
|Σ| −∑z∈Σ Pt(z)
N
=
|Σ| − 1
N
. (5.62)
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To meet accuracy requirements N must be chosen such that
|Σ| − 1
N
≤ 
4(T − t)κ, ∀t ≥ t
′, (5.63)
or equivalently
N = O
(
(|Σ| − 1)4(T − t)κ

)
, (5.64)
which implies that N is polynomial in T , κ, 1/, and |Σ|. Each of the
NT (|Σ| − 1) = O
(
4κT (T − t′)(|Σ| − 1)2

)
= O
(
4κT 2|Σ|2

)
(5.65)
leaf vertices can be evaluated using Lipschitz constellation induction by calculating
the distance from the leaf to N interior vertices. The remaining O(NT ) interior
vertices can be evaluated by backward induction. Thus there are a polynomial
number of vertices, each of which can be evaluated in polynomial time.
Theorem 1 can be extended to show that a Markov change detection problem
with a fixed number of states |S| can be solved in time polynomial in the size
of the other problem parameters. This is possible because if N IID points are
distributed in a D-dimensional space, the mean distance h between a point and
its nearest neighbor is [19]
h = O
((
1
N
)1/D)
. (5.66)
Using this worst-case uniform distribution for Lz,t(b) and the arguments of theo-
rem 1,
h(t, N) = O
( |Σ| − 1
N1/D
)
= O
( |Σ| − 1
N1/(|S|−1)
)
(5.67)
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and to guarantee solution accuracy it must be true that
N = O
((
(|Σ| − 1)4(T − t)κ

)|S|−1)
, (5.68)
which implies that N is, in the worst case, exponentially large in |S|.
To investigate typical-case performance, define the effective dimension of the
change-detection process as d = supz,t inf{D : log(n) = O(D log(1/h))} where n
is the number of belief points sampled from Lz,t(b) and h is the expected distance
from a point to its nearest neighbor among the n − 1. By the arguments in
theorem 1, the required breadth N |Σ| of the tree has complexity exponential in
d. However, as illustrated in table 5.14, Monte Carlo simulation with randomly
generated ergodic hidden Markov models indicates that, although d→ |S| − 1 as
|Σ| → ∞, it does so slowly, with what appears to be a rate logarithmic in |Σ|. In
fact, for all cases
sup
|S|,|Σ|
d ≤ 2 log |Σ|. (5.69)
For classes of Markov change detection problems for which (5.69) holds, theorem 1
can be extended to state that a change detection problem of size (κ, 1

, T/2, |Σ|, |S|)
can be solved in polynomial time.
Although the constellation-induction method is the first -exact method to
exhibit complexity polynomial, rather than exponential, in the number of obser-
vation symbols or the problem horizon, the asymptotic complexity of the method
is not inconsistent with literature results on the inherent complexity of problems
on POMDPs. In general, exact or -exact solution of infinite-horizon POMDPs
is intractable [94]. However, as described in the introduction, the infinite-horizon
Markov change detection problem can be -approximated by solving a finite-
horizon POMDP. Thus, it is appropriate to consider existing results on the
complexity of finite-horizon POMDPs. Among results for this class of problems
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Table 5.14: Least squares fit for effective dimension d in model log(n) =
maxz∈Σ d log(1/h), with h the mean nearest-neighbor belief distance under taxi-
cab norm for n samples from Lz,t(b) at t = 200 for randomly generated hidden
Markov models with various |S| and |Σ|.
|Σ|
|S| 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024
2 0.6 0.5 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.1 0.9 1.0
4 0.5 1.2 1.2 1.8 1.9 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.8
8 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.5 2.1 2.3 3.1 3.3 3.4 4.5
16 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.3 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.4 3.0 4.3
32 0.3 0.7 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.6 4.1
64 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.7 2.3 3.7
128 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.6 2.1 3.6
[24, 93, 111, 119], the most relevant are those of Lusena [93], who considered
-exact solution of a finite-horizon POMDP, and concluded that -exact solution
was PSPACE-complete when problem size is measured in the number of states |S|
[93]. Consistent with this result, the constellation-induction method is expected
to exhibit complexity exponential in the number of states. However, the Monte
Carlo results presented in table 5.14 suggest that this complexity result holds only
as the number of observation symbols becomes exponentially large relative to the
number of states.
The algorithm for Lipschitz constellation induction solution of an infinite-
horizon Markov Bayes CDP is remarkably simple, and can be implemented with
less than one hundred lines of functional code. An example implementation is
provided in appendix B.
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Algorithm 12: Constellation induction evaluation of a vertex in an obser-
vation tree for the infinite-horizon problem, Evaluate(q)
Input: Bayes change-detection process (Σ, f0, f1, ρ), problem parameters
(pi0, , κ)
/* Obtain a value for the vertex using concave constellation
induction or Lipschitz constellation induction */
J(q)← min{κ(1− pi(q)), UCV ALUE(b(q), UC, LC)}
J(q)← LCV ALUE(b(q), LC)
if (J(q)− J(q))P(q) ≤ γˆ then
ˆ← ˆ− (J(q)− J(q))P(q)
else
GetChildren(q)
forall q′ ∈ Chldrn(q) do
Evaluate(q′)
J(q)← pi(q) +∑q′∈Chldrn(q) P(q′|q)J(q′)
J(q)← pi(q) +∑q′∈Chldrn(q) P(q′|q)J(q′)
if (1− pi(q))κ) ≤ J(q) then
J(q)← (1− pi(q))κ
J(q)← (1− pi(q))κ
/* Add a point to each constellation */
UC ← {UC, (b(q), J(q))}
LC ← {LC, (b(q), J(q))}
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5.1.3 Problem with exponential penalty for detection
delay
This section presents a piecewise-linear dynamic-programming technique for the
solution of an infinite-horizon problem with exponential penalty for detection de-
lay. Like value iteration for the problem with linear penalty for detection delay,
the technique for the problem with exponential penalty uses successive approxi-
mation with a piecewise-linear representation of the value function.
The sufficient statistic for the problem with linear penalty for detection delay
was the belief state, taking values on the probability simplex. The problem with
exponential penalty on an IID change-detection process has a sufficient statistic
taking values on the positive real line, and thus the mechanism for representing
the value function and performing value iteration is a modified version of that
used for the problem with linear penalty for detection delay.
Without discounting, convergence for the problem with linear penalty for de-
tection delay was assured because the problem had a terminal action. Convergence
for the problem with exponential penalty for detection delay is assured because
the dynamic-programming operator is a contraction operator.
Value iteration A sufficient statistic r for the exponential change-detection
problem is defined by the recursion and initial condition [123, equation 46]
r0 =
ηpi0
1− pi0 rk =
ηf1(zk)
f0(zk)(1− ρ)(rk−1 + ρ), k = 1, 2, . . .
Note that the statistic r/(1 + r) reduces to the belief state for η = 1.
The value function for the problem, as a function of the initial information
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state condition pi0 and control statistic r, takes the form
J(r) = (1− pi0)s(r)− 1
κ(η − 1) (5.70)
where η is the parameter associated with the exponential penalty, pi0 is the initial
probability that a change has already occurred, and κ is the cost associated with
a false alarm. With continuous obsevation support, the function s(r) is found
as the unique fixed-point of a dynamic programming update with operator O [·]
given by
O[s(r)] = min
{
l(r), (1− ρ)
∫
s
(
ηf1(z)
f0(z)(1− ρ)(r + ρ)
)
f0(dz)
}
(5.71)
where ρ is the parameter for the change time geometric distribution, r is the
sufficient statistic, l(r) is the line
l(r) =
κη − κ+ 1 + r
κ(η − 1) , (5.72)
f0 is the pdf of the data before the change, and f1 is the pdf of the data after the
change.
With finite observation alphabet, (5.71) becomes
O[s(r)] = min
{
l(r), (1− ρ)
∑
z∈Σ
s
(
ηf1(z)
f0(z)(1− ρ)(r + ρ)
)
f0(z)
}
. (5.73)
The value of the optimal policy with function s(r) and initial condition (pi0, r)
can be shown to be [123, equation 53]
J(r)(1− pi0)s(r)− 1
κ(η − 1) . (5.74)
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Whereas dynamic programming for an n-state POMDP uses a vector represen-
tation of a piecewise linear function over belief space [0, 1]n, dynamic programming
for the exponential CDP can be accomplished using a set of lines over sufficient-
statistic space [0,∞]. The line is represented in slope/intercept form as a pair
(m, b), where m is the slope of the line and b is the y-intercept of the line.
Given a collection of lines Γ, the function s(r) is given by
s(r) = max
(mi,bi)∈Γ
mir + bi. (5.75)
The starting line for value iteration corresponding to l(r) is specified by
m1 =
1
κ(η − 1) , (5.76)
b1 = 1 +
1
κ(η − 1) . (5.77)
If the value function on r is linear, the dynamic-programming operator repre-
sents a transformation of that line. So if v(r) = mir + bi, the transformed line
v′(r) is
v′(r) = (1− ρ)f0(z)
(
mi
ηf1(z)(r + ρ)
f0(z)(1− ρ) + bi
)
(5.78)
which is a line with slope
m′ = miηf1(z) (5.79)
and intercept
b′ = miηf1(z)ρ+ (1− ρ)f0(z)bi. (5.80)
The following linear program is solved to determine whether a given line should
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be retained as part of a minimal value-function representation:
maximize
d,r
d
subject to mir + bi −mr − b− d ≥ 0, ∀(mi, bi) ∈ Γ
d, r > 0.
If the linear program is infeasible, then the line is dominated by other lines and
can be pruned. If the linear program is unbounded, then the line has the most
negative slope of all lines in the collection and should not be pruned. If the linear
program is feasible with finite optimal value for d, the line is a candidate for the
minimal value function representation, and the “best” operation should be used
to fined the best line at r.
For the CDP with exponential penalty for detection delay, a minimal set of
updated lines Γ after a dynamic programming update on Γ′ can be found through
the expressions
γz,i = (miηf1(z),miηf1(z)ρ+ (1− ρ)f0(z)bi) , ∀(mi, bi) ∈ Γ′, z ∈ Σ, (5.81)
ΓNoAlarm,z = PRUNE
({γz,i|γi ∈ Γ}) , ∀z ∈ Σ, (5.82)
ΓNoAlarm = PRUNE
(⊕
z∈Σ
Γa1,z
)
, (5.83)
ΓAlarm =
(
1
κ(η − 1) , 1 +
1
κ(η − 1)
)
, (5.84)
Γ = PRUNE
(
ΓAlarm ∪ ΓNoAlarm) . (5.85)
The expression (5.81) represents the transformation of a line in slope-intercept
form. The expression (5.82) prunes the set of lines for each observation. The ex-
pression (5.83) uses the cross sum operator to develop a new set of lines. Given two
lines (m1, b1) and (m2, b2), the sum of the two lines is given by (m1 +m2, b1 + b2).
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Incremental pruning can be used to greatly reduce the computational burden as-
sociated with the pruning operations. The expression (5.84) represents the single
line corresponding to the alarm action. Thus, as presented in algorithm 13, the
algorithm for -exact solution consists of initialization and then successive approx-
imation until the value-function representation meets accuracy requirements.
Algorithm 13: Solution of infinite-horizon IID exponential Bayes CDP
with cost for false alarm via value iteration
Input: IID Bayes change-detection process (Σ, f0, f1, ρ), problem
parameters (η, κ, pi0, )
/* Initialization */
m1 ← 1
κ(η − 1) ,
b1 ← 1 + 1
κ(η − 1) .
/* Successive approximation */
while (1− pi0)2(1−ρ) maxr∈[0 ∞] |s
n(r)−sn−1(r)|
ρ
>  do
γz,i ← (miηf1(z),miηf1(z)ρ+ (1− ρ)f0(z)bi) ,
∀(mi, bi) ∈ Γ′, z ∈ Σ,
ΓNoAlarm,z ← PRUNE ({γz,i|γi ∈ Γ}) , ∀z ∈ Σ,
ΓNoAlarm ← PRUNE
(⊕
z∈Σ
Γa1,z
)
,
ΓAlarm ←
(
1
κ(η − 1) , 1 +
1
κ(η − 1)
)
,
Γ← PRUNE (ΓAlarm ∪ ΓNoAlarm) .
Output: Value function J(r) represented as a collection of lines Γ
Example 3. Consider the infinite-horizon CDP with exponential penalty for de-
tection delay, parameterized by κ = 10, η = 0.5, ρ = 0.10, |Σ| = 5, f0 =[
0.26 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.04
]
and f1 =
[
0.1 0.01 0.3 0.39 0.2
]
. Dynamic pro-
gramming updates are used to compute the value function. A near optimal thresh-
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Algorithm 14: PRUNE(Γ)
D ← ∅
while Γ 6= ∅ do
(mi, bi)← any element in Γ
r ← DOMINATE((mi, bi),D)
if r = nil then
Γ← Γ− {(mi, bi)}
else
(mj, bj)← BEST(b,Γ)
D ← D ∪ (mj, bj)
Γ← Γ− (mj, bj)
Output: D
Algorithm 15: DOMINATE((m, b),Γ)
solve the following linear program:
variables: d, r
maximize: d
subject to the constraints:
mir + bi −mr − b− d ≥ 0,∀(mi, bi) ∈ Γ
d, r > 0
if d ≥ 0 then
Output: r
else
Output: nil
Algorithm 16: BEST(r,Γ)
min←∞
forall (mi, bi) ∈ Γ do
if (mir+ bi < min) or ((mir+ bi = min) and (mi, bi) <lex (m
∗, b∗) then
(m∗, b∗)← (mi, bi)
min← mir + bi
Output: (m∗, b∗)
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Figure 5.10: Piecewise linear representation of a value function for the exponential
Bayes CDP with η = 0.5.
old is r = 2.199. The value function is shown in figure 5.10. From initial condition
r = 0, pi0 = 0, the expected loss of the optimal policy is 0.46− 110(0.5−1) = 0.66.
Example 4. Consider the exponential CDP with κ = 10, η = 2.0, ρ = 0.10,
|Σ| = 5, f0 =
[
0.26 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.04
]
and f1 =
[
0.1 0.01 0.3 0.39 0.2
]
.
Dynamic programming updates are used to compute the value function. A near
optimal threshold is r = 1.2389. The value function is shown in figure 5.11.
From initial condition r = 0, pi0 = 0, the expected loss of the optimal policy is
0.88− 1
10(2−1) = 0.78.
Convergence The dynamic programming update for the exponential Bayes
problem has a contraction property which can be used to develop problem con-
vergence properties.
Theorem 2 (Solution convergence for infinite-horizon exponential Bayes problem
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Figure 5.11: Piecewise linear representation of the value function for the Bayes
CDP with exponential penalty and η = 2.0.
with cost for false alarm). An upper bound on the error associated with a piecewise
linear approximation to the optimal function s∗(r) after n value iterations is:
 =
2(1− ρ) maxr∈[0 ∞] |sn(r)− sn−1(r)|
ρ
. (5.86)
Proof. The result may be found by applying a standard convergence theorem in
the dynamic programming literature [18, Proposition 4.7]. This bound on error
associated with a piecewise linear approximation to s(r) may in turn be converted
to a bound ′ on error associated with the value function J(r) by applying (5.70)
to arrive at
′ = (1− pi0). (5.87)
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Complexity Each iteration produces, in the worst case
|Γn| = 1 + |Γn−1||Σ| (5.88)
new lines. Thus, as for value iteration for the infinite-horizon Bayes problem with
linear penalty for detection delay, value iteration for this problem is, in the worst
case, doubly-exponential in the number of iterations and exponential in the size
of the observation support.
5.2 Solution of minimax problems
This section describes solution techniques for finite-horizon and infinite-horizon
minimax problems. For both types of problem, a game-theoretic approach is
employed to solve the problem.
5.2.1 Finite-horizon problems
Solution method A solution to the finite-horizon minimax CDP can be found
by solving a zero-sum game played between Nature and the Engineer. Nature
chooses the change time based on the realization of observations from the system;
the Engineer chooses an alarm time based on the realization of observations from
the system.
The sequence of the game is as follows:
1. At the initial epoch, Nature decides whether to produce a change.
2. The system emits a symbol, which is observable by Nature and the Engineer.
If the system is in the post-change state, this symbol is produced from
distribution f1. If the system is in the pre-change state, the symbol is
produced from distribution f0.
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Figure 5.12: Representation of the minimax CDP as an extensive-form game
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3. The Engineer decides whether to produce an alarm, based on sequence of
observations made up to this point.
4. Time is incremented.
5. If neither change nor alarm has occurred, Nature decides whether to produce
a change, based on the sequence of observations made to this point.
6. Steps 2-5 repeat until the Engineer produces an alarm or until the time
t = T , at which time the game ends. At the end of the game, if the Engineer
produced an alarm before Nature had produced a change, Engineer pays
Nature κ. If Nature had produced a change at time ν and Engineer had
produced an alarm at time τ ≥ ν, then Engineer pays Nature the quantity
τ − ν + 1.
This sequence can be modeled as an extensive-form game (see section 3.9). An
illustration of the extensive-form game in tree form is provided in figure 5.12.
The players in the zero-sum game have perfect recall, in that they can re-
member the entire sequence of observations as well as their own previous actions.
Because the alarm event ν is a terminal action for the game, the set of all state-
action sequences for the Engineer is given by
LE = Σ∗T × {Alarm,NoAlarm}. (5.89)
Implicit in all sequences ending in either Alarm or NoAlarm is that no Alarm
was previously produced. Similarly, because the Change action is a terminal
action for Nature (in that Nature may make no further decisions after a change
is produced), the language describing all state-action sequences is given by
LN = Σ∗T × {Change,NoChange}. (5.90)
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An exact minimax solution for the game may be most efficiently found by
optimizing directly over feasible realization weights, as a player’s payoff is linear
in realization weights.
An array E(s, s, a) captures structural constraints on the realization weights
for Engineer’s state-action pairs and has dimensions |Σ∗T | × |Σ∗T | × 2. The ele-
ments of E are given by
E(s′, s, a) = −1 if s = Prnt[s′] and a = NoAlarm (5.91)
E(s′, s, a) = 1 if s = s′ (5.92)
E(s′, s, a) = 0 if s 6= s′ and s 6= Prnt[s′] (5.93)
which ensures that the sum of the realization weights of all successor sequences
equals the realization weight of the sequence itself, and thus a successor string is
available only if no alarm is produced for a predecessor string. The null string
sequence is realized with weight one.
Similarly, an array F imposes structural constraints on the realization weights
for Nature’s state-action pairs and has dimensions |Σ∗T−1| × |Σ∗T−1| × 2. The
elements of F are given by
F (s′, s, a) = −1 if s = Prnt[s′] and a = NoChange (5.94)
F (s′, s, a) = 1 if s = s′ (5.95)
F (s′, s, a) = 0 if s 6= s′ and s 6= Prnt[s′] (5.96)
which ensures that the sum of the realization weights of all successor sequences
equals the realization weight of the sequence itself. The null string sequence is
realized with weight one.
The elements of the array R(sN , aN , sE, aE) capture the expected payoff from
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Engineer to Nature when Nature takes action aN in state sN and Engineer takes
action aE in state sE. The elements of R are given explicitly by
R(sN , aN , sE, aE) = 0 if sN /∈ Ancstr(sE), (5.97)
R(sN , aN , sE, aE) = pd(sN )(sE) if sN ∈ Ancstr(sE) (5.98)
and (aN = Change and aE = NoAlarm),
R(sN , aN , sE, aE) = κp∞(sE)if sN ∈ Ancstr(sE) (5.99)
and aN = NoChange and aE = Alarm,
with pν(z) the probability of a string z given change time ν,
pν(z) = f0(y1, . . . , yν)f1(yν+1, . . . , y|z|). (5.100)
The term (5.97) is zero because it is not possible in a given realization for sE to
occur if sN is not an ancestor of sE. The term (5.98) corresponds to the weighted
cost associated with detection delay. The term (5.99) corresponds to the weighted
cost associated with detection delay after a change has occurred.
Let x(s, a) be the realization weight associated with a particular state-action
pair for the Engineer, and y(s′, a′) be a weight associated with a particular state-
action pair for Nature. Engineer’s minimax optimal realization weight vector x
may be found through the linear program
minimize
x,JN
−∑s JN(s)f(s) (5.101)
subject to
∑
s
∑
aR(s
′, a′, s, a)x(s, a) ≤∑s F (s, s′, a′)JN(s), ∀s′, a′∑
s
∑
aE(s
′, s, a)x(s, a) = e(s′), ∀s′
x(s, a) ≥ 0.
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Conceptually, this linear program minimizes an upper bound on the reward ob-
tainable by Nature for any given realization (sN , aN), given Engineer’s realization
weight array x(s, a). The objective is to minimize the expected cost for the En-
gineer. The first constraint ensures that the expected cost for the Engineer is
less than or equal to the value of that state-action pair for Nature. The second
and third constraints ensure that the realization weights for the Engineer are
consistent with the structure of the game.
Nature’s least favorable realization weight array y(s, a) may be found through
the dual of the linear program (5.101):
maximize
y,JE
∑
s JE(s)e(s) (5.102)
subject to
∑
s
∑
aR(s
′, a′, s, a)y(s′, a′) ≥∑sE(s′, s, a)JE(s), ∀s′, a′∑
s′
∑
a′ F (s, s
′, a′)y(s′, a′) = f(s), ∀s
y(s′, a′) ≥ 0.
Conceptually, this linear program maximizes a lower bound on the cost incurred by
the Engineer for any given realization (sE, aE), given Nature’s realization weight
array y(s, a).
The realization weight arrays x and y can be converted into alarm and change
policies (as defined in section 2.2) via the relations
φτ (s) =
x(s, Alarm)
x(s, Alarm) + x(s,NoAlarm)
(5.103)
and
φν(s) =
y(s, Change)
y(s, Change) + y(s,NoChange)
(5.104)
Example 5 (Parameterization of the minimax linear program). Consider first
a very small minimax CDP, small enough that the full parameterization of the
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Algorithm 17: Linear programming solution of finite-horizon minimax
CDP with cost for false alarm
Input: Minimax change-detection process (Σ, f0, f1), problem parameters
(T , κ)
/* Generate an observation tree */
s0 ← NewV ertex
d(so)← 0
S ← ObservationTree(s0,Σ, T )
/* Parameterize array E */
forall s, s′ ∈ {S − s0}, a ∈ {Alarm,NoAlarm} do
E(s′, s, a) = −1 if s = Prnt[s′] and a = NoAlarm
E(s′, s, a) = 1 if s = s′
else E(s′, s, a) = 0
/* Parameterize array F */
forall s, s′ ∈ {s : d(s) < T}, a ∈ {Change,NoChange} do
E(s′, s, a) = −1 if s = Prnt[s′] and a = NoAlarm
E(s′, s, a) = 1 if s = s′
else E(s′, s, a) = 0
/* Parameterize array R */
forall sN , sE, aN ∈ {Change,NoChange}, aE ∈ {Alarm,NoAlarm} do
R(sN , aN , sE, aE) = 0 if sN /∈ Ancstr(sE),
R(sN , aN , sE, aE) = pd(sN )(sE) if sN ∈ Ancstr(sE) (5.105)
and (aN = Change and aE = NoAlarm),
R(sN , aN , sE, aE) = κp∞(sE)if sN ∈ Ancstr(sE)
and aN = NoChange and aE = Alarm,
/* Solve a linear program to find a minimax optimal
realization weight vector x */
minimize
x,JN
−∑s JN(s)f(s)
subject to
∑
s
∑
aR(s
′, a′, s, a)x(s, a)−∑s F (s, s′, a′)JN(s) ≤ 0,∑
s
∑
aE(s
′, s, a)x(s, a) = e(s′),
x(s, a) ≥ 0.
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problem can be presented. Consider the finite-horizon minimax CDP, with Σ =
{a, b}, κ = 2, f0(a) = 0.7, f0(b) = 0.3, f1(a) = 0.4, f1(b) = 0.6, and T = 3.
The first step in solution of the problem is to generate the matrices and vectors
required to solve the linear program. The array E is presented in table 5.15, the
array F is presented in table 5.16, and the array A for this problem is presented in
table 5.17. Solution of the linear program (5.101) yields the results for x presented
in table 5.18.
Method complexity Computational complexity for solution of the finite-horizon
minimax problem with an extensive-form game is dominated by the size of the
linear program (5.101). The number of constraints in the linear program is equal
to the number of rows in the matrix F plus the number of rows in the matrix E
plus one, which equals |Σ∗T |+ |Σ∗T−1|+ 1, which evaluates to |Σ|T + |Σ|T−1 + 1.
Because solution of the linear program is polynomial in the size of the linear
program, the solution time function growth is
O(|Σ|T + |Σ|T−1 + 1) (5.106)
which is exponential in the problem horizon.
Problem with constraint on false alarms The solution method described for
the problem with cost of false alarm can be modified for a finite-horizon minimax
problem with constraint on the mean time to false alarm under the pre-change
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Table 5.18: Solution of a small minimax problem
State-action pair x
∅ 1
(A,Alarm) 0
(A,NoAlarm) 1
(B,Alarm) 0.991
(B,NoAlarm) 0.009
(AA,Alarm) 0.0909
(AA,NoAlarm) 0.9091
(AB,Alarm) 1
(AB,NoAlarm) 0
(BA,Alarm) 0.0008
(BA,NoAlarm) 0.0082
(BB,Alarm) 0.009
(BB,NoAlarm) 0
(AAA,Alarm) 0.2597
(AAA,NoAlarm) 0.6494
(AAB,Alarm) 0.9091
(AAB,NoAlarm) 0
(ABA,Alarm) 0
(ABA,NoAlarm) 0
(ABB,Alarm) 0
(ABB,NoAlarm) 0
(BAA,Alarm) 0
(BAA,NoAlarm) 0.0082
(BAB,Alarm) 0.0082
(BAB,NoAlarm) 0
(BBA,Alarm) 0
(BBA,NoAlarm) 0
(BBB,Alarm) 0
(BBB,NoAlarm) 0
State-action pair y
∅ 1
(Λ,Change) 0.1892
(Λ,NoChange) 0.8108
(A,Change) 0.4767
(A,NoChange) 0.3342
(B,Change) 0.3784
(B,NoChange) 0.4324
(AA,Change) 0.3342
(AA,NoChange) 0
(AB,Change) 0
(AB,NoChange) 0
(BA,Change) 0.4324
(BA,NoChange) 0
(BB,Change) 0
(BB,NoChange) 0
State, s JE(s)
Λ -1.5528
A -0.9528
B -0.6000
AA -0.5215
AB -0.4314
BA -0.3178
BB -0.2822
AAA -0.2086
AAB -0.3129
ABA -0.2146
ABB -0.2167
BAA -0.1271
BAB -0.1907
BBA -0.1362
BBB -0.1459
State,s JN (s)
Λ 1.5528
s 1.5528
A 0.9545
B 0.0037
AA 0.4455
AB 0
BA 0.0017
BB 0
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distribution. The modified linear program is
minimize
x,JN
−∑s JN(s)f(s) (5.107)
subject to
∑
s
∑
aR(s
′, a′, s, a)x(s, a)−∑s F (s, s′, a′)JN(s) ≤ 0,∑
s
∑
aE(s
′, s, a)x(s, a) = e(s′),∑
sC(s)x(s, Alarm) ≤ B,
x(s, a) ≥ 0.
where the matrices E and F and the vectors e and f are parameterized as before,
but the matrix R is parameterized as
R(sN , aN , sE, aE) = 0 if sN /∈ Ancstr(sE), (5.108)
R(sN , aN , sE, aE) = (d(sE)− d(sN) + 1)pd(sN )(sE) if sN ∈ Ancstr(sE) (5.109)
and ((aN = Change and aE = Alarm) or d(sE) = T ),
with pν(z) the probability of a string z given change time ν,
pν(z) = f0(y1, . . . , yν)f1(yν+1, . . . , y|z|). (5.110)
The vector C(s) is the total probability under the pre-change distribution that
the string corresponding to s will be produced.
5.2.2 Infinite-horizon problems
This section describes in detail -exact solution methods for infinite-horizon IID
minimax problems. A sufficient statistic is identified, and numerical methods are
established for parameterizing an optimal solution form. The numerical conver-
gence properties and solution computational complexity are analyzed. Solutions
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Algorithm 18: Linear programming solution of finite-horizon minimax
CDP with constraint on false alarms
Input: Minimax change-detection process (Σ, f0, f1), problem parameters
(T ,B)
/* Generate an observation tree */
s0 ← NewV ertex
d(so)← 0
S ← ObservationTree(s0,Σ, T )
/* Parameterize array E */
forall s, s′ ∈ {S − s0}, a ∈ {Alarm,NoAlarm} do
E(s′, s, a) = −1 if s = Prnt[s′] and a = NoAlarm
E(s′, s, a) = 1 if s = s′
else E(s′, s, a) = 0
/* Parameterize array F */
forall s, s′ ∈ {s : d(s) < T}, a ∈ {Change,NoChange} do
E(s′, s, a) = −1 if s = Prnt[s′] and a = NoAlarm
E(s′, s, a) = 1 if s = s′
else E(s′, s, a) = 0
/* Parameterize array R */
forall sN , sE, aN ∈ {Change,NoChange}, aE ∈ {Alarm,NoAlarm} do
R(sN , aN , sE, aE) = 0 if sN /∈ Ancstr(sE),
R(sN , aN , sE, aE) = (d(sE)− d(sN) + 1)pd(sN )(sE) if sN ∈ Ancstr(sE)
and ((aN = Change and aE = Alarm) or d(sE) = T ),
/* Solve a linear program to find a minimax optimal
realization weight vector x */
minimize
x,JN
−∑s JN(s)f(s)
subject to
∑
s
∑
aR(s
′, a′, s, a)x(s, a)−∑s F (s, s′, a′)JN(s) ≤ 0,∑
s
∑
aE(s
′, s, a)x(s, a) = e(s′),∑
sC(s)x(s, Alarm) ≤ B,
x(s, a) ≥ 0.
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of both the problem with a cost for false alarms and the problem with a constraint
on false alarms may be obtained through solution of a linear program.
Sufficient statistic A succinct sufficient statistic for the infinite-horizon IID
minimax problems was discovered first by Page [117], and its sufficiency was
demonstrated some time later [90, 108, 130]. A sufficient statistic for the problem
is the CUSUM statistic St, which is defined recursively as
St = 0, t = 1 (5.111)
St = Lt max{1, St−1}, ∀t > 1 (5.112)
where Lt is the likelihood ratio for the obervation:
Lt =
f1(yt)
f0(yt)
. (5.113)
The statistic is called the CUSUM statistic because, under an assumption
which often holds in practice [108], it produces a decision rule which is equivalent
to a decision rule resulting from the recursive cumulative sum
Gt = 0, t = 1 (5.114)
Gt = max{0, log(Lt) +Gt−1}, ∀t > 1. (5.115)
Solution method The following theorem describes the form of an optimal so-
lution for the infinite-horizon IID minimax problem with cost for false alarm.
The proof of the theorem is similar to that used by Ritov [130, Proposition 1]
for the problem with continuous observation support, but is modified for discrete
observation support and simplified as a result of a slightly different form for the
objective function (see section 2.2.2). The theorem is consistent with a result
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stated, but not proved, by Moustakides [108].
Theorem 3 (Form of optimal policy for an infinite-horizon minimax problem with
cost for false alarm). An exactly optimal policy for the infinite-horizon minimax
problem with linear penalty for detection delay has the form
P (τ = t|St < h1, τ ≥ t) = 0, (5.116)
P (τ = t|h1 ≤ St < h2, τ ≥ t) = µ, (5.117)
P (τ = t|St ≥ h2, τ ≥ t) = 1, (5.118)
with 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 and h1 ≤ h2.
Proof. The structure of a minimax policy is established by finding a saddle point
of a zero-sum game between the Engineer and Nature.
If Nature chooses an alarm time νp parameterized by p such that
P(νp|νp ≥ t, y1, . . . , yt−1) = p(1− St−1)+ (5.119)
then it can be shown by mathematical induction [130, lemma 1] that the proba-
bility that a change has already occurred is
pit = P(νp ≤ t|y1, . . . , yt) = pSt
1− p+ pSt . (5.120)
This result enables development of an expression for the expected cost of alarm
for fixed p, as a function of pit, which can be calculated from St using (5.120).
The proof of the following expression for the expected cost of alarm a slight
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modification of the proof of lemma 13.
E
[
κ1{t < ν} − βt+ (t− ν + 1)+] (5.121)
= κ(1− pit)− βt+
t∑
k=0
pik
It follows from optimal stopping theory that an optimal value function J∗(pi)
satisfies [139, theorem 9]
J∗(pi) = min{κ(1− pi), pi − β +
∑
z∈Σ
P(z|pi)J∗(piz)}, (5.122)
where piz is the value of pi after observation z is made when nature follows a νp
strategy. Note the similarity of (5.122) to (5.22). It further follows that for a
fixed νp policy for nature, the alarm time
τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : J∗(pi) = κ(1− pi)} (5.123)
is optimal [139, theorem 11]. By the arguments of [123, theorem 4.1], an optimal
policy on pi and therefore on St, for fixed p, is a threshold policy
τ = inf{t : St ≥ h∗}, (5.124)
and thus an optimal threshold CUSUM policy is Bayes against a νp change policy.
Threshold policies, and mixtures of threshold policies, are thus a sufficient basis
for an optimal minimax solution. A pure threshold policy is optimal for any
fixed value of p, but may not be minimax because, if the Engineer’s policy is not
randomized, Nature can change its value of p to achieve a better value, and a
worse value for the engineer. In general, randomized policies for optimal stopping
problems are required only in the presence of constraints [139, section 2.13].
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Ritov showed that a necessary condition for an alarm policy to be minimax is
that
κ− βE [τ |ν =∞] = E [τ |ν = 0] . (5.125)
This is true because Nature can always choose p to assure an expected reward of
[130, proposition 1]
max {κ− βE [τ |ν =∞] ,E [τ |ν = 0]} . (5.126)
If Nature chooses an alarm time ν =∞, then the expected cost for the Engineer
and reward for Nature is
κ− βE [τ |ν =∞] . (5.127)
If, at any time t such St < 1, Nature chooses ν = t, then the expected cost for
the Engineer and reward for Nature is
E [τ |ν = 0] . (5.128)
If an alarm is produced at t such that St > 1, then Nature’s expected reward
will be less than this. Thus Nature can always choose a change time to ensure an
expected reward of
max{κ− βE [τ |ν =∞] ,E [τ |ν = 0]}, (5.129)
and this is the best that Nature can do. If the Engineer has two pure threshold
policies φ1 and φ2 available, one such that
κ− βEφ1 [τ |ν =∞] > Eφ1 [τ |ν = 0] (5.130)
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and another such that
κ− βEφ2 [τ |ν =∞] < Eφ2 [τ |ν = 0] , (5.131)
then the Engineer can reduce his expected cost relative to the use of a pure
strategy by randomizing between φ1 and φ2 to produce a mixed strategy φµ such
that
max{κ− βEφµ [τ |ν =∞] ,Eφµ [τ |ν = 0]} = (5.132)
κ− βEφµ [τ |ν =∞] = Eφµ [τ |ν = 0]
< Eφ2 [τ |ν = 0]
≤ κ− βEφ1 [τ |ν =∞] .
An -optimal policy of this form may be obtained through solution of a linear
program on a countable number of optimization variables. With finite observation
support, the CUSUM statistic St takes a countable number of distinct values and
thus there are a countable number of pure threshold policies with distinguishable
performance. Let {S1, S2, . . .} be the countable set of the values that a CUSUM
statistic can take, given a certain parameterization of the CDP. Let
ARL0i = E [τ |ν =∞] (5.133)
be the average run length (ARL) under observation distribution f0 with the
CUSUM threshold h = Si, and
ARL1i = E [τ |ν = 0] (5.134)
be the average run length under observation distribution f1 with threshold h = Si.
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An optimal mixture policy solves the linear program
J∗ = minimize
µ1,µ2,...
∑
i
µiARL
1
i (5.135)
subject to κ− β
∑
i
µiARL
0
i =
∑
i
µiARL
1
i ,∑
i
µi = 1,
µi ≥ 0, ∀i.
The number of nonzero weights µi in a solution of this linear program is at most
two; this follows from the fundamental theorem of linear programming, which
states that every feasible linear program has a basic feasible solution, which is a
solution where only the basic variables are nonzero. The number of basic variables
in this linear program coincides with the number of equality constraints, which is
two (see [149, theorem 10.3]).
Because the problem can be modeled as an extensive-form game, by lemma 8,
a mixture of two threshold policies is equivalent to a behavior policy [78] of the
form:
P(τ = t|St < h1, τ ≥ t) = 0, (5.136)
P(τ = t|h1 ≤ St < h2, τ ≥ t) = µ, (5.137)
P(τ = t|St ≥ h2, τ ≥ t) = 1, (5.138)
with 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 and h1 ≤ h2.
It is now shown that a policy of this form that solves the linear program (5.135)
is a saddle point. Recall from section 3.8 that a solution (φτ
∗, φ∗ν) is a saddle point
if
sup
φν
J(φτ
∗, φν) = J(φτ ∗, φ∗ν) = inf
φτ
J(φτ , φ
∗
ν) (5.139)
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First, note that the Engineer’s policy form is Bayes against Nature’s policy
form, and thus if it the parameterization of each form is a saddle-point parame-
terization, then the solution pair is a saddle point because no solution form can
be better than a Bayes form.
Under an alarm policy φτ
∗ where
κ− βE [τ |ν =∞] = E [τ |ν = 0] , (5.140)
it is true that
sup
φν
J(φτ
∗, φν) = J(φτ ∗, φ∗ν) (5.141)
because Nature’s expected reward is constant under all policies. Recall that an
optimal form for a change policy is randomization between ν = ∞ and ν = t :
St < 1. In the first case (ν =∞), the expected reward is
κ− βE [τ |ν =∞] . (5.142)
In the second case (ν = t : St < 1), the expected reward is
E [τ |ν = 0] (5.143)
and thus randomizing between the two policies achieves some mixture of these
rewards; however, both rewards are the same and thus Nature’s expected reward
is constant under all νp policies. Also,
inf
φτ
J(φτ , φ
∗
ν) = J(φτ
∗, φ∗ν) (5.144)
because a linear program was explicitly used to find the best mixture of threshold
policies against Nature’s best policy. The mixture policy arrived at through solu-
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tion of the linear program (5.135) is thus both minimax and maximin, by lemma
7.
A linear program can be used to find the least favorable parameter p for the
saddle-point νp change policy. The linear program is the dual of (5.135):
J∗ = maximize
p,J
J (5.145)
subject to
pARL1i + (1− p)(κ− βARL0i ) ≥ J, ∀i,
0 ≤ p ≤ 1.
This is a maximin linear program, akin to the linear program (5.102) used in the
finite-horizon minimax problem. The linear program maximizes the minimum
reward to Nature resulting from a νp policy. The quantities ARL
1
i and ARL
0
i are
the average run lengths under f1 and f0 corresponding to the countable number
of CUSUM threshold policies with distinguishable performance.
Having established that countably-sized linear programs can be used to find
minimax policies for the Engineer and Nature, it remains to be shown how the
countably-large linear programs can be parameterized and truncated to allow for
practical -exact solution. To this end, define a CUSUM cycle as the sequence of
events between the time that St < 1 and the next time t
′ such that either St′ < 1
or an alarm is produced. The length of the CUSUM cycle is the quantity t′ − t.
Further, define a CUSUM automaton as the probabilistic finite automaton that
can be constructed to represent a CUSUM policy. The states of the probabilistic
finite automaton correspond to the countable number of values that S can take,
transitions among the states correspond to observation symbols, and the proba-
bility of alarm for a given state in the automaton is dictated by the parameters
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µ, h1, and h2 of the CUSUM policy.
Finally, define a truncated CUSUM automaton as a finite-state CUSUM au-
tomaton that can be used to represent the behavior of a CUSUM automaton for
CUSUM cycles of length T or less.
For a CUSUM cycle of length T or less, there only a finite number of dis-
tinguishable threshold policies, and it shall be shown that the probability that
a truncated CUSUM automoton will not behave like a full CUSUM automaton
for a given CUSUM cycle declines exponentially quickly. A truncated CUSUM
automaton is used to parameterize a finitely-sized linear program that can be used
to produce an -exact alarm policy.
Consider now how upper and lower bounds can be calculated to approximate
the quantities
ARL0h = Eh[τ |ν =∞] (5.146)
and
ARL1h = Eh[τ |ν = 0]. (5.147)
under a given threshold h by evaluating Markov chains associated with the trun-
cated CUSUM automaton. The Markov chains used to establish bounds on ARL0h
and ARL1h are depicted in figure 5.13. The Markov chain is constructed by enu-
merating all possible values attainable by the CUSUM statistic in a CUSUM cycle
of length T or less. The states of the Markov chain correspond to the distinct
values attainable by the CUSUM during this cycle. Transitions among the states
correspond to an observation symbol z ∈ Σ, and the transition probability is equal
to f0(z) if ARL
0
h is being calculated, or f1(z) if ARL
1
h is being calculated. The
single absorbing state of the Markov chain corresponds to values of the CUSUM
statistic greater than or equal to h. An upper bound on ARL is calculated by
assuming that a CUSUM cycle of length greater than T produces a transition
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back to a state with S < 1, while a lower bound is calculated by assuming that a
CUSUM cycle of length greater than T produces a transition to the (PostAlarm)
absorbing state of the chain. Having formulated and parameterized the Markov
chain, ARL can be calculated by evaluating the Markov chain to determine the
expected time before the Markov chain reaches the absorbing state of the chain,
by solving the linear system (3.11) with r(s) = 1 for all transient states and
r(s) = 0 for the absorbing state.
An upper bound on the number of distinguishable CUSUM thresholds can be
found by noting that there are C(n + r − 1, r) r-combinations from a set with n
elements when repetition of elements is allowed [131], where
C(n, k) =
n!
(n− k)!k! . (5.148)
For a CUSUM cycle of length T and observation alphabet of size |Σ|, the maximum
number of distinguishable CUSUM thresholds is
C(|Σ|+ T − 1, T ) = (|Σ|+ T − 1)!
(|Σ| − 1)!T ! = O(|Σ|
T−1), (5.149)
which is exponentially large in T , and for fixed T , polynomially large in |Σ|.
Let  > 0 be the probability that a truncated CUSUM automaton behaves
differently from a full countable-state CUSUM automaton in a given CUSUM
cycle. To establish that the solution method has polynomial complexity in 1/,
one must here show that  → 0 exponentially quickly with T . This can be
accomplished using the theory of large deviations [49]. Let
MT =
1
T
T∑
t=1
Lt, (5.150)
with Lt defined in (5.113). For a given string to not have hit either absorbing
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Figure 5.13: Illustration of Markov chains used to establish upper and lower
bounds on the run length of a CUSUM procedure with threshold h
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boundary St ≤ 1 or St ≥ h prior to time T , a necessary condition is that 0 <
TMT < log(h), or equivalently, 0 < MT < log(h)/T . By Sanov’s theorem [49]
lim
T→∞
1
t
logP(0 < MT < log(h)/t) = − min
0≤z≤log(h)/T
I(z) (5.151)
where the function I(z) is the convex dual of the log moment-generating function
λ(·):
I(z) = sup
θ>0
[θz − λ(θ)] , (5.152)
λ(θ) = log E[exp(θLt)]. (5.153)
Under f1 with E [Lt] > 0, min0≤z≤log(h)/T I(z) = I(log(h)/T ), so
lim
T→∞
1
T
logP(0 < Mt < h/T ) = −I(log(h)/T ). (5.154)
therefore
P (0 < MT < log(h)/T ) ≈ exp [−TI(log(h)/T )] . (5.155)
which declines exponentially with T .
A full description of the procedure for solution of the infinite-horizon IID min-
imax problem is presented as algorithm 22. Example 6 illustrates the application
of the algorithm.
Example 6. Consider an infinite-horizon minimax CDP with cost of false alarm
with κ = 10, β = 0.01, |Σ| = 3, f0 = [0.3 0.1 0.6], and f1 = [0.4 0.2 0.4]. A
truncated CUSUM automaton with an approximation horizon of T=50 is used to
establish the sensitivity of ARL0 and ARL1 to h, shown in figures 5.14 and 5.15.
The linear program (5.135) is used to find an -optimal solution, which is a policy
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Figure 5.14: Sensitivity of average run length under the pre-change distribution to
threshold for a minimax change-detection process with |Σ| = 3, f0 = [0.3 0.1 0.6],
f1 = [0.4 0.2 0.4]. Upper and lower bounds on the average run length are shown,
with an approximation horizon T=50.
of the form:
P(τ = t|0 ≤ St < 590.6, τ ≥ t) = 0.9512, (5.156)
P(τ = t|St ≥ 590.6, τ ≥ t) = 1. (5.157)
The value (expected loss for the engineer) for this policy is 3.66. The worst-case
change time policy of Nature is a νp policy with p = 0.705.
Problem with constraint on false alarms The infinite-horizon constrained
minimax problem replaces the explicit cost associated with false alarm with a con-
straint on the mean time to alarm under the pre-change observation distribution.
The solution methodology for this problem is similar to the solution technique for
the unconstrained minimax problem.
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Figure 5.15: Sensitivity of average run length under the post-change distri-
bution to threshold for a minimax change-detection process with |Σ| = 3,
f0 = [0.3 0.1 0.6], f1 = [0.4 0.2 0.4]. The approximation horizon is T=50.
Algorithm 19: CUSUMObservationTree(q,Σ, T, q0, qh, L(z), f(z), h)
forall z ∈ Σ do
if 0 < S(q) + L(z) < h then
q′ ← NewV ertex
S(q′)← S(q) + L(z)
P(q′|q)← f(z)
d(q′)← d(q) + 1
if d(q′) < T then
CUSUMObservationTree (q′,Σ, T, q0, qh, L(z), f(z), h)
else if S(q) + L(z) ≤ 0 then
P(q0|q)← f(z) + P(q0|q)
else if S(q) + L(z) > h then
Child(q, z)← qh
P(qh|q)← f(z) + P(qh|q)
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Algorithm 20: ARL(h) (h, f(z), L(z),Σ, T )
q0 ← NewV ertex
qh ← NewV ertex
CUSUMObservationTree (q′,Σ, T, q0, qh, L(z), f(z), h)
forall q : d(q) = T do
P(q0|q)← 1
Solve the linear system
ARL(q) = 1{q 6= qh}+
∑
q′∈Q
P(q′|q)ARL(q′) ∀q
ARL← J(q0)
Output: ARL
Algorithm 21: ARL(h) (h, f(z), L(z),Σ, T )
q0 ← NewV ertex
qh ← NewV ertex
CUSUMObservationTree (q′,Σ, T, q0, qh, L(z), f(z), h)
forall q : d(q) = T do
P(qh|q)← 1
Solve the linear system
ARL(q) = 1{q 6= qh}+
∑
q′∈Q
P(q′|q)ARL(q′) ∀q
ARL← ARL(q0)
Output: ARL
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Algorithm 22: Algorithm for solution of the infinite-horizon minimax prob-
lem with cost for false alarm
Input: IID minimax change-detection process (Σ, f0, f1), problem
parameters (κ, β, )
forall z ∈ Σ do
L(z)← f1(z)
f0(z)
Select CUSUM truncation horizon T such that a CUSUM automaton
behaves like a truncated CUSUM automaton with probability 1− 
forall h attainable in a truncated CUSUM automaton of depth T do
ARL1(h)← ARL1(h)(h, f1(z), L(z),Σ, T )
ARL0(h)← ARL0(h)(h, f0(z), L(z),Σ, T )
J∗ = minimize
µ1,µ2,...
∑
i
µiARL
1(hi)
subject to κ− β
∑
i
µiARL
0(hi) =
∑
i
µiARL
1(hi),∑
i
µi = 1,
µi ≥ 0, ∀i.
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Two types of constraints on false alarms were introduced in section 2.2.2. The
first form is a constraint on the expected time to alarm under the pre-change
observation distribution,
E [τ |ν =∞] ≥ B. (5.158)
The second is an upper constraint α on the probability, under the pre-change
distribution, that the alarm will occur in an interval of length B,
P(τ ≤ B|ν =∞) ≤ α. (5.159)
To solve a CDP with the first type of constraint (5.158), the following linear
program is employed:
J∗ = minimize
µ1,µ2,...
∑
i
µiARL
1
i (5.160)
subject to
∑
i
µiARL
0
i ≥ B,∑
i
µi = 1,
µi ≥ 0, ∀i.
To solve a CDP with the second type of constraint (5.159), the following linear
program is employed:
J∗ = minimize
µ1,µ2,...
∑
i
µiARL
1
i (5.161)
subject to
∑
i:ARL0i<B
µi ≤ α,
∑
i
µi = 1,
µi ≥ 0, ∀i.
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Algorithm 23: Algorithm for solution of the infinite-horizon minimax prob-
lem with constraint on false alarms of type (5.158)
Input: IID minimax change-detection process (Σ, f0, f1), problem
parameters (B, )
forall z ∈ Σ do
L(z)← f1(z)
f0(z)
Select CUSUM truncation horizon T such that a CUSUM automaton
behaves like a truncated CUSUM automaton with probability 1− 
forall h attainable in a truncated CUSUM automaton of depth T do
ARL1(h)← ARL1(h)(h, f1(z), L(z),Σ, T )
ARL0(h)← ARL0(h)(h, f0(z), L(z),Σ, T )
J∗ = minimize
µ1,µ2,...
∑
i
µiARL
1(hi)
subject to
∑
i
µiARL
0(hi) ≥ B,∑
i
µi = 1,
µi ≥ 0, ∀i.
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Chapter 6
The Language of Change
Detection
The previous chapter described methods for exact numerical solution of CDPs. In
one way or another, all of the solution techniques described in the previous chapter
can be used to determine an -exact policy for a CDP. This chapter explores the
properties of the policies produced by each of the solution algorithms.
An alarm policy determines a language – the language of strings that produce
an alarm – and a key objective of this chapter is to establish the characteristics
of the language of change detection. To this end, this chapter establishes classes
of languages that are sufficient for -exact change detection, describes the size
of the languages, and the types of automaton that can be used to recognize the
languages.
Simple classes of languages are shown to be sufficient for Markov Bayes and
minimax problems with linear penalty for detection delay. In addition, evidence
is presented that suggests that a policy represented in the form of these languages
can be compact in size.
In the case of Markov Bayes CDPs, finite languages are sufficient to achieve an
-exact solution. Existing techniques for producing finite-language solutions are
exponentially complex and produce exponentially large languages. However, for
the test case problems, the size of these languages can be reduced greatly by com-
puting a cover automaton for the language. Also, a more sophisticated language,
that produced by the technique for constellation induction, can be computed in
polynomial time, has polynomial size, and is executed in polynomial time.
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For minimax CDPs, the relatively simple class of regular stochastic languages
suffices. The regular stochastic language produced through CUSUM parameteri-
zation is minimal and of polynomial size. The stochastic finite automata produced
for finite-horizon minimax problems are exponentially large, but in a test case a
technique for simplifying these automata appears to result in substantial simpli-
fication.
By intent, all solution techniques described in the previous chapter produce
-exact solutions to CDPs, in the sense that the value of the resulting policy will
produce an expected cost that is within  of the value of an optimal policy. Here,
it is shown that, with three exceptions, the expected cost of the -optimal policy
can be established exactly, by solving either a Markov chain (for Bayes problems)
or a Markov decision process (for minimax problems).
The key results of this chapter are summarized in table 6.1. The table has one
row for each solution technique described in chapter 5. The first column of the
table is the name of the solution technique. The second column is the category
of formal language produced as a result of the solution technique. The third
column specifies the type of automaton that can be used to implement the policy.
The fourth column describes the size of an unminimized policy. The fifth column
describes whether the exact value of the -optimal policy is easily established. The
sixth column describes the time complexity associated with real-time execution
of the change-detection policy. Finally, the seventh column describes whether
the policy produced by the solution procedure is generally optimal, in the sense
of definition 3, or optimal only for a specific initial belief state, in the sense of
definition 4.
The remainder of the chapter is organized into sections by problem type, and
then by solution technique.
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6.1 Finite-horizon Bayes problems
The first solution method described for the finite-horizon Bayes problem was
backward induction on an observation tree of depth T . This method evaluated
each vertex and assigned to each vertex an action, either Alarm or NoAlarm.
The method thus defines a finite set of strings that produce an alarm, and the
language produced by the method is a finite language.
A finite automaton implementing the language is a natural output of the so-
lution technique. The finite automaton takes the form of a tree, with leafs cor-
responding to either an Alarm action or a vertex of depth T . Execution of the
finite automaton policy has constant time complexity, as execution of the policy
consists of traversing the tree in response to incoming observation symbols.
From an implementation standpoint, the major problem with the policy re-
sulting from the backward induction technique is that the policy is exponentially
large, with O(ΣT ) strings in the language and
∑T
i=0 |Σ|i vertices in the finite
automaton. Because the automaton is indeterminate for strings of length T or
greater, it may be possible to reduce the size of the automaton by computing a
minimal cover automaton. In fact, the case studies show a dramatic reduction in
the size of the policy when a minimal cover automaton is computed for the initial,
exponentially-large finite language, using the computer code provided in [80]. As
shown in table 6.2, finite automaton of size 97,656 are, in all cases, reduced to
a minimal cover automaton with 75 or less states. The case studies proffer the
intriguing possibility that polynomially-sized regular languages might suffice for
solution of finite-horizon Bayes CDPs.
The policy resulting from POMDP dynamic programming is a byproduct of
the piecewise linear, nonstationary value function. The value function for each
horizon takes the form of a set of vector representing facets of the value func-
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Table 6.2: Minimization of finite-automaton policies for the finite-horizon Bayes
CDP
Case #
Number of vertices in
unminimized policy
Number of vertices in
minimal cover automaton
1 97,656 27
2 97,656 51
3 97,656 75
4 97,656 58
5 97,656 21
6 97,656 23
7 97,656 51
8 97,656 51
9 97,656 51
10 97,656 51
11 255 12
16 97,656 54
17 97,656 58
18 97,656 28
19 97,656 25
20 97,656 73
21 97,656 24
22 97,656 51
23 97,656 51
24 97,656 22
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tion. This nonstationary value function is readily converted into an acyclic finite
automaton [70], because for each observation, each value-function vector has a
successor vector in the value function for the next decision epoch. The policy
is general, in that, for any specified initial belief state, there is an appropriate
starting state for the finite automaton. In each epoch, there is one value-function
vector corresponding to an alarm, and thus an accepting state of the finite au-
tomaton. Because a finite language of strings less than or equal to T is sufficient
for solution of the problem, the acyclic finite automaton can be simplified by
computing a minimal cover automaton.
Consider next the policy resulting from constellation induction. In fact, unlike
the policies resulting from backward induction and POMDP dynamic program-
ming, the policy resulting from constellation induction is not explicit. The chief
outputs of the solution technique are a constellation representation of a lower
bound for the value function for each decision epoch. To implement a policy
corresponding to the problem solution, the belief state is updated recursively via
(5.10). Then, a lower constellation is used in conjunction with a linear program
to determine a lower bound for the value function at the new belief point. An
alarm is produced if and only if condition (6.1) holds.
In contrast to the policies resulting from backward induction and POMDP dy-
namic programming, the value of the policy resulting from constellation induction
is not known exactly, but only within the  specified when the constellation was
computed. One could determine exactly the value associated with constellation
induction, by enumerating the exponentially large number of all strings of length
T or less, calculating the belief state associated with each string, using the lower
constellation to determine a lower bound on the value function on each point, and
multiplying the total risk associated with each point by the total probability that
the string will be observable by the expected loss associated with the string. This
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procedure, however, is exponentially complex due to the exponential number of
strings, and thus evaluating exactly the cost associated with a particular constel-
lation induction policy one of the chief benefits associated with the technique, its
polynomial complexity.
A minimal representation of a constellation induction policy is that associ-
ated with a minimal constellation. Trimming the lower constellation to produce
a minimal constellation is accomplished by removing each point from the lower
constellation one at a time. Then, the remaining lower constellation is used to cal-
culate the greatest possible lower bound for the value of the belief of the removed
point. If the constellation-established value is greater than or equal to the value
of the removed constellation point, then the constellation point is permanently
removed from the constellation at the end of the trimming operation. However,
until all points have been tested, the point is reinserted in the lower constellation
while the remaining points are tested in a similar manner.
6.2 Infinite-horizon Bayes problems
Consider now the properties of policies for the infinite-horizon Bayes CDP. Chap-
ter 5 described four solution techniques for this problem.
The backward-induction method approximated the infinite-horizon problem
by a finite-horizon problem with suitably chosen horizon T . An observation tree
with a number of vertices exponential in T was used to produce a policy for the
CDP. The policy is a finite automaton, in tree form, and the language of alarm-
producing strings is a finite language. The performance of the change-detection
policy can be evaluated exactly via backward induction, because an alarm can
be produced for all strings of length greater than T , and still be an -exact solu-
tion for suitably chosen T . The language can be simplified by producing a cover
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automaton. In general, the cover automaton may have performance slightly dif-
ferent from the original tree, because an alarm may or may not be produced for a
string of length T or greater. The cover automaton, in general, takes the form of
a cyclic finite automaton, and the performance of this can be evaluated exactly
because the combination of the Markov Bayes change-detection process with the
cyclic finite cover automaton forms a Markov chain that can be evaluated exactly.
As for the finite-horizon problem, the size of the language is exponentially large.
However, a minimal cover automaton can be used to compute a substantially
smaller automaton to recognize this language.
POMDP value iteration produces a piecewise-linear -approximation of the
value function. While the nonstationary value function arising from value iteration
for a finite-horizon POMDP may be converted exactly into a finite automaton, the
policy associated with a stationary value function may not be representable as a
finite automaton, as described and illustrated by Cassandra and Hansen [28, 70].
Stationary value functions that are representable as a finite automaton are said to
possess the property of finite transience. Finite transience means that for every set
of value function vector, observation, and action, there is unique resulting value
function vector. In general, such a value function does not have the property of
finite transience [70], meaning that it cannot be readily converted into a cyclic
finite automaton. To implement a change-detection policy corresponding to the
results of value iteration, the piecewise linear value function is stored in memory.
As observations are made, the belief state is updated recursively via Bayes rule. At
each decision epoch, the value function is evaluated by finding the value function
hyperplane that has the lowest value at the belief state of interest to produce an
upper bound J(b) on the value function. An alarm is produced if
κ(1− pit) < pit +
∑
s∈S
∑
s′∈S
∑
z∈Σ
bt(s)P(s
′|s,NoAlarm)q(z|s′)J(bzt ). (6.1)
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This policy can be executed by a Turing machine, and thus the alarm-producing
language is recursively enumerable. The size of the policy is exponential in |Σ|.
The solution method used to calculate the value function maintains a minimal
representation of the value function via pruning, so no further simplification of
the value function representation is attainable.
POMDP policy iteration combines piecewise-linear value iteration with suc-
cessive improvements to a cyclic finite-automaton policy. As discussed in the
previous section, policy iteration for a POMDP produces a finite automaton rep-
resentation. By Kleene’s theorem, the change-detection language produced by
policy iteration is a regular language.
After a number of iterations suitable to produce the desired level of conver-
gence, the policy graph representation will often be very large. There are two
mechanisms for simplifying the representation.
First, the starting state in the policy graph depends on the initial belief state.
If the system is known to always start in the pre-change state with probability
one, then only a subset of the states of the original policy graph will be reachable.
The start state in the policy graph that corresponds to this initial belief state may
be found by doing policy evaluation via solution of (3.33). Solution of this linear
system assigns a value function vector to each state in the finite automaton. The
starting state is found by finding the state corresponding to the value function
vector that has the best value at the starting belief state. Once the starting state
in the policy graph is found, policy states that are not reachable from this initial
state may be pruned. Thus a general solution (see definition 3) is converted into
a specific solution (see definition 4 ).
To find states that are reachable from the initial state, any standard graph
reachability algorithm can be used. One common reachability algorithm is the
breadth-first search, which explores a directed graph by expanding the frontier
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between discovered and undiscovered vertices uniformly across the breadth of the
frontier. A graph with V vertices and E edges requires only O(V +E) operations
to complete the breadth-first search.
The second strategy for reducing the size of the policy graph is to use a finite
automaton minimization algorithm such as the Hopcroft-Ullman algorithm, which
was mentioned in section 3.1.1.
To summarize, simplification of the policy graph resulting from policy iteration
consists of completing the following steps:
1. Evaluation of the policy graph using (3.33).
2. Determination of the value function vector that has the best value at the
starting belief state. The corresponding finite automaton state is the start-
ing state.
3. Enumeration of states that are reachable from the initial policy graph state.
4. Pruning of any states that are not reachable from the starting state.
5. Minimization of the pruned automaton, using an algorithm such as the
Hopcroft-Ullman algorithm.
The result is a minimal representation for an -optimal specific solution to the
infinite-horizon Bayes CDP.
In contrast to the policy implicit in the results of POMDP value iteration, the
exact value of a regular language solution produced by policy iteration can be
evaluated using the linear system of equations (3.33).
Thus for two reasons, POMDP policy iteration is superior to value iteration as
a technique for solution of CDPs. First, the policy produced by policy iteration is
implementable with a finite automaton, which is inherently simpler than a Turing
machine. Second, the value of the policy resulting from POMDP value iteration
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can be established exactly, which is not the case for the policy resulting from
POMDP value iteration. POMDP policy iteration is not practical, however, due
to the exponential complexity of the solution technique.
The final technique considered for solution of the infinite-horizon CDP with
linear penalty for detection delay was constellation induction. The output of
constellation induction is a lower constellation, a collection of real-valued points
on the probability simplex. To implement a change-detection policy, the lower
constellation is stored in memory. As observations are made, the belief state is
updated recursively via Bayes rule (3.25). A lower bound on the value function
on each belief point is calculated by using a linear program to find a convex
combination of the lower constellation that has the greatest value. An alarm is
produced if and only if condition (6.1) holds. Thus the complexity of executing
the policy at each epoch is the complexity of a linear program with a number of
constraints equal to the size of the constellation. As shown in section 5.1.2, the
size of the policy is polynomial in the size of the observation support and in the
effective horizon for the problem. The size of the constellation may be further
minimized using the trimming technique described in section 5.1.2.
The constellation induction technique for solution of the infinite-horizon prob-
lem has polynomial complexity, produces a policy representation of polynomial
size, and can be executed in polynomial time. No other existing technique has
polynomial complexity or produces a policy of polynomial size.
6.3 Bayes problems with exponential penalty
for detection delay
The properties of policies resulting from value iteration for the infinite-horizon
Bayes problem with exponential penalty for detection delay are nearly identical
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to the properties of policies resulting from value iteration for the infinite-horizon
Bayes problem with linear penalty for detection delay. The value iteration method
produces a piecewise linear representation of the value function, which is stored
in memory for online policy implementation. The sufficient statistic r is update
recursively, and an upper bound on the value function is found by finding the value
function line that has the lowest value. An alarm is produced if the expected cost
of alarm is lower than the expected cost of continuing, where the expected cost
of continuing is determined from the value function representation.
The policy representation is exponentially large, can be executed by a Turing
machine, and is thus a recursively-enumerable alarm language.
6.4 Finite-horizon minimax problems
A linear program describing an extensive-form game was used to produce a solu-
tion for the finite-horizon minimax CDP. The solution technique associates with
each vertex in the game tree a probability of alarm, which is thus a finite stochastic
automaton in tree form. Once the policy has been represented as a (nonminimal)
finite state machine, a Moore-reduction procedure can be applied to find a mini-
mal equivalent finite state machine. The policy size reduction is illustrated in the
next example.
Example 7 (Representation of the results of a finite-horizon minimax CDP).
Consider the finite-horizon minimax CDP, with Σ = {a, b}, κ = 3, f0(a) = 0.7,
f0(b) = 0.3, f1(a) = 0.4, f1(b) = 0.6, and T = 12. The problem is solved using the
linear program (5.101), and the optimal alarm policies associated with each string
are shown in table 6.3. The representation of the policy as a mapping between
strings and alarm probabilities is exponentially large in T . However, the policy
size is substantially reduced by forming the finite state machine represented in
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figure 6.1, in which each state is associated with an alarm probability. This min-
imal finite state machine policy may be obtained by applying a Moore reduction
procedure to the original policy in the form of an observation tree.
The number of vertices in the is equal to Σ∗T , so the unminimized finite state
machine is exponentially large in the problem horizon. However, as demonstrated
in Example 7, for the finite-horizon minimax and constrained minimax problems
this finite state machine may minimize to a finite state machine with logarithmi-
cally fewer states. In fact, in Example 7, the finite state machine was minimized
to an automaton with only 3T = 36 equivalence states. This result suggests (but
does not prove) that the finite stochastic languages resulting from solution of a
minimax CDP may have size polynomial in |Σ| and T .
6.5 Infinite-horizon minimax problems
Consider finally the properties of -exact policies for the infinite-horizon IID min-
imax CDP. Section 5.2.2 described how to find a CUSUM automaton solution
of the CDP. This automaton is a cyclic probabilistic finite automaton, and the
language of alarm-producing strings is a regular stochastic language.
As shown in section 5.2.2, an -exact CUSUM automaton is polynomially sized.
The exact value of a CUSUM automaton may be determined via solution of a
fully-observable Markov decision process, using either of the solution techniques
mentioned in section 3.5. The purpose of solving this Markov decision process is to
find a policy for Nature that is least favorable against the approximate CUSUM
automaton, find the value of this least favorable policy, and compare it to the
value of the problem that was solved for in section 5.2.2.
If the approximate CUSUM automaton has m states, the MDP has 2m states.
Whereas transitions among the states of the CUSUM automaton are deterministic
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Table 6.3: Alarm probabilities associated with various strings for a finite-horizon
minimax CDP
P(Alarm) String
0.0476
AAAAAAAABAAA
AAAAAAAABABA
AAAAAAABAAAA
AAAAAAABAABA
AAAAAABAAAAA
AAAAABAAAAAA
AAAABAAAAAAA
AAAABAAAAABA
AAABAAAAAAAA
AAABAAABAAAA
AAABABAAAAAA
AABAAAAAAAAA
AABAAABABAAA
AABAABABAAAA
AABABAAABAAA
AABABAABABAA
ABAAAAAAAAAA
ABAABAAABAAA
ABAABABABAAA
BAAAABAAAAAA
BAAABAAAAAAA
BAAABABAAAAA
BAABAAAAAAAA
BABAAAAAAAAA
0.4452 B
0.4552 AB
0.4675
AAB
BAB
0.4825
AAAB
ABAB
BAAB
0.5012
AAAAB
AABAB
ABAAB
BAAAB
BABAB
0.5247
AAAAAB
AAABAB
AABAAB
ABAAAB
ABABAB
BAAAAB
BAABAB
BABAAB
0.5548
AAAAAAB
AAAABAB
AAABAAB
AABAAAB
AABABAB
ABAAAAB
ABAABAB
ABABAAB
BAAAAAB
BAAABAB
BAABAAB
BABAAAB
BABABAB
P(Alarm) String
0.5940
AAAAAAAB
AAAAABAB
AAAABAAB
AAABAAAB
AAABABAB
AABAAAAB
AABAABAB
AABABAAB
ABAAAAAB
ABAAABAB
ABAABAAB
ABABAAAB
ABABABAB
BAAAAAAB
BAAAABAB
BAAABAAB
BAABAAAB
BAABABAB
BABAAAAB
BABAABAB
BABABAAB
0.6471
AAAAAAAAB
AAAAAABAB
AAAAABAAB
AAAABAAAB
AAAABABAB
AAABAAAAB
AAABAABAB
AAABABAAB
AABAAAAAB
AABAAABAB
AABAABAAB
AABABAAAB
AABABABAB
ABAAAAAAB
ABAAAABAB
ABAAABAAB
ABAABAAAB
ABAABABAB
ABABAAAAB
ABABAABAB
ABABABAAB
BAAAAAAAB
BAAAAABAB
BAAAABAAB
BAAABAAAB
BAAABABAB
BAABAAAAB
BAABAABAB
BAABABAAB
BABAAAAAB
BABAAABAB
BABAABAAB
BABABAAAB
BABABABAB
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based on the observation symbol observable, transitions among the states of the
MDP are stochastic, determined either by f0(a) or f1(a) for observation symbol a.
One half of the states correspond to the pre-change distribution, with transitions
among these states determined by f0. The other half of the states correspond to
the post-change distribution, with transitions among these states determined by
f1. Transition from the pre-change states to the post-change states occurs only
once, upon the Alarm action. The actions in the MDP are the Alarm action and
the NoAlarm action. A policy for the MDP consists of determining which states
should produce the Alarm action, and the “best” policy can be found through
either policy iteration or value iteration.
Like policies obtained through the use of constellation induction for Bayes
CDPs, policies for the infinite-horizon IID minimax problem have many attractive
properties. An -exact policy can be calculated in polynomial time; the policy is
polynomially sized; and the policy can be executed within polynomial time. Thus
implementation of an -exact solution for an infinte-horizon IID minimax problem
is completely practical.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This final chapter provides a summary of the contributions of the dissertation,
potential applications, and an outline of areas for future work.
7.1 Summary of contributions
The contributions of this dissertation are both practical and theoretical. Chapter
5 described in detail algorithms for the solution of many types of Bayes and
minimax CDPs, which may be used to calculate optimal policies for these CDPs.
The principal contributions of the chapter are the following:
• It was shown how existing techniques for the solution of POMDPs can be
applied to the solution of Bayes CDPs. In the case of the infinite-horizon
problem with linear penalty for detection delay, value iteration and policy it-
eration techniques for solution of undiscounted, indefinite-horizon problems
with action-based termination were applied to the CDP. The techniques
were shown empirically to have exponential complexity, consistent with the
general worst-case exponential complexity of these techniques.
• A fast algorithm, constellation induction, was developed for solution of
finite-horizon and infinite-horizon problems on Markov Bayes CDPs with
linear penalty for detection delay. The algorithm was shown to perform in
polynomial time for an infinite-horizon Markov Bayes problem with a fixed
number of states.
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• For infinite-horizon Bayes problems with exponential penalty for detection
delay, the dissertation describes a piecewise-linear value iteration technique.
As with the infinite-horizon problem with linear penalty for detection de-
lay, the existing literature on change detection described the form of the
solution to the exponential penalty problem, but did not provide a detailed
description of an algorithm for solution of the problem.
• It was shown that a finite-horizon minimax problem can be formulated as
an extensive-form game and solved with a linear program. To the author’s
knowledge, there is no previous literature on solution of the finite-horizon
minimax CDP.
• The form of an optimal policy for an infinite-horizon minimax problem with
discrete observations was established. Linear programs were formulated to
solve for saddle-point policies for Nature and the Engineer. Techniques were
developed for establishing tight upper and lower bounds on the average run
length associated with a particular parameterization of a CUSUM proce-
dure. Large-deviations results were used to establish the convergence of
the behavior of a truncated CUSUM automaton to that of a CUSUM au-
tomaton with countably-infinite size. Although there is prior literature on
the calculation of average run lengths of CUSUM policies, this is the first
work to develop closed-form upper and lower bounds on the run length for
problems with finite observation support.
Chapter 6 contains the first results on sufficient classes of languages for CDPs.
For finite-horizon problems, finite and finite stochastic languages are sufficient.
For infinite-horizon Bayes problems on IID change detection processes, proof that
finite languages are also sufficient. For infinite-horizon Markov Bayes change-
detection processes, regular languages are sufficient, a result that follows from
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the availability of POMDP policy iteration techniques. For IID infinite-horizon
minimax CDPs, stochastic regular languages are sufficient.
7.2 Applications
The results of this dissertation can be applied in a wide variety of contexts. Sec-
tion 1.2 described the range of applications of CDPs. The constellation induction
algorithm can be applied to solve CDPs in quality control, machine monitoring,
ecology, econometrics, and meteorological and seismological monitoring. The class
of Markov Bayes CDPs to which the method applies is sufficiently rich to ade-
quately model most problems, and the solution to these problems can be obtained
in polynomial time.
In some cases, a prior distribution for the change time cannot be developed.
In other cases, it is desirable to develop a change-detection policy that is as robust
as possible in the face of uncertainty about the distribution of change times. For
problems in which the observations can be adequately modeled as IID before and
after the change, a solution of arbitrary accuracy can be obtained in polynomial
time, using the results of section 5.2.2, and the cost suboptimality of this -exact
procedure evaluated in polynomial time, using the results of section 6.5.
7.3 Future extensions
This section identifies a number of opportunities for further research in the area
of exact solution of Bayes and minimax CDPs.
It was shown that a infinite-horizon Bayes CDP with |S| = 2 can be solved
in polynomial time using Lipschitz constellation induction. Further, empirical
evidence was provided to suggest that CDPs with an ergodic underlying Markov
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chain can be solved in polynomial time. An area for further work is to iden-
tify conditions on the properties of a CDP that guarantee a solution with time
polynomial in the number of states in the Markov change-detection process.
The test-case problems suggest that a compact regular-language solution of
a Markov Bayes CDP can be found by either 1) finding a backward-induction
solution and constructing a minimal cover automaton for the solution, or 2) us-
ing POMDP policy iteration for the infinite-horizon problem. Two important
questions are suggested by these results. Is it generally true that there is a
polynomially-sized regular-language solution of a Markov Bayes CDP? And, if
so, can such a solution be computed in polynomial time? The last question is
important, because the two existing techniques for computing a regular-language
solution have exponential complexity.
Although a method for finite-horizon minimax problems with general obser-
vation distributions was developed, the method is exponentially complex. It is
worth investigating whether a polynomial-time algorithm can be developed.
Solution techniques for infinite-horizon minimax CDPs were restricted to prob-
lems with IID observation distributions. With further theoretical work on optimal
stopping games, using methodologies similar to those described in [141], it may be
possible to establish -exact solution techniques, hopefully tractable, for infinite-
horizon minimax problems with hidden-Markov observation distributions.
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Glossary
Notation Definition
Ancstr in a tree, an ancestor lies between a node and
the root of the tree.
B constraint on mean time to false alarm under
observation distribution f0.
Chldrn in a tree, the children of a vertex are its im-
mediate successors.
EXPTIME Complexity class containing problems decid-
able in time exponential in the size of the prob-
lem.
J(b) value function.
J∗(b) optimal value function.
Jφτ ,φν (b) value function for a minimax problem with a
specified alarm policy and change policy.
Jφτ (b) value function for a Bayes problem for speci-
fied alarm policy.
NP Complexity class containing problems decid-
able in nondeterministic time polynomial in
the size of the problem.
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Notation Definition
PSPACE Complexity class containing problems decid-
able in space polynomial in the size of the
problem.
Prnt in a tree, a parent is an immediate predecessor.
P Complexity class containing problems decid-
able in time polynomial in the size of the prob-
lem.
T finite time horizon, maximum length for enu-
meration of strings.
Γ set of value function vector or lines.
Λ empty string.
Φν set of all change policies.
Φτ set of all alarm policies.
Σ∗ set of all finite strings that can be formed from
the elements of Σ.
Σ observation support, set of observation sym-
bols.
α constraint on probability of false alarm.
β parameter associated with benefit for opera-
tional time before a change or alarm in a min-
imax problem.
δ state transition function for finite automaton
or finite state machine.
 small number greater than zero.
η parameter associated with exponential
penalty for detection delay.
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Notation Definition
γ value function vectors or line.
κ cost of false alarm.
λ discount factor between zero and one.
R the set of real numbers.
ν change time.
φν change policy.
φτ alarm policy.
φ generally, a policy for a decision problem;
specifically, an alarm policy.
pi posterior probability that a change has oc-
curred, a sufficient statistic in an IID Bayes
problem and a key parameter for Markov
Bayes problems.
ρ parameter for geometric change time distribu-
tion.
τ alarm time.
baz belief state resulting from Bayes rule transfor-
mation with initial belief state b, action a, and
observation z.
b belief state, the posterior probability distribu-
tion over the states of a POMDP, and a suffi-
cient statistic for Markov Bayes CDPs.
f0 pre-change observation distribution.
f1 post-change observation distribution.
r(s, a) cost function on POMDP states and actions.
t time index.
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Notation Definition
x(s, a) realization weight associated with action a in
state s.
yt observation made at time t.
A set of actions or finite state machine output
alphabet.
F distinguished set of accepting states for a finite
automaton or finite state machine.
L a language.
Q set of states in a finite automaton or finite
state machine.
S set of states in a Markov or partially observ-
able Markov decision process.
T a set of decision epochs.
E expectation.
P probability.
ARL average run length.
Bayes decision theoretic optimality criteria that is
appropriate when there is a prior probabil-
ity distribution available for uncertain param-
eters; a Bayes-optimal policy minimizes the
expected cost.
CDP change-detection problem.
CUSUM cumulative sum.
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Notation Definition
FA finite automaton.
IID identically- and independently-distributed.
MDP Markov decision process.
minimax decision theoretic optimality criteria that is
appropriate when there is no prior probabil-
ity distribution available for uncertain param-
eters; a minimax-optimal policy minimizes the
worst-case cost.
POMDP partially observable Markov decision process.
regular language a language that can be described by the set of
strings accepted by a finite automaton, or, al-
ternatively, a language that be described using
only the operations of union, concatenation,
and Kleene *.
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Appendix A
This appendix provides the full parameterization of the Bayes change-detection
test cases used in chapter 5.
% kappa is the cost for false alarm
% epsilon is the solution tolerance
% tr is the transition matrix;
% transient states are pre-change states
% e is the emission matrix
% Problem 1
kappa =2;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 2
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 3
kappa =10;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 4
kappa =20;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
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0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 5
kappa =40;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 6
kappa =60;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 7
kappa =5;
epsilon =1;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 8
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.1;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 9
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.01;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 10
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.001;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
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% Problem 11
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.475733379458423 0.524266620541577;...
0.958712144781173 0.0412878552188274];
% Problem 12
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.0321781786421569 0.219080679433585 0.164875804981172 ...
0.0239274463147491 0.0205277649688011 0.117958639640706...
0.0722575163794316 0.107323073740677 0.023535028193056 ...
0.218335867705665;0.13736715017396 0.158770396500558...
0.120248139091387 0.1470597202934 0.039192056233897...
0.144757047106816 0.0461609821417304 0.133881010780364 ...
0.0705662187281014 0.00199727894978602];
% Problem 13
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.0222751173490274 0.00562983698054597 0.0548508327310373...
0.112465820986142 0.0639789848143175 0.00315555846503867...
0.0752640887463997 0.0784414437006318 0.071707545470452...
0.0609357736542078 0.00818630377008457 0.0173741361907066...
0.105597514071513 0.0594970517007865 0.0725431457192397...
0.0607470956100487 0.0389915874403925 0.0770426671051154...
0.00406293356188841 0.00725256193242494;0.0842634061967823...
0.0364437653278204 0.0124041421706383 0.0747474591575609...
0.0762636423003708 0.0225290861671295 0.0446804004965276...
0.0120101034009202 0.00117099845633122 0.0385225576529325...
0.0200517282089012 0.0741691493538982 0.000771081379297559...
0.0796907455979332 0.0773915769695657 0.0663494516459...
0.0720814184565493 0.072248077169057 0.0773099807152998 ...
0.0569012291765843];
% Problem 14
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.0083334435889307 0.00831393620145941 0.00748375576887546...
0.00496341565781548 0.0404543979874759 0.0483154756278249...
220
0.0316336071182773 0.0240042140577754 0.0448021190259302...
0.0381582578476988 0.0119576299300818 0.0204269319803283...
0.046728681043818 0.050918263000389 0.0377787108566739...
0.0554143170546884 0.0262271321775864 0.0367311258832739...
0.0456381174897491 0.0329965911689685 0.00313989994788028...
0.00318674682206272 0.0548009506408456 0.0451091476437881...
0.0347598630817982 0.0149737738989443 0.000349997681444499...
0.00580328140574741 0.0061807384872436 0.0341495814494243...
0.00996642727823708 0.0304511674207073 0.0321871744751483...
0.0130749345497167 0.0142002672501487 0.00914803623304544...
0.0118379216587783 0.0287836771606586 0.0258276204145726...
0.000788669032187381;0.0326253916896122 0.00769950744021894...
0.00288926376566563 0.000264868624239647 0.000616100168387745...
0.0138072257167019 0.0367601628726928 0.0393788422480651...
0.000797684530974934 0.0236547754181621 0.0400510017770307...
0.0172241899141717 0.0394295010525821 0.0213952045506029...
0.0446386304168633 0.0409253856290584 0.0319900228835199...
0.0317043575854103 0.0247167282769192 0.0202316561686757...
0.0254613267959085 0.0501496826435812 0.00343211074060019...
0.00648649050026247 0.0388048104876833 0.0417835364557542...
0.0103382501156051 0.0502187273348316 0.0368568254045447...
1.82595365358648e-006 0.00194861955179994 0.0452496471521477...
0.0503781032835626 0.014428199749338 0.0352517262333039...
0.0177611836533364 0.0261033065658696 0.035601164428083...
0.0171956974186423 0.0217482648019365];
% Problem 15
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.8 0.2;0 1];
e =[0.00101922888904514 0.000463494700734244 0.0239441004115374...
0.011966741731931 0.00263799809052468 0.000866401082202076...
0.00435557567077355 0.00312876859011784 0.0260642217405337...
0.0249176457236283 0.00644159673603081 0.0133865784172222...
0.00901367425600074 0.0247293570475219 0.0109899566039709...
0.0098808959557653 0.00394327356454279 0.0228384036883759...
0.00432823223916447 0.0142863665441801 0.0206225494799414...
0.011956940987637 0.0187434041721906 0.00646459325879848...
0.000252231738719269 0.00304481874798736 0.00364539446317934...
0.00767819517359327 0.00721002997237472 0.0018228594476406...
0.00946329159930302 0.0185965025907381 0.00682234113204233...
0.0206086135084419 0.0144873014353858 0.00637194082824406...
0.00831166961212676 0.000150089270172105 0.0261316260565651...
0.0160373083834544 0.0227424932061928 0.0253418271912587...
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0.00912196743601744 0.00469129093145891 0.0115933698326346...
0.0193166970687545 0.0218980288592579 0.0116458590710146...
0.0136132267837527 0.00256628062103416 0.00331730239869536...
0.00806106392775962 0.00178521591751476 0.012990378594804...
0.0120611062723649 0.0256836402108721 0.013006104537224...
0.00397537992451853 0.00509104799601743 0.00701255096534761...
0.0202380550959543 0.0146882195988822 0.0155000297762425...
0.0206328913119109 0.0039133928276269 0.022246283278307...
0.0239567202688501 0.0252967099604084 0.019780795797911...
0.0188961839838756 0.000437454941403534 0.017149575076913...
0.0215578820949373 0.00824063851747057 0.0243957156200201...
0.0177058655438614 0.00491034470303867 0.00626976702863699...
0.0261033840687579 0.0249410452161582;0.0011504826486672...
0.0174271987463227 0.020411834172205 0.0250814030092751...
0.0221707640116317 0.0146827115709413 0.000501512243233223...
0.0101018276278893 0.0081696390079242 8.45616417447635e-005...
0.0272682208835325 0.00752996539353954 0.0115877818382914...
0.00431605383010529 0.0201672667480861 0.0150283740180527...
0.0213009958084874 0.0212069897505393 0.0219963237683342...
0.00381586849133458 0.0203828271946817 0.000107821565895339...
0.0139104447813634 0.00761753820151406 0.0187670328559145...
0.0232956275829763 0.0113175148933502 0.000565141394318053...
0.00571815208034952 0.0159405408387452 0.0161281326388849...
0.000805193504903509 0.0277154851402305 0.00476898753326438...
0.0137382120108418 0.0120851447909899 0.0228448231120652...
0.0212675117756213 0.000139814273812093 0.0137079021108489...
0.000153478001733518 0.00823927890220572 0.0273010741139161...
0.00208404586004781 0.0175403415939138 0.000741328259805469...
0.0270257176632697 0.011910334513949 0.0036238486240729...
0.0151270884266178 0.0201861828058567 0.0154996013841528...
0.00597050203835527 0.020007231384458 0.0138088319670674...
0.00830307800970626 0.000573732536060252 0.0132863450576745...
0.00284595172345778 0.0212084055364212 0.0204120167706392...
0.00296959787742249 0.00827625220204674 0.00752220215685992...
0.00195611603579556 0.00886029764731973 0.010727281516139...
0.0177063971607564 0.000999396128054294 0.0257543131065952...
0.0186454064325242 0.0214369197046919 0.0102765539300839...
0.0280313176879634 0.0169687308099455 0.00185236819759038...
0.00592194080043139 0.0102423626612417 0.020312216347985...
0.000868290932463527];
% Problem 16
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
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tr =[0.208601461697113 0.591398538302887 0.2;...
0.426225919078525 0.373774080921475 0.2;0 0 1];
e =[0.150529046382182 0.239337812196004 0.263580431725876...
0.0610773637433679 0.285475345952571;0.202231241260679...
0.170403693191679 0.217112479823085 0.170576865183254...
0.239675720541304;0.0895053544236964 0.440184109761519...
0.0355077273948826 0.406582805403064 0.0282200030168384];
% Problem 17
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.0150392470735636 0.784960752926436 0.0544899363525411...
0.145510063647459;0.490314164209463 0.309685835790537...
0.0989993146964808 0.101000685303519;0 0 0.281265314341434...
0.718734685658566;0 0 0.0785390300893306 0.921460969910669];
e =[0.0158020645291453 0.26317594303291 0.0893432877872489...
0.344426695117194 0.287252009533502;0.088958951045518...
0.269506847429878 0.142286675218227 0.283095451374965...
0.216152074931412;0.173645959846751 0.40150721946898...
0.325370596268866 0.027180618201584 0.0722956062138197;...
0.276200266374841 0.272586127182464 0.267912766207369...
0.0758440594037135 0.107456780831613];
% Problem 18
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.31987461554583 0.220495404362208 0.259629980091962...
0.0161177694767142 0.108035740933103 0.0758464895901831;...
0.29266312222106 0.215625995386476 0.291710882392464...
0.0265520317944328 0.0985783794219178 0.0748695887836494;...
0.402223316339002 0.320195388220593 0.0775812954404052...
0.0988999942699959 0.073041654779229 0.0280583509507751;...
0 0 0 0.0405091430658998 0.614035007749481 0.345455849184619;...
0 0 0 0.540129758681846 0.106948739529532 0.352921501788622;...
0 0 0 0.378135047304853 0.160827379516875 0.461037573178272];
e =[0.280187870258463 0.141428333652656 0.147194071159071 ...
0.282369300671841 0.148820424257969;0.234400332782111 ...
0.282307116931941 0.196820627289513 0.200640945781157...
0.0858309772152783;0.190276577342508 0.161057093495697...
0.27393138410034 0.315237929622594 0.0594970154388607;...
0.356067226433745 0.140770997626002 0.322049776547878...
0.00404529725581358 0.177066702136562;0.255797694807488...
0.247260769980973 0.317946174905828 0.0399361793453095...
0.139059180960401;0.273939591414918 0.29884738061708...
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0.268238865230582 0.022866818899473 0.136107343837946];
% Problem 19
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.203968997851572 0.278658804387841 0.0923549344428798 ...
0.225017263317707 0.0588533796776159 0.0437661156242429...
0.0546553618107203 0.042725142887421;0.157494707725742...
0.128159127652083 0.168535653916009 0.345810510706167...
0.0574625065350353 0.0556996927140678 0.0323128602958406...
0.0545249404550562;0.222284970430274 0.109405826199491...
0.262123034581315 0.20618616878892 0.0682491501785464...
0.0224167190609435 0.0582894838493016 0.0510446469112085;...
0.0229195074659873 0.259792016183899 0.337185100000452...
0.180103376349661 0.0173458556956882 0.0337175232879108...
0.0910534241756659 0.0578831968407351;0 0 0 0 ...
0.219258812740374 0.10202568896637 0.532672679876921...
0.146042818416335;0 0 0 0 0.394136806423188 ...
0.466241097285597 0.0612111870132786 0.0784109092779365;...
0 0 0 0 0.414280531573258 0.0238246049879323 0.539379497572655...
0.0225153658661555;0 0 0 0 0.121016546221167 0.282081123311985...
0.263449837187167 0.333452493279682];
e =[0.383916202133429 0.0143388114149211 0.00934994308803133...
0.263745160283299 0.32864988308032;0.282819125490829...
0.0828733449947932 0.00592303293635621 0.262561539104136 ...
0.365822957473885;0.519212423031186 0.020858359349287 ...
0.00131620177690368 0.306056103642395 0.152556912200228;...
0.250345443718236 0.0682919371980808 0.00288144150353448...
0.276129896750825 0.402351280829323;0.198154631666856...
0.0904723759814132 0.335075371866052 0.353484110841863...
0.0228135096438164;0.174984123300077 0.0355259622631562...
0.260398138972483 0.434164012792007 0.0949277626722763;...
0.265933603081018 0.176891810206711 0.227354921490723...
0.261331326844271 0.0684883383772779;0.0699113260540347...
0.0956577645295242 0.349653357187672 0.408292018917199 ...
0.07648553331157];
% Problem 20
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.00413395770894728 0.0714803734713721 0.309341301813725...
0.354534835060857 0.060509531945099 0.017525555977049...
0.0481650726612516 0.00815850846034552 0.0697733597709724...
0.0563775031303815;0.232962043061401 0.19193531514132...
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0.101082306518495 0.216129791633319 0.0578905436454651...
0.0216383582939424 0.0602123566395623 0.0488833447855574...
0.0369214878808325 0.0323444524001054;0.0607791036572418...
0.137810937312333 0.201009578991057 0.202689401922869 ...
0.197710978116499 0.0456587118739081 0.0344768126116031...
0.0551905865696959 0.032424602412024 0.0322492865327688;...
0.213771289446514 0.248908170779939 0.216705799518446 ...
0.0770030822291623 0.0436116580259392 0.0349359798455861...
0.0430990044805851 0.0466651329932205 0.0431650705790216...
0.0321348121015868;0.179815227883512 0.116289693013966...
0.202457326218658 0.155661106619756 0.145776646264108...
0.0446659471367308 0.0416752647504781 0.0199861905758193...
0.062952093350122 0.0307205041868499;0 0 0 0 0 ...
0.0926181954816626 0.267264111286621 0.257050772463949 ...
0.145082489218301 0.237984431549466;0 0 0 0 0 ...
0.252164474292409 0.251856798226462 0.167218103654909 ...
0.140746455176676 0.188014168649543;0 0 0 0 0 ...
0.198523460268887 0.0877379433606427 0.100837774864116...
0.567337541200096 0.045563280306259;0 0 0 0 0 ...
0.271068346874509 0.125092468113077 0.00889540946671765...
0.459928794702221 0.135014980843475;0 0 0 0 0 ...
0.116238203770829 0.0323783203047551 0.250108999568124...
0.342953553775052 0.258320922581241];
e =[0.366221314049047 0.209113407518197 0.194147393352808 ...
0.132889685649449 0.0976281994304996;0.247901869915272 ...
0.118682291758815 0.249839976181581 0.211797498210853 ...
0.171778363933479;0.289356483928765 0.182190441194825...
0.168409816884042 0.294313117065595 0.0657301409267734;...
0.27958808665553 0.346545735371035 0.115513937357851 ...
0.0899660359186729 0.168386204696911;0.265976541208341...
0.275942828730759 0.168315256822173 0.0762509052086181...
0.213514468030109;0.195314597103193 0.00246122814894163...
0.127451894288093 0.333516390826772 0.341255889633001;...
0.17051454573318 0.00904154487589107 0.287408830606497...
0.267665009293073 0.26537006949136;0.154122134514966...
0.038287309936939 0.222649225548877 0.277230524764447...
0.307710805234771;0.283673664579361 0.0370206591707369...
0.122959149758369 0.222739995825804 0.33360653066573;...
0.223074553363304 0.0356095946130934 0.207764912459438...
0.291268392086229 0.242282547477936];
% Problem 21
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
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tr =[0.5 0.5;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 22
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.9 0.1;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 23
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.95 0.05;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
% Problem 24
kappa =5;
epsilon =0.5;
tr =[0.966666666666667 0.0333333333333333;0 1];
e =[0.245 0.1329 0.2481 0.1882 0.1858;...
0.0022 0.2537 0.1939 0.295 0.2552];
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Appendix B
This appendix provides an exemplary MATLAB implementation of the Lipschitz
constellation induction method for solution of the infinite-horizon Markov CDP.
Top-level function for Lipschitz constellation induction solution of an
infinite-horizon Markov CDP
function [uv lv lc]=ci(tr,e,epsilon,kappa)
% CI Top level function for constellation induction.
%
% SYNOPSIS: [uv lv lc]=ci(tr,e,epsilon,kappa)
% takes parameters for an infinite-horizon Markov Bayes
% change-detection problem, and performs Lipschitz
% constellation induction to find the value of the
% ARGUMENTS: All arguments are required:
% tr: transition matrix, dimension n by n.
% e: emission matrix, dimension n by m.
% epsilon: solution accuracy requirement
% kappa: cost of false alarm
%
% OUTPUTS: uv: upper bound on the value function for the initial
% state
% lv: lower bound on the value function for the
% initial state
% lc: lower constellation for the value function
set(0,’RecursionLimit’,4000);
global pi; % Problem information
global uc; % Upper constellation
global lc; % Lower constellation
% Structure of arrays for storing vertices of observation tree
global vs;
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global stats;
% Maximum number of vertices, for memory allocation purposes
maxv=1000;
stats.lps=0;
stats.time=0;
pi.kappa=kappa;
pi.e=e;
pi.tr=tr;
pi.no=size(e,2);
[u v]=eig(tr’);
pi.npre=sum(min(abs(u’))<0.001);
pi.nopost=size(tr,1)-pi.npre;
pi.prechange=find(min(abs(u’))<0.001);
pi.epsilon=epsilon; %remaining error
%Find transient states, sort transmission, emission, and belief
%so that pre-change states are first.
lp=0;
ulp=0;
% Initialize lower constellation points
% Lower bound on lower constellation is zero
lc=zeros(pi.npre+pi.nopost-1,pi.npre+pi.nopost) ;
for j=1:size(lc,1);
lc(j,j)=1;
end
% Initialize upper constellation points
% The last column is the value
uc=zeros(pi.npre+pi.nopost-1,pi.npre+pi.nopost) ;
for j=1:pi.npre
uc(j,j)=1;
% Upper cost is alarm cost for pre-change states
uc(j,size(uc,2))=pi.kappa;
end
for j=pi.npre+1:pi.npre+pi.nopost-1
uc(j,j)=1;
end
uc=[uc;zeros(1,size(uc,2)-1) pi.kappa];
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% Allocate memory for vertices of the observation tree
vs.uv=inf*ones(1,maxv); % Upper value
vs.lv=-inf*ones(1,maxv); % Lower value
vs.a=zeros(1,maxv); % Action
% Posterior probability (belief state) matrix
vs.b=zeros(pi.npre+pi.nopost-1,maxv);
vs.dly=zeros(1,maxv); %Delay
% Total probability of vertex, given no alarm
vs.totprob=zeros(1,maxv);
% Probability of transitioning from parent to child
vs.transprob=zeros(1,maxv);
% Indicates that vertex has been evaluated
vs.valued=zeros(1,maxv);
vs.d=zeros(1,maxv); % Depth of vertex
vs.children=zeros(pi.no,maxv);% Indices of child vertices
vs.free=ones(1,maxv);
vs.isleaf=false(1,maxv);
vs.obs=zeros(50,maxv); % Array for observation strings
vs.leafs=1;
vs.rm=pi.epsilon;
vs.leafprob=0;
vs.gamma=0.0001;
vs.freeind=1;
v=getfreev(); % Get an index for the root vertex
vs.d(v) = 0; % Depth of the root vertex is zero
vs.b(1,v) = 1; % Start in the first state with probability one
vs.dly(v) = 0; % Delay is zero
vs.totprob(v) = 1; % Total probability of root vertex is one
vs.transprob(v)=1;
tic;
stats.vertices=1;
valuate(v);
stats.time=toc;
lc=lctrim(lc);
disp(’Size of lower constellation’)
stats.lcsize=size(lc,1);
% Visualize results for problems with 2 or 3 states
if size(lc,2)==2
plot(lc(:,1),lc(:,2),’r.’)
plot(uc(:,1),uc(:,2),’c^’)
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legend(’Lower constellation’,’Upper constellation’)
end
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Function for belief-state update
function [bout pobs] = bupdate(bin,o,e,tr)
% BUPDATE Belief state update.
%
% SYNOPSIS: [bout pobs] = bupdate(bin,o,e,tr)
% takes the belief state bin and observation index o, and
% updates the belief using the supplied emission matrix e
% and transmission matrix tr
% ARGUMENTS: All arguments are required:
% bin: input belief state, vector of length n.
% o: index of observation, in range 1:m.
% e: emission matrix, dimension n by m.
% tr: transition matrix, dimension n by n.
%
% OUTPUTS: bout: output belief state, vector of length n.
% pobs: probability that observation was made.
% Update belief via transition matrix
bout=[bin’ 1-sum(bin)]*tr;
% Probability of observation, given new belief
bout=e(:,o).*bout’;
% Total probability of observation
pobs=sum(bout);
% Normalize via Bayes rule
bout=bout./pobs;
% Truncate belief state
bout=bout(1:end-1);
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Function to parameterize the children of a vertex
function getchildren(v)
% GETCHILDREN Get the children of a vertex in an observation tree
%
% SYNOPSIS: getchildren(v)
% Given an vertex indexed by v, generate children vertices
%
% ARGUMENT: v: index for parent vertex
%
% OUTPUT: none, function updates a global structure with
% vertex information
global pi; % Problem information
global vs; % Information about observation tree vertices
for i=1:pi.no
% Get a free index to the observation tree
ind=getfreev();
% Get the observation prefix
vs.obs(:,ind)=vs.obs(:,v);
% Increase depth by one
vs.d(ind) = vs.d(v) + 1;
% Add the most recent suffix
vs.obs(vs.d(ind),ind)=i;
% Add the child to the parent
vs.children(i,v)=ind;
% Update the belief state, calculate transition probability
[vs.b(:,ind) vs.transprob(ind)]= ...
bupdate(vs.b(:,v),vs.obs(vs.d(ind),ind),pi.e,pi.tr);
% Calculate total probability of vertex
vs.totprob(ind)=vs.totprob(v)*vs.transprob(ind);
% Initialized to not valued
vs.valued(ind)=false;
end
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Function to get a free index to a structure of arrays with vertex infor-
mation
function v=getfreev() % Get a free index to a vertex
% GETFREEV Get a free index for a structure with vertex
% information
%
% SYNOPSIS: getchildren(v)
% Given an vertex indexed by v, generate children vertices
%
% ARGUMENT: none
%
% OUTPUT: v: index of free location
global vs % Structure of arrays
v=vs.freeind;
vs.freeind=vs.freeind+1;
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Function to recursively free indices of vertices in an evaluated subtree
function freechildren(v)
global vs; % Structure of arrays for storing vertex information
global pi; % Prooblem information
for i=1:pi.no; % For each observation
if vs.children(i,v)>0
if vs.isleaf(vs.children(i,v))
vs.free(vs.children(i,v))=1;
else
freechildren(vs.children(i,v));
end
end
end
vs.isleaf(v)=1;
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Function to add a point to or obtain a value from the lower constellation
function [v lc inconstellation] =lcadd(lc,c)
% LCADD Add a point to or obtain a value from the lower
% constellation.
%
% SYNOPSIS: [v lc inconstellation] =lcadd(lc,c)
% Given an existing lower constellation and a new point c,
% use constellation induction to find a lower bound for the
% value function at the belief state of c. If c has a
% higher value, add it to the constellation
% ARGUMENTS: Both arguments are required:
% lc: lower constellation, matrix with |S| columns.
% The last column is the value, the other columns
% contain the belief state
% c: Candidate point to be added to the constellation
% OUTPUT: v: Lower bound for value function at c
% lc: Updated lower constellation
global pi;
% Calculate distance to the other points in the constellation
diffs=lc(:,1:end-1) -repmat(c(1:end-1),size(lc,1),1) ;
dists=sum(abs(diffs),2); %1 norm
lbounds=lc(:,end)-dists*pi.kappa;
v=max(lbounds);
if c(end)>v+eps
inconstellation=true;
lc=[lc;c];
else
inconstellation=false;
end
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Function to trim the lower constellation
function lc=lctrim(lc)
% LCTRIM Trim a lower constellation
%
% SYNOPSIS: lc=lctrim(lc)
% Trims the lower constellation by deleting points that are
% convex combinations of other points.
% ARGUMENTS:
% lc: input lower constellation
% OUTPUT:
% lc: Updated lower constellation
for j=1:size(lc,1) % For each point in the constellation
% Check whether the point should stay in the constellation
[foo bar inc(j)]=lcadd(lc(setdiff(1:size(lc,1),j),:), lc(j,:));
end
lc=lc(logical(inc),:); % Clean-up the constellation
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Function to add a point to or obtain a value from the upper constella-
tion
function [v uc inconstellation]=ucadd(uc, c)
% UCADD Add a point to or obtain a value from the upper
% constellation.
%
% SYNOPSIS: [v lc inconstellation] =ucadd(uc,c)
% Given an existing upper constellation and a lower
% constellation (used as a global variable), and a new point
% c with a value that is guaranteed to be an upper bound,
% see if the constellations can be used to produce a lower
% upper bound. If not, add c to the upper constellation
% ARGUMENTS: Both arguments are required:
% uc: upper constellation, matrix with |S| columns.
% The last column is the value, the other columns
% contain the belief state
% c: Candidate point to be added to the constellation
% OUTPUT: v: Upper bound for value function at c
% uc: Updated upper constellation
% inconstellation: Boolean
global pi;
% Calculate distance to the other points in the constellation
diffs=uc(:,1:end-1) -repmat(c(1:end-1),size(uc,1),1) ;
dists=sum(abs(diffs),2); %1 norm
ubounds=uc(:,end)+dists*pi.kappa;
v=min(ubounds);
if c(end)<v-eps
inconstellation=true;
uc=[uc;c];
else
inconstellation=false;
end
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Function to recursively evaluate a vertex
function valuate(v)
% VALUATE Evaluate a vertex v recursively via backward and
% constellation induction
%
% SYNOPSIS: valuate(v)
% Given a vertex v, evaluate the vertex via backward and
% constellation induction
% ARGUMENTS: v: Index of vertex
%
% OUTPUT: Outputs stored in global variables
global lc; % Lower constellation
global pi; % Problem information
global vs; % Structure of arrays for storing vertex information
global uc; % Upper constellation
global stats;
stats.vertices=stats.vertices+1;
pi.prechange=1:pi.npre;
% Initial upper value based on cost of false alarm
vs.uv(v) = sum(vs.b(pi.prechange,v))*pi.kappa;
% Get lower value from constellation
[vs.lv(v) lc inl]=lcadd(lc,[vs.b(:,v)’ 0]);
% Get upper value based on the constellations
[vs.uv(v) uc inh]=ucadd(uc,[vs.b(:,v)’ vs.uv(v)]);
if toc>stats.time &&vs.leafprob<1
disp([num2str(100*vs.leafprob) ’ percent complete, ’ ...
num2str((1-vs.leafprob)*toc/vs.leafprob) ’ seconds remaining.’]);
stats.time=stats.time+1;
end
if (vs.uv(v)-vs.lv(v))*vs.totprob(v)<vs.gamma*vs.rm;
% Becomes a leaf vertex
vs.valued(v)=true;
% Remaining error to work with
vs.rm=vs.rm-(vs.uv(v)-vs.lv(v))*vs.totprob(v);
vs.leafprob=vs.leafprob+vs.totprob(v);
vs.isleaf(v)=true;
else % Else, interior vertex, evaluated via backward induction
vs.isleaf(v)=false;
getchildren(v); % Get children of the vertex
no_alarm_value_lower=1-sum(vs.b(pi.prechange,v)); % delay
no_alarm_value_upper = 1-sum(vs.b(pi.prechange,v));
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[foo inds]=sort(vs.transprob(vs.children(:,v)),’descend’);
for i=inds; % For each observation
% If child is not evaluated, evaluate it
if ~ vs.valued(vs.children(i,v))
valuate(vs.children(i,v));
end
% Upper and lower bound, based on children
no_alarm_value_lower = no_alarm_value_lower...
+ vs.transprob(vs.children(i,v))* vs.lv(vs.children(i,v));
no_alarm_value_upper = no_alarm_value_upper ...
+ vs.transprob(vs.children(i,v))* vs.uv(vs.children(i,v));
end
% Value of alarm
alarmvalue = sum(vs.b(pi.prechange,v))*pi.kappa;
% If alarming has a better value than a lower bound
% on the value associated with not alarming
if alarmvalue < no_alarm_value_lower
vs.a(v)= 1; % The optimal action is to alarm
vs.uv(v) = alarmvalue;
vs.lv(v) = alarmvalue;
vs.valued(v) = true;
else % If no alarm is best
vs.a(v) = 0;
% Take the minimum of the value established via backward
% induction, and the value taken from the constellation
vs.uv(v) = min(no_alarm_value_upper, vs.uv(v));
% Take the maximum of the lower boud value, and an upper
% bound on the value taken from the constellation
vs.lv(v)= max(no_alarm_value_lower, vs.lv(v));
vs.valued(v) = true;
end
% Insert value into upper constellation
[uv uc inu]=ucadd(uc,[vs.b(:,v)’ vs.uv(v)]);
% Insert value into lower constellation
[lv lc inl]=lcadd(lc,[vs.b(:,v)’ vs.lv(v)]);
if v>1
freechildren(v); % free the children
end
end
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